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but as a guaranty of good faith.
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MEW YEAR S BALL
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Brown’s Hall. Cumberland Mills,

Admission to tho Hall $1.00; Gallery, 25 cents.
The managers reserve the light to restrict the sale
of tickets.
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CLOTHING

ANNUAL

REMARKABLE

{Merchants’ Bank Bnilding.)
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PERRY,

ATTORNEYS & COUNSELLORS-AT-L&W,
No. 11 Conrt

St., Room 4,

BOSTON.
rerry

ONLY SIX SUITS REMAIN.
Small Check, English Walking Coat Suits only $6.00.
Impossible to tell them from a much more expensive suit.
Dark Handsome Cassimere Suits tor $8.00.
Sold everywhere for $10.00.
810 will give a wide choice from many Handsome Cassimere Suits.
In Stripes, Checks and Plaids a reduction of 30 percent, has been

made

uieave?.

reier* to Howard «

men’s Plaid Sack Suits reduced to $5.50.
Other dealers ask $5 OO tor the coat alone,

on

dec!7dim

F. Talbot

George

these suits.

selling

Portland

Savings

CITY

HALL,
Evenings,

Tuesday

Bank.
«16m

§400. The Cheapest
reeler in the land.
Chinchilla Reefers cheap and line grades,
OLD COMFORT, DEFIANCE and PELHAM FESTERS from §8.50
up, or 30 per cent, reduction.

Heavy Black Felt Beelers reduced

Irom §5 50 to

Nov. 27th, Dec. 11th, Dec. 25th,
Jan. Sth, Jan. 22th, Feb. 5th,

Moulton,

ATTORNEV AT LAW,
has removed to

188

MIDDLE

Dec3

Canal Baulc

STREET,

Building.

IN AID OF THE

Portland

Fraternity,

Committee.
T. C. Hersey.Esq.. President Fraternity,
Samuel ,I. Anderson, Ksq Vice Pres.
Me. S. E. Spring,
Hon. M M. Butleb,
Me. I. P. Fabrington,
Hon. a. E. Stevens,
Hon. Geo. P. Wescott, Me. Geo, 8. Hunt,
Hon. Jacob McLellan, Mr. H N. Jose,
Hon B.Kingsbuby, Je. Me. Geo W. woodman,
Hon I. Washburn, Je., Me. Ghas, McLaughlin
Me. John N. Lord,
mb. Nathan Webb,
Me. J. S. Winslow,
Me. W. L. Putnam,
Me. W F. Phillips,
M6. J. P. Baxter,
Mr. Charles E. Jose, Me. D. W. Fessenden,
Mr. S. T. Pullen,
Mb. Lewis Piebce,
Me. W. F. Millikln.
Me. M. P. Emery,
on
Committee
Entertainments.
WM. ALLEN, JR..
Wm. W. Thomas, Jr.,
Feitz H. Jordan,
Feed R. Fabrington,
James C. Hamlen,
Wh.kp.ntkk Je.,
A. E. Webb,
Wm. ... DAuib...
General

Evening tickets admitting Gentlemen ami Ladies,
61.00, to bo obtained at Stockbridge’s and at tbe
door.

No intermission at tbe dances except on the last
night of tho course, when extra attractions will be
offered.
Music byCbandler'e Pall Quadrille Band,
deow3m
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GERRY, .III..

ELBRIDGE

Attorney

Law,

at

40 1-2 EXCHANGE ST.

nov29dtf

Dr. Ghas. A.
has removed to

Ring

We claim to sell these Garments lower then any firm in America.
Read our Price Eist and see if we are not justified in oar assertion.
For $3.00 will sell a Eong Warm Great OVERCOAT.
$3.50 will buy a Black Defiance OVERCOAT. A perfect protcc*
tion against wind and storms.
But for Fnheard of Bargains none can afford to miss seeing our

Near High Street.

coats now

§16.00 and §17,00, and

15

UNITED STATES HOTEL,
f O AVX liAlt X>«

_

HEATED

BY

Maine.
Send for Circular.

WOLCOTT & CO., Proprietors
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$6.00 Pants are sold by all others

Our §5.50 aud

i

from $7.00 to §8.50.

more

pleasing

now

School Suits, from 12 to 16 years of
age at and below cost.

Children’s Kilt Skirts, $2.75.

VIEW

0. B.

C.

MARKET

FISK

PORTLAND,

SQUARE,
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& CO.
HOUSE,

PREBLE

tnVUEll
PREMIUM

FINANCIALLY !

SALE

THIS

Chocolate,
AND

PRICES Olf ftPP.QM||U" ^

Established 1843.

PIANOS

AT

BY

—

ORGANS

JOSVAH WEBB & CO.,

FIRST PREMIUMS

office, No. 78 Exchange SI.,
oonosife the Post Office.

FIRE MB

ALARM.

BjJRfiLIR

Holiday

Clifts !

No. 88 Exchange

Ofiice

lower prices.

IN

TKADE_

tiood BimincM. Pirture Paine* made to
order. I have on hand numerous articles suited to
the Holiday Trade which I shall be pleased to ?liow
those who may favor mo with a call.

S. 81. Coles worthy.

BARNES,

AOOOUHITANT.
Busioe?s solicited irom any in need of assistance on
tbelr accounts.
Hpccial alien non given to adjustment oi
..

complicated

account*.

Would take charge ot one or more sets or accounts
uermanently. Terms reasonable.
left at 760 Congress street, or 28 Exchange
street, or by mail, promptly attended to.

Orders

__w&Stt
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TIIESCH tic (iEKIlA.V LAI KbRl’,

WE dry

our clothes in
the open
more water and
tresli air
laundries in the city. yy0

air, ami fo need
than the othei

have established a laundrj
out of town, and win v,e prepared to commenct
work on Monday, Dec. loth. All orders left at W
I) Jones’, S’-'O Gonrress street,
opposite Casco, oi
6 Bradford Street, will receive prompt attention.
FRAU Vun
doc7d3m
CO.

HageN &

1878
Keiailing

at

DIARIESW8
Wholesale price. Call early while thi
assortment is large.

Congress St„ Opp. the Prebl<
Sign of the Gold Pen.

oc3

d3“*

street

Block, Portland.

To Kent. Part of Store on Free St. Large
Show Window and Good Basemeot. Enquire ol

SAMUEL THURSTON.
Free St. Block.

nov20dtf

I fnvite the public to im-

Don’t fail to call and
doci3

see them.
dtf

T.

LOIIJG1VSTJ3IS,

Deering Block,
P OR TLA IvT 33
eod2w
No.

4

of

erfrr

Skates

MEW KID

and
sharpened;
Skates to let at

repaired
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96 Exchange Street
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PANNIERS,

Always the choicest and
freshest Oysters constantly
on hand at the lowest prices.
Orders by mail or telegraph
answered promptly.
Oysters delivered in any
Ipart of tho city freo of ex-

of ttejbest qualities and the best assortment to bo
lonnd.

New Fichucs,
New Bibs,
New Jacobs,
IN

also

ULMER & HEHR’S,
GLOVES,

MEW CORSETS,
MEW

(teNfi’iniion for Ladieii and dent*
at lowest prices.

New Ties,
New Ituchings,
New Handkerchiefs,

GREAT VARIETY,

pense#

at

ATWOOD’S OYSTER
HOUSE, 117
121 and 12? Henter St., PORTLAND.
oc!2
3md

Merrill’s,
Between I'reble House aud U. S. Hstel.

a

dispute which

Owen, Moore & Bailey’s Maine Savings Bank,
dlf

Eclectic McditaS Society.
Semi-Annual Meetingot the Maine Kc edit

JNo. 198MIBDLE ST.

Maine

Medical Society will beheld at tne Johnsoi
House, Gardiner, on the second Wednesday <
Per order
Jun arv. the 9lh. 1878, at 10 a. m.
KICH’D MACE, M. D Secretary.
<lec25o2**

January 1st is

holiday money deposited

a legal
on ur before

AS in this Bank
January
entitled to six months interest, iu
July

A. G.

2d will bo

Applv

_

IVVkTfl
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Double Windows lor Sale.
consisting of a dozen double windows for
sale, part with veutilai rs Price reasonable.

1T0 0 ) 1r

■

EIGHT1

PAGES
sent
free to an)
address upon receipt of stamp.

& BUXTON, Portlanil Maine
COLLINS
UeclO

at

nolfidtf

eodly

decll

next.

SAMUEL KOLFE, Pres’t.
de24td
ROGERS, Ass’t Treas.

THAT lOUJVG MAN ! ASET

Ibe latest and best bit. Ask your book or news
dolldbw
dealers lor biin. Only 60 cents a copy.

to the

which heretofore we have never been called
At last we stand face to face
upon to meet.
with the problem which has so long vexed
the statesmen and economists of the old nations, the equitable adjustment of the relations between labor and capital, and the proper provisions to be made for the care of a
great, idle and desperate population. We can
no longer claim the immunities of youth.
Our hundredth birth-day brought the perplexities and responsibilities, as well as the
strength of manhood. But we can at least
hope for as good success in solving this last
and greatest problem of society as has rewarded our endeavors to settle questions of government which had been abandoned in de
spair by all men before our time.
For the rest our history during the year has
not been remarkable,
As happens not unfrequently the savage tribes of our borders
have risen against the hand that fed and protected them; and ono of the young heroes of
the civil war has fallen a victim to tueir mad
fury. The nation has lost, in the person of
Senator Morton, one of its foremost states*
men and most patriotic citizens.
But save
these the country has been free from great
There has been a notable incalamities.
crease of material prosperity.
A wonderful
harvest has brought wealth to our coffers, and
the blessing of an honest and stable currency
within our reach.
Only the knavery and
madness of dishonest and misguided men indium of

exchange

in use

by the

rest of the

great war has raged during the
larger part of the year, and the old quarrel of
the Russian and the Turk is being fought out
to the end. The downfall of the Ottoman
empire seems close at hand. Among other
blessings which the new year may bring is the
expulsion of the Turks from Europe, and the
establishment ot Christian States In the lands
of the Bulgarian Kingdom and the Byzantine empire. The only other event of great
note in European politics is the growing
strength of republican government in France.
Absolutist and military chiefs have received
a warning rebuke which will deter them for
many years from attempts against the peace
of the State, and the French people have developed a capacity for self government which
is a pleasure and surprise to the lovers ®f freedom throughout the world.
On the whole the Old Year has not used us
ill. Let us hope that the bounty of the New
will be even greater, and its chastisements less
frequent and severe,
a

A New Gloucester correspondent asks
if a concurrent resolution can become a law
unless it has the signature of the President,
and wants to know how the Stanley Matthews resolution can affc-ct the remonetization of silver. The passage of that resolution
cannot bring about the remonetization of silver nor force the Treasury to pay the bonds
in silver.
It is merely a declaration that in
the belief of the two Houses of Congress silver should be remonetized and the bonded
debt be discharged in that depreciated metal
of varying value.
The declaration is put in
this form so that the President may have no
opportunity to dissent from it, for it does not
If adopted
go to him for hie consideration.
it will go out as the deliberate judgment of
the American people expressed through their
representatives. All men will understand by
it that this nation contemplates the payment
of its debts in a depreciated currency, and intends to compel its creditors to take ninety
cents on a dollar.
The only obstacle in tbe
The
way of such payment is the President.
world will believe that he acts in opposition
to the wishes oi the people and will be sue'
needed at the expiration of his term by an
Executive pledged to the principles of the
Matthews resolution.
The effect will be to
stop the refunding process by which we are
au"ually cutting down by millions the inter,
est charge on the public debt.
The capitalists will not subscribe for a four per cent,
bond payable iu silver, and so tbe six per cent.
IWUl

pCl

Mb. William E. Chaxdlsb's open letter
to the Republicans of New Hampshire, of
which we elsewhere present an abstract, Is
the political sensation of the day. The letter
and accompanying documents would take up
seven columns of this paper.
Mr. Chandler
directly charges that President Hayes gained
his seat by bargaining with the Southern leaders.

The impression prevails in Washington
that the Administration is not U9ing its power and influence as it might
and should
against the Bland bill. There is no doubt
that the President will veto the bill, but it is
claimed that he does not vigorously oppose
its passage.
The Texan rangers are amusing themselves by shooting without trial those inhabitants of San Elisario who have delivered
themselves up to the authorities. The shooting of prisoners seems to be a favorite recreation in the South.

deodtt
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have settled

This means that
the decrease of the public burdens begun by
the fuudiug process will stop, and that we
shall be regarded by tbe world a3 a nation
which intends to repudiate a portion of its
And we shall be treated as all other
debts.
dishonest debtors are.

Job Lot Counter.

deo27
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The stock now remaining on tne Retail counters
in our basement will he
offered during the present
week at prices marked to
close them out. Those who
call early will receive the
benefit of this sale.

Thebe are, it is confidently asserted, 1,200,000 tramps In this country who get their living by beggary or crime. We can no longer
afford to laugh at the English poor laws.
New Hampshire will be the chief object
of attention in American politics for the next
three months.
Recent Publications.
Archaeology and Ancient Art.
Those who recall the excitement caused in
scientific and antiquarian circles and the deep
interest awakened in the miDda of iotelligent
people generally by the publication, three years
ago, of Dr. Schliemann’a “Troy and its Remains,” will eagerly look forward to a perusal
of the account of his discoveries in the tombs of
the Atreidm.
(Mycenae; a Narrative of Researches and Discoverios at Mycenae andTiryns.
The Preface by
By Dr. Henry Schliemann.
the Right Hon. W. E. Gladstone. New York:
& Co.
Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.) “Troy and its Remains” provoked a storm of angry criticism;
and Dr. Schlinnann’s intimation that Helen
was flesh and blood, not a dawn-uymph whom
Paris, the robber of the daylight, carried away
and held captive until her rescue by the sun-

Scriboer, Armstrong

god, was regarded as far worse than blasphemy
by those who hold that all myths and old-time
customs, from the ten-years’ combat on the
windy plains of Troy to tbo dance about the
May-pole, are forms and reminiscences of the
world-wido sun-myth. It mattered not to them
that the rehabilitation of Troy in the belief of
men

did not in the least affect their theory, but
showed the error of their most far.

merely

icu>ucu

iiiuouauuu,

lutry

vuiy

saw

a

mau wuu

presamed'to oppose the new school of
myth-interpretation, and they attacked him
with all the bigotry of which scientists are capable—and they are quite equal to their antagonists, tbe theologians, in that regard.
They

reasoned—apparently—this

We must
and discover still worse things—discover perhaps that
Z»us, the Dyaus Pitar itself, was but a Cretan
King, or that Red Ridiag-Hood was really eaten

put down this

man

or

way:
ha may go

on

Where then would be our perby the Wolf.
sonified sky and our dawn-nymph with her
robs of crimson twilight?
But Schliemaun
kept on digging while his hostile critics scolded,
and at last brought to light the treasure of
Priam. Since then the scholars have been divided, but he has, a3 the politicians say, the
people with him. Encouraged by the success
of his researches iu the mound
turned to the excavation of the
cient Myceure on the iplains of
he has brought to light a great

of Hissarlik he
ruins of the an-

There
Argos.
tomb which he
firmly believes to be the grave of the mighty
‘‘Anax Andron” himself.
The strength of his
Claim we may leave to be discussed by the
scholars; but this is certain: he has found a1
Mycenae and Tiryns the relics of a civilization
of so great historic value that the antiquarians
would do well to husn their quarrels and study
it. This much may however be said by the laymaa: Dr. Schliemann has found the remains
of an ancient city and civilization where Homer
led him to look for Troy, and as ancient a city
and civilization on the spot to which tradition
pointed as the home of Atreus and his children.
To all this his critics can only oppose a theory
which has been stretched to include Troy, an
inclusion based altogether upon suppositions.
He has fairly established the piobability that

the leading tragic theme in Greek literature,
the woes of the house of Atreus, is not wholly
fictitious in its origin.
What he did by his researches in the Troad for the epic mythology
ho has done by his discoveries on the Argive

plains for the choricjand hereafter we may nnt
TO Judged Wholly
foculsh if webelieve that Agalord of Mycenae and horse-pasturing Argos, and in the vengeance exacted by
iuo
umgrgouui goes uirouen UAiyiasmnestra
and iEgisthos for the horrid feast set before
memnon

was

Thyestis.
This is what Dr. Schliemann has dons: Taking a lesson from the fate of Herodotus who,
after having been called for some generations
the father of lies, has at last come to ba ac-

knowledged

as generally trustworthy, he put
faith in Pausauius and governed his researches
by the following passage:
Amongst other remains of the wall is the
gate, on which stand lions. They (ths walls
aud the gate) are said to be the work of tho
Cyclopes, who bnilt th9 wall for Proteus at
Tiryns. Id the ruins of Mycense is the fountain called Perseia aud the subterranean buildings of Atrens and his children, in which they
stored their treasures.
There is the sepulchre
of Atreus, and the tombs of the companions of
Agamemnon, who, on their return from Ilium,
were killed at a banquet by iEgisthns.
The
identity of the tomb of C tsandra is
called
in
question
bv the Lacedaemonians of Amyclm.
There i3 the
tomb
of Agamemnon and that of h s charioteer
Eurymedon, and of Eleotra. Telclumas and
Pelops were buried iu jthe same sepulchre, for
it is said that Cassandra bore these twins, and
that, while as yet infants, they were slaughtered
by iEgisthus, together with their parents. Hellanicus (495—4el B. C.) writes that Pylades,
who was married to Electra with the consent
of Orestes, had by her ttvo son-, Medon and
Strophins. Clytemnestra andiE ’isthus were
buried at a little distance from the wall, because they were thought unwu.-hy to have
their tombs inside of it, where Agamemnon
reposed, and those who were killed together
with him.

Taking

this as a guide, and assuming that the
wall referred to was the great wall of the citadel
he began, after one or two spasmo lie attempts,

systematic explorations at Myceato, iu August,
1876. His enthusiastic faith was uot long in
meeting a generous reward. After digging
through the remains of a later Hellenic city,he
struck upon the evidences of a prr historic civil'zatioo, terra cotta vases and i nplements of
stone and bronze, and finally upon sculptured
tombstones in what was evidently a forum or
agora—tbns justifying Pansanius who had written: “Hero they built the place for council in
order that they might have the tomb of the
heroes within the place for council.” About
these slabs were strewn fraguic .1 f porphyry,
agate gems, bronze hatchets, syoj'to io designs,
f the cow(among them the cross) and m >
headed Here idols—eidola or ijiaj-s. [Mycense was celebrated for its cul n
f Here, and
Dr. Schliemann assumes tb it h-r i ieot’ty with
the Pelasgic moon-goddess lo, w.ih the Boeotian
Demeter Micalessia, the Egyptian Isis aud
Pheouecian Ashtoreth is abundantly proved,
bolding that the Homeric epithet boupis means

literally cow-headed as he has before claimed
that c/laukopis as applied to Athene means owlheaied, and that Here was at first worshipped
under the form of a cow. In proof of this he
instances the cow’s head on the Samian coins,
Samos being the seat of the most ancient tern-

cents, substituted for them.
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Free

3

Thurston,

Respectfully,

AGAIN.

This is to inform my friends and the public that I
have purchased tbe stock of Skillin & Newoll, and
taken tbe 8i©r#* ‘JJ6 Federal Ml., recently occupied by them, and shall continue to carry on the
Frame, Picture, Stationery and Fancy

S». II,

Samuel

gains.

_d3m

pi 29

Covers, Stools

prove this opportunity to secure the Bar-

Oxnard & Robinson.

482

store after New Year’s, I therefore in-

time all the goods in my store, at still

Street,

Lowest

Full Stock, New Styles, Prices Reduced.

eral that I will sell daring this short

rrr> staibs.

he

other parties to take possession of my

form my friends and the pnblic in gen-

Annunciators, &c„ at lowest ratcp.

Various Styles;
Prices.

and Ottomans.

Having concluded arrangements with

fjplTE subscriber? are General Agents forfnrnishing
£ and putting io Shiite’s Improved Fire and
Burglar Alarm. Also every variery ot Call Bell?,
Hotel

Piano

1877.

THE BEST

new

_»tr

Celebrated Makers;

CARD.
1876

AKD]-

—

BOSTON OFFICE 4S CHATHAM ST.
doy30
dim
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COCOA

—

MCALLISTER’S

ME.

BY

BROMA.

recommend its restoration.

had

danger which is a continual threat
stability of European governments, but

world.
Abroad

to a child than a
offered in these goods
Parents should not fail to see them.
$1.50 will buy a Child’s Suit. Irom 3 to 9 years of age.
$3.50 will buy a Boy’s Suit, from 8 to 12 years of age.
$3.50 will buy a Child’s Ulster, marked down from $5.00.

MILTON, MASS.,

A

« j.

liras’ Fnr Beaver
OVERCOATS,
$7.50.
Nothing for a Holiday present can be
suit, Special inducements are

MANCFACTUHED

RANDALL

com-

8ft CENTS, VERMONT GREY PANTS.

new

no23dtf

The most convenient place in the
city to purchase your Coal is at

$2.50.

STTCA.HI.

Terms hereafter will be but $2.00 per day.

—

person can afford to be without it. An investment
ot the paying kind. One of the wonders ot tue age
how so much intelligence necessary to the every day
affairs of life can bo put into so small a space nd so
Tell a person ever so muca about
attractive iorm.
this work but on examiuation one will exclaim as
did the Queen of Sheba, when she beheld the
wir-dom and prosperity ot Solomon^ “Tbo half was
Address
not told me,” Sold only bv subscription.
If. G GARCELON, No. 266 Middle Street, Portland,

We offer

Regular Goods, Regular Sizes, no odds or ends, but a large and
plete assortment embracing twenty styles.

MANUAL

LIBRARY in one volum
Every family
should have it. indispensable to every one
No young
proposes to make the most of life.

OVERCOATS,

SIZE

urtbjoo

The best Located Ilonse for Business Men

Social and Hasiness Forms and Gu 'e to

A
who

OUT

AIL WOOL WINTER WEIGHT,

Union St., Portland.au7dti

Correct Writ ng.

a

at

Sizes 44, 46 and 48, to fit men weighing from 250 to 350.
these coats at 9 50—the bare cloth cost more,

HOTELS.

Trap.

or

selling

dim

Those who have used steam for heating buildings
for drying purposes, have long felt the need of a
perfect device for returning, at a high temperature,
the water ef condensation from the heating pipes to
the boiler, thus saving a large amount of luel. Such
a device has been found in the **Meharg Steam
Trap,” which is ottered to those in need with a guarantee that they will keep the pipes free of water.
This trap has been in use for several years, is simple in construction and practical in operation. It is
ottered at a price solow that no one who is using
steam for heating can afford to do without it. They
will be put on for responsible parties on trial tor 30
days, ami if not found entirely satisfactory, will be
taken oft free of expense.
Further information as to price. &c., can be bad
by addressing Gen’l T. W. Hyde. Bath, Me.; C. D.
Brown. Brunswick, Me.; or W. H. Pennell, No. 17

—

$12.00 to §14.00.j All of our
$20.00, $20.00 coats now selling for
few at §15.00 that cost $17.00.

These garments have formerly sold from

$25.00

or

HILL’S

and Fur Beaver Overcoats.

$9,00 & 9.50 Plain Beaver

NO. 606 CONGRESS ST.,
dec!

fnr its

to us of a

O

F.

war

come subject to an ill which threatens the
constitntion of society itself.
The great
strikes of last summer are ominous warnings

augl6a

Augustus

would have led to war, and hostile factions
would have appealed to the dread arbitrament of the sword.
Here fifteen representative men took into consideration the questions in dispute; and the conclusions arrived
at by the majority of them were accepted by
the people as a final settlement.
The manner in which the electoral controversy was
settled will hereafter make one of the most
conspicuously creditable pages in our annals,
and in the estimation of our children will hold
place of honor only less high than the estab-

menaced the national existence we have be-

OFFICE
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nearly equal strength, both believing firmly
in the justice of their claims and both terribly
excited by the fresh recollections of a political
campaign notable for its bitterness even
among the many bitter presidential contests in
our national history.
In any other country,
It m?y safely be assumed, the conditions

Bat while

prices usually asked for business suits.

at

an

preservation.

Has resumed the practice of law.

Over

now

lishment of the TTnion and the

ALL OUR PINE ORESS SUITS
are now

closing has been

eventful
one at home and abroad.
It has witnessed
in this country a spectacle that would he possible in no other nation; the peaceful adjustment of a dispute over the possession of the
government between two political parties of

Far better than any extended remarks caD, to the unequalled bargains to be obtained at this trnl

Building.
eod&vrtf

Dances.

Fraternity

The Old Tear.
The year

BRADBURY,

CORMAC &

Subject—‘Ultima!© *f America.’’
Concert by Chandler’s Band previous to Lecture.
Tickets 50 cents, including reserved peat, to be obtained at Stockbridge’s Music Store, and the door.
Do r open at 6.30; Alusic at 7.15; Lecture at 7.45.
dec28dlw

We

Prices
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Evert regular attache of the Press is tarnished
with a Card certificate countersigned by Stanley T.
Pullen, Editor. All railway, steamboat and hotel
managers will confer a favor upon us by demanding
credentials of every person claiming to represent onr
oornal.

Congress

___

Attorney at Law,
NO. 34 EXCHANGE STREET.

u. m.
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JAN’V l.t,
TUESDAli EVENING,
Mu tic by Manchester’* Band;
Managers—C. W. Brown, J. A. Warren Wm. Bol-
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LANCASTER

MONDAY EVE,

Figure

15 re a l lies there a man with son! so dead
Who to hiniselt hath never said.
‘‘For a Christmas present to FISK, I’ll go
And purchase a handsome suit ot clothes.”
It any there are that can be tound.
A question to them we would propound.
Why waste yonr time and tire your feet
In travelling about from street to street.
When all kinds of clothiug are sold so low
At the One Price Store of FISK & CO.

BERRY,

STEPHEN

NO.

at

Red

Sale !

Continues to draw vast crowds of anxious buyers,

Masquerade Ball,

NEW YEAR’S EVENING,

Great

Our

BIOI

ENTERTAINMENTS.

Grand

dtf

JanS

less, $1.50.

or

FROM EARLY MORN TILL DEWY EVE

to at all hours.

of space, the

One inch

Service of precepts of all kiDds a specialty. Confidential advice given, and services rendered in the
detection and arrest of criminals. Business attended

Toe majority cf the ways and means committee Is undoubtedly in favor of the reimposition of the income tax, and the committee
will in all probability on the reassembling of

press.
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of

TERMS $8.00 PER ANNUM, IN ADVANCE

28 EXCHANGE STREET.
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The crop statistics for 1877 as made

up at

Washington show that the yield of cereals
surpasses all previous experience in this
country. The harvest of wheat reaches the
enormous figure of 300,000,000 bushols, and
the corn crop aggregates 1,300,000,000.

corroborations of his theory ] The tombs, five
in number, which were found thirty feet below
the surface, go far to confirm the old legends
of the Atridso. Along with gold and silver
flagons and vWs of alabaster were in the first
tomb the bodies of men and women; and upon
this discovery chiefly the explorer bases his arThe vast wealth there, the archaic
ornaments, the impossibility of admitting that
royal personages who had died a natural death

mament.

at long intervals of time shonld have been
huddled together iu one burial-place, the agreement of the discoveries With the tradition and
with the account of Pausauius, are proofs not

1

and dominating subject of the tombs in
agora. I am bound to say that reflection
a fuller knowledge have
nearly tamed
scales the other way. There ara, indoA

tbe
and
the
not

only g&ps to be supplied, but difficulties to be
confronted aud to ha explained, or to be left
over for future exploration.
Yet tbe balance,
I will not say of evidence, hut of rational presumption, seems as though it might ultimately
lean toward the belief that this emiueut explorer has exposed to the light of day after
3,000 years, the memorials and remains of Agamemnon aud his companions in'.tbe return from

Troy.”
The work of Dr. Schliemann is to some extant complemented by General di Cesnola in a
volume just published (Cyprus: its Ancient
Cities, Tombs, and Temples. A Narrative of
Researches and Excavations daring Ten Years’
Residence in that Islaad. By General Louis
Palma di Cesnola. New York: Harper &
Brothers. Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.)
In this volume General di Cesnola has made
the most valuable contribution of our day to
archaeology, has discovered the missing link
in the chain between Egyptian and Greek civilization, and has made ns for the first time
acquainted with Pbrouiciaa art. He has in
effect compelled tbe scholars to re oust all their
theories concerning archaeology, aud worked a
thorough revision of what has long passed for
ancient history. For tbe first time the modern
world understands tbe true relations of those
great peoples who warred aud traded with each
other ou the shores of the Mediterranean.
Fortunately for Americana the fruits of the ten
years’ research iu Cyprus are now, and will remain, in the New York Metropolitan Museum.

thirty-five thousand objects of art, the
archaeological spoils of twenty-eight cities,
fifteen temples and sixty-five necropoli, are

There

stored. These range from the finest illustrations of pure Greek art hack to rude archaic
designs that suggest the burlesque “Venus of
tbe Mound-Builders” which was ou exhibition

parody

at the
it! non in

Vi

J

of the Philadelphia exhibition

niter

o

Tlio oaII oo tiran {a

roar arm

incomparable

of

value. No other can show
a
a single
statue of
period so remote.
Tbe glass found in the tombs at Idalium is the
oldest glass known. Tbe pottery embraces
forms aod designs from the grotesque and fantastic Phajaician conceptions to the shapely
vases of the Greeks.
The sculptures unearthed,
the oldest known, have remodelled the history
of that art. The engraved cylinders have re-

vealed tbe birth of the glyptic art. The “find”
in the temple vaults of Karium is entirely new
in onr knowledge of ancient pottery. The
vases by tbeir identity of form and ornament
enable us to say that tbe vessels discovered by
Scbliemanu

Mycenae

at

must

be of a date

earlier, perhaps by two hundred years, than
800 B. G. Ihe Inscriptions have enabled scholars to understand the Cypriote writings and to
master by that aid the most carious and ancient
of tbe wedge-shaped systems, in short Gen.
di Cesnola has discovered tbe key to the civilization and art of Greece, and has traced them
directly to the East
It is an account of tbe discovery of these wonantiquities and of the circumstances

derful

attending that discovery, and an exposition of
their meaning and valae which are set forth in
the beautiful volume, illustrated by hundreds
upon hundreds of engravings, that the Harpers
have Issued from their press. Gem. di Cesnola,
scholar, was sent as United States consul to
Cyprus iu 1865, and remaiued there ten years,
Having much leisure he occupied himself with
antiquarian researches iu the village of Dali,
a

the ancient Idalium. In three years he had
ten thousand tombs, and had fo tod two
distinct strata of burial-chambers. Eacouraged
by his success be went to tbe great mounds
near Athenieno which have been identified as
the seat of the ancient city of Gelgos. There,
iu tbe temple of Venus, be found two hundred
statues, and over seven hundred beads, be-

opened

longing to Assyrian, Egyptian and Greek periHe prosecot:<1 his researches and, almost

ods.

eauio

open

tbe

temple

vaults

of

Kurium, a city foondad before tbe Egyptian
conquest in 1412 B. C. Twenty feet under the
iuiu-cuouuj‘/:icu

cauu
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iuuuu
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chambers which were the treasury oi the temple, and iu them the richest treasure trove
which it has ever been the fortune of an arebtehit upon. The articles of gold, silver,
ologist
bronze and pottery brought to light are of incalculable value in the study of aucient ait aud
history. A more fortunate spot for research
to

could not have been selected. Cypras, the
Cbittim of the Old Testament, was from its
position a meeting-place for all the peoples of
the Mediterranean shores. There Phoenicians,
Egyptians and Hellenes lived side by side and
exchanged their knowledge. It was an Egyptian possession bef ore the time of Moses. It
was in revolt agaiost Tyre 1093 B. C.. aud the
Greeks claim that Agamemnon conquered it
All civilizations, aud
on his return from Troy.
arts and religious blended there. The discoverer fonnd the temples of Baal, of Melkart, of
Cybele, of Aphrodite, of Hercules aud Venus.

Among Cains he found the mint-mark of Tyre,
the stater of the Greek and the denarius of the
Roman. The engraved gems in the the tombs
showed a strange mixture of mythologies.
Among the New Year’s gifts three thousand
years ago and more were effigies of the Phoenician Baal; of the Bull of Belas; of the Punio

deity Bal-Samen, “lord of the heavens;” the
ibis of the Egyptian Thoth; the hawk-headed
gryphon of the Egyptian Osiris; the Solar
Hawk and the Royal Asp; the Saored Baboon,
Scribe to the Gods; thehsetle typeef Ptha,
the Great Creator; the Phoenician Mir, the
visible presence of the Deity; Horus in hi3
lotus flowers; Sin, the moou-god, ‘‘judge of the

world;” Xva-Vul, the Assyrian thuuder-god;
Horn, the tree of life; the Punic emblem of
Ashtaroth; the cow idol common to pastoral
races, the idol iu this iusttnee being headless,
and bearing the cow-head in her outstretched
original of St. Denis and his miracle
perhaps; the Winged Victory; the Baris or
sacred boat of the Nile; the Apollo Hylates;
and the famous phallic idol of Paphos. But no
scenes were takeu from the Greek epic cycle,
thus showing that the Greek work was of the
hand—the
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these deities except one were nearly las t sight
of. The Cypriotes soon confounded the Tyrian

Babylonian moon-goddess
Mylitta with the Hellenic Aphrodite, and discarded the others. So her worship came to be
the especial cult of Cyprus. It is not quite forgotten to this day. There is now a phallic symbol at Catahma to which youug girls go and
break a piece of jewelry when they are abont
‘o be married.
But we must leave this fascinating hook of
whose riches scarcely an idea can bo given in
To thoroughly enjoy it a
this limited space.
reader should take it with him to the Metropolitan Museum and by its aid stndy the Cesooia

Astirte

and

the

collection. It is needless to commend the volGuide-books to tha pistare tha rage.
ume.
The world in its age is conjuring up reminiscences

of its

youth. Explorers set

out no

longer

to discover new lands; they busy themselves
with tha old ones rich in history.
He who
finds an ancient city is held in higher esteem
than he who builds a new town.
Oar government, however, apparently does not partake of
this enthnsiasm. The treasury cf Knrinrn had
scarcely been brought to l ght when the consulate was abolished.

Note*

and

Announcement*.

Pressiog politic*] duties, says the Attwjn»having prevented M. Victor Hugo competing the second portion of his Histoire (Tun
Crime in time for pablicitioa on the 2d iast.,
as proposed, tbe volnme will not
appear now
um,

until tho loth of January. To
recompense bis
mauy admirers, apparently, for this delay, the
poet has arranged to issue early in 1878 a new
volume of poetry to be entitled Les Anne€6 Funestes. This volume will form a
connecting
link between the Chatiments and V Annie Ter-

riblet and include alt poems on political subjects written by M. Hugo daring the Empire

and those written aioce with reference to the
regime. With a few exceptions, the
whole of this collection will be
qnite new to tho
world, and even the few excepted pieces having
been published abroad, their first
appeanaco
in France will be in this
volome.

same

forthcoming

Mr. N. 8. Shaler, tba well-known scientific
writer, his recently privately published a series
of little pamphlets on subjects conneoted with
inventive property, patents anl copyright.

They discus successively

the nature of such

property, the effect of invention to nationalize culture, and the relations of American
communism to this species of property, the
question of the fostering of invention in
its relations to the profit of a state, and the
international relations of property in patents
anl copyrights, taking throughout
high gronod
in favor of the fullest ai-l to inventors and authors as bnh jast and politic. Messrs. J. R.
Osgood Ar Co. propose to make these, papers
chapters of a bo:>k in “Little Classic” shape.
Two works cf the new Dutch school of the-

ology, whose pos tion corresponds somewhat
to that of Professor liobjrtsjn Smith in
his
celebrated article on the Bible in the Encyclo

dia

Britaanica, are promised by Roberts Brothfor early next jear. The first is tbe work
alreadv famous, on Tim R^liaiAn „f ra-,

ers

Pastor Koappert, of Leyden, as translated
by
Ii'Ohard A. Armstrong. This recognizes disa
tinctly
mythic character iu the early Bible
legends, and is otherwise a rationalistic interpretation of the development of the Hebrew
faith. The other is an English translation of
The B.ble for Young People, by Professor Oort
of Amsterdom, and Dr. Hooykaas, of Rotterdam, which tti'l be i»saed in two volaines for
the Old Testament and one for the New.

-Magazine -Notices.
In its prospectus for the new year the American Architect and
Budding News says that it
will give, as heretofore, special atteutiou to the

departments of decorative art, including furnishing, as well as to matters that pertain to
technical education in architecture aud construction. The series of papers on
perspective
which were promised a year ago are
nearly
ready, and will be begun early in the year.
The publishers also propose to establish a series
of prizes for designs iu furniture or decoration

by draughtsmen and decorators, the designs to
be for subjects
suggested iu the American
Architect and Building News, the prizes to be

adjudged by

a competent jury, and the best of
the drawings to appear in the paper. An
early
announcement will be made of the details of
the scheme. The News is pub ished
weekly by
J. R. Osgood & Co., Boston.
The chief attraction in Blackwood is an elab-

paper on De Quincy, which finds tifl
secret of his popularity in the wonderful
beauty
of his style and the personal character of hit
subjects. His principal contribution to literature is the frank revelation of himself. Hie
mind had no- creative power. With all hla
orate

graces of style he never presents a single brilliant picture ot any other human creature.
Full of fine philosophical instinct as he is, he
has added littls to onr knowledge of the prin*
ciples of thought. Bat he has depicted himself
with a force acd beauty as unusual as the per-

fect openness of the record. “And as the curbous, and the cultivated, and those who really
love literature, and those who pretend to loWb
it, sought his company while he lived and
listened rapt to bis silver tongue, so to the
world of readers who love a delicate excitement, but not to be wearied or undergo any
strain of their attention, his works are
always
welcome, and will continue to bo so. It is still
a silver tongue to which we
listen, with nothing
in it resonant or penetrating.bat sweet with
the softest tinkle us of water, or the
chiming of
the Loouard

far-away bolls,” Reprinted by
Scott Publishing Co., New York.

The first number of the Boston Book
Bulletin,
publication projected by the enterprise*
house of D. Lothrop & Co,, is issued. Itfc
quarto in form aud is printed in clear type
upon fine white paper, with the table of contents on the outside page. The
Bulletin, to
quote from its title page, is “an electic record
of the best books
published, and of the beat

a

new

ideas concerning books.” The number now bofore ns will show how well the
publishers have
kept the promise made in their announcement.
John T. Trowbridge contributes an artiole
upon ice

uaoial 10 Li terature, and there is a
paper by A. Bronson Alcott entitled Reminiscences of the Transcendental Cinb.
In addi-

tion, there aro signed reviews and original articles by Edward Everett Hale, F. B. Perkiiw
and John Fiske, Austin Phelps, and also from

George

H. Whittemore, A. M of
Cambridtw,
nad Lucias E. Smith, D. D„ author of *a
articles on American Literature iu Appleton’s
Annual Encyclopedia; with illustrated
poem*
from Bryaut and Louise Chtndler
and

Longfellow’s tribute

to

Moultow,
Tennyson. A

prominent feature of the Bulletin is its classified book list, arranged in accordance with tbs
Amherst College system, a key to which is to
appear ia the coming number.
Tbe January number of St. Nicholas opens
with the first part of a semi-raligioos story by
the antbur of the Schonberg-Cotta family, illustrated by Sol Eytinge. It will be continued in
tbe February number and will be accompanied
by several chapters of Miss Alcott’s Under ths
Lilacs. The pictures which accompany the latter story in the current number of the magazine
are by Mary Hallock Foote, and are
very fine.
Sol Eytinge’s Duet, which accompanies Mnsio
on all Fours, Jessie Curtis’s illustration of

Dsbby’s Christmas, and Lafarge’s of The King
and tbe Three Travellers, are all good. The
frontispiece, Two Ways of Carrying the Mail,
shows tbe manner in which the mail used to be
carried before the days of the Pacific

Railroad,
conveyed. The remaining contents of the magazine are How the Pony
was Taken, by C. B.; Merry
Mike, by Flet*
Forrester; An Agreeable Gnest, by Susan A.
and in which It is

now

Brown; TTnw Kitty Got Her Hat; the Stork
Crane, by Howard Pyle; Winter FireFlies, by Mrs. W. N. Clarke; The Arms of
Great Britain, by Susan Archer Weiss; A Letter to American Boys, an admonitory epistla
from George Macdonald; Annie and the Bails;
Something in the Clothes Mae, by Paul Fort;
The Tower-Mountain, by Gustrvus Frankenstein: How to Make an Ice-Boat, by J H.
Hubbard; the Coolest Man in Russia, by David
Ker; anl Skating, by Theodore Winthrop.

and the

The Very Little Folks are treated
and picture tf Three Little Foxes

to

a

stoty

Sews and Other Items.

Queen Victoria
with
x rime

Lord

is

reported

better

pleased

Beaconsfield than with any other

uiuisier sue uas uau.

During th8 seven days ending December 8th,
London had precisely four and a half hours of
sunshine, though the
for fifty-six hours.

sun was

above the horizon

Moody has a church in Chicago of which be
is nominally pastor, and to which be says he
may, a few years hence, entirely devote himself. The house and ground cost $84,000, and
are entirely paid for.

Even if the Mycecm
of Homer has not been
nuearthed, there have certainly been brought
to light the remains of a pre-historie civiliza
tion which must command the study of scholars and do away with or great'y modify not a

Juies Verne is to write a biography of Christopher Columbus. Christopher Columbus!
A History of English Humor, by the Kev. A.
G. L’Estrange, is announced in England.
Mr. George P. Lathrop has nearly finished
his novel, which will ba published by Lockwood, Brooks & Co. in the spring. His scene

few of the theories now held by students of the
past. In this review no more than mention
can he made of the nature of the discoveries.
Ear full description of them the reader must

Is laid in New Hampshire.
In the February Hur.ret’s will ba beguu the
serials of William Black aud Thomas Hardy,
the first with the illustrations of Millais, Pettie

go to the book itself, an elegantly bound and
printed quarto, the text elucidated with maps,
plans, and nearly a thousand illustrations of

and other Enghsh artists secured for the work.
Tiro new novel, Homo Sum, of the wellknown German Egyptologist, Dr. George Eb-

he objects found. Despite Dr. Sch'iemann’s
discursive style the work is eutertaiuing as well
as valuable.
Mr. Gladstone’s preface is an excellent summary of the arguments for and
against the acceptance of the authoi’s views,
aud while he dje3 not fully commit himself to
Schliemmu’s theory he gives it a qualified as.
sent. These are his words: “When the disclosures atTiryus and Mycotic were announced
in England, my own first impression was that

ers, c’eals with the times of Constantine tbe
A repriut of the German work is anGreat.
nounced for immediate issne here, and Mrs. li.
C. Bell, the English translator of his Uarda, is

ventilating

au English version.
Parts hf een and sixteen cf Miss Martha J.
Lamb’s History of the City of New York, are
out.
Part sixteen which ends volume one of
the work, brings the narrative forward to the
A comprehensive
time cf the first Cjugress.

himself about crazy b7 imagining that he iagoing to die of hydrophobia. lie reads all medical literature beariug upon hydrophobia, takes

of

and well edited index of

disregarded.
“abounding in gold”

to be

a
strangely bewildered admiration, combitted with a preponderance of sceptical against
believing tendencies, in regard to the capital

preparing

panies the part.
Co.

the volume accom-

New York:

A. S. Barnes &

Temple Bar, London, though torn down, ft
to be destroyed lit teriy. The stores will all

not

be numbered and stored away Ufl the court of
common council lus fixed »pon a new site ft*
the erection of the old monument.
An adaption of t!>o telephone for indicating
the velocity of thewiod in mines has been made
in Nevada, l\r attaching to it the instrument
usually employed for the purpose and thua
sending the report to the superintendent’s
oiHce. Thus a man at the top of shaft is mada
constantly aware of the manner in which the
apparatus is working.
There is a man in Indianapolis who was bitten some months ago by a cat, and, though the
wound was promptly cauterized, he has ma le

special delight in newspapers
phobia cases, and, whenever

that detail

hydro-

any pain manifests itself near the old hutt, then he feels sure
it has come at last. His physician thinks be
will eveutnaliy dcvelope the disease purely by

imagination.
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Secretary Sherman Denies Some

MAINE.

member of the Republican national committee,
has addressed an open letter to the Republicans of New Hampshire, in which he makes
ft number of explicit statements
concerning
alleged bargains made during the electoral
oonnt, and their alleged fulfilment by the
adoption of the President’s “Southern policy.”
After referriog to the declarations of the Cin-

cinnati convention, and of Governor Hayes’s
letter of acceptance, in regard to the protection of Southern citizens in the free enjoyment
of all their rights, Mr. Chandler asserts that

Republican party, by the advice and procurement of Governor Hayes, made “the necessity of keeping federal power in Republican
hands, and using it for the protection of black
and white Southern Republicans,” the main
issue of the Presidential campaign. He says
“the bloody shirt,” as it is termed, was
freely
waved, and Governor Hayes himself urged
prominent public men to put forward, as our
best argument, ths dangers of rebel rale and a
the

solid South. Mr. Chandler then proceeds to
state that “Governor Hayes not only pledged
himself to protect to the fall extent of the federal power life, suffrage and political rights in
the South, but was counted in as President only
by reason of special pledges given by Senator
Sherman and other Ohio emissaries, who particularly and emphatically promised that he

State Educational Association.
28.—Before the State Teachers’ Association this morning Prof. Whittaker
of Boston, read a paper on workshops in industrial education.
This was illustrated by a va-

Lewiston, Dec,
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of a new adm'nistration was to fulfil a bargain
that had been made daring tbe Presidential
count, by which, if Mr. Hayes should be President, the lawful governments of Louisiana and
South Carolina were to ba abandoned, and the
mob governments of those states were to be
recognized and established.
“Certain Demoorats in tbe Honse of Representatives seeing that, by tbe recarring decisions
of tbe electoral commission and tbe regular
proceedings of the two Honses under tbe electoral bill, which they bad warmly supported,
Hayes would sorely be President, conceived tbe
plan of saving something from tbe wreck.
Tbey bad, therefore, threatened by dilatory motions and riotous proceedings to break up the
count, and then opened negotiations witb such
timid and too eagerly expectant Republicans as
they coaid find ready. They had suoceeded beSenator
yond their sanguine expectation.
oherman bad visited Obio and consulted Governor Bayes.
Mr Henry Watterson, a Democratic member and nephew of Mr. Stanley M»ttbews, had acted as go-between; and on tbe
one side Messrs. Matthews, Charles Foster,
John Sherman and James A. Garfield, ana on
the other L. Q C. Lamar, John B. Gordoo, E.
J. Ellis, Randall Gibson, E. A. Burke and
John Youog Brown bad agreed: First, that
the count should not be broken np in tbe honse,
bnt that Hayes should be declared and inaugurated President;
and second, tbit upon
Hayes's accession tbe troops sbonld be witb
drawn from protectiog Governors Chamberlain
and Packard, and tbat tbe new administration
sbonld recogoize the governments of Wade
Hampton in Sonth Carolina and of F, T. Nicbolls in Louisiana,
“By certain general and indefinite lettere
since given to the public, by a secret writiug
now in tbe bauds of E. A. Burke, and in other
ways, tbe agreement was authenticated, aud
President Grant was immediately requested by
Governor Hayes’s counsel on no account to recognize Packard or Chamberlain, but to leave
tbe ultimate decision as to their fate to tbe incoming President. After inauguration tbe bargain was speedily fulfilled.
As soon as tbe
eleotoral votes of their States were safe, Governors Packard and Chamberlain had been notified by Messrs Matthews and Evarts to get
oat.
Governor Chamberlain was now summoned to Washington aud informed that be
mast surrender. He protested against bis taking off. Tbe President hesitated, but Wade
Hampton demauded the performauce of the
bargain. Mr. Matthews was sent for; came
from Obio, and within twenty-fonr boars the
United States flag was ordered down in
Charleston,and Governor Chamberlain stamped
out.

As to Louisiana, the fulfilment proceeded
more slowly, but not the less surely.
Packard
bad made, March 21, a constitutional call for
federal aid, which it was difficult to withhold
from one as snrely governor as Hayea was
President, and yet, there was a bargain. As a
subterfuge, an unconstitutional commission,
consisting of Messrs. John M. Harlan, Joseph
R. Hawley, C. B. Lawrence, Wayne McVeagh
and J. C. Brown was sent to New Orleans instructed to gradually destroy the Packard legisk-
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the Nioholls legislature; but they proving too
stubbornly republican, the commission telegraphed to the President that nothing would
destroy Packard bat actual order withdrawing
the troops. At tbe word the President gave the
order; Packard was crashed, and tbe commission returned triumphant to Washington to be
recognized—one of them, Gen. Harlan, by an
appointment as Snpreme Court Judge; another,
Mr. Lawrence, by the release of Jake Rhem,
the great whiskey conspirator and defrauder of
the revenue at Chicago. Gen. Hawley was offered tbe appoiutmeut of chief commissioner to
the Paris Exhibition, but declined because the
salary was to be only $5000; and three offices
were tendered to Mr. Veagh, bat declined on
the ground that his signal services demanded
mors ample recognition.
The English mission
was assigned him, but circumstances have
made its delivery inexpedient or impossible.
One other hope remained to Gov. Packard;
he had a lawful court of justice and might appeal to that. But there were two vacancies,
and It required all three of the judges, Ludeling, Leonard and John E. King, to make a
quorum. Judge King; was immediately appointed collector of New Orleans, Packard’s
court was struck down, and the Nioholls mob
government reigned snpreme. Tbe bargain
was ia every way fulfilled, and Mr. Burke had
no occasion, as has been threatened, to make
pnblio the secret agreement. Hayes had been
made President by the fidelity and courage of
Packard aud Chamberlain and other devoted
followers, and his admini&tration has trampled
them down.
“In farther pursuance of the bargain made
with the Southern Democrats the new administration has adoped a so-called Southern policy,
first entirely contrary to the announced principles of the Republican party; second, which
has been carried oat by tbe abandonment of all
federal fnteuiiou aud effort to protect life, property or suffrage at tbe South, or enforce the
constitutional amendments; and third, which
has resulted in the enforced dissolution of tbe
Reonblican party at tbe Sonth and its demoralization, division and defeat at tbe North.”
The letter is thenceforward mainly devoted to
a recapitulation of
President Hayes’ acts and
utterances in tbe line of the so-called Southern
Mr. Chandler says, amoDg other
policy.

things:—

“As the policy of the Democratic party was
to he carried ont at the Sonth a Southern Confederate general, Mr. D. M. Key, who bad opposed Hayes’ election, and in the Senate denounced his title as fraudulent, was appointed
as Postmaster General, and commenced the
distribution of tbe Southern post offices to rebel
Democrats. The negro murderers of Hamburg
and Ellenton had been indicted in the federal
courts of South Carolina.
The great and good
Hampton appeared for their release, and it was
accorded by the President in a letter of May
12, granting general amnesty to negro murderers as “political offenders.”
To make immunity more certain, the policy of appoiuting as district attorneys and marshals men agreeable to
the white people of the South—that is, Dsmocrats—was determined upon.”
The appointments of Northrop as districtattorney for South Carolina, and Waldron as
marshal for Tennessee, are referred to, and extended comment is made on that of Kiizsim.
mon8 as marshal for Georgia, in
place of
Bmythe, a competent and honest Republican,
which waB confirmed by the democratic senators’ votes and the vote of Stauley Matthews
alone. Senator Gordon’s letter to W. A. Huff
on this subiect is also reviewed at
leDgtb. Mr.
Chandler in the concluding portion of his address uses the following language:—
“In view of these lamentable facte, it is the
duty of true Republicans to take prompt aud
conrageous actiou. Sileuce is a crime; acquiescence and iuacliou are political death
Can
the Republican party of heroic achievements be
bound to an administration wnicb is not a free
agent, but is bound by a bargain to Generals
Gordon, L Q. C. Lamar, Wade Hampton, and
other Southern democrats now in high office
only through the blood of murdered Republicans? Does not every voter in the land know
that Hayes sod Packard were elected simultaneously, and held by the same title, aud that
when Hayes abandoned aud
trampled doWD
Packard be put an irremovable
stamp upon his

title

“The Republican party has lived
l0Dg and
survived many assaults and many treasons
only because it has been a party founded upon
high principles, animated by lofty sentiment
courageously acting up to noble convictions
If it now disgraces its record and indorses
or
fails to repudiate, the Hayes surrender
its
voters will leave it by thousands; its
days will
be numbered; it will die a deservedjand
unhonored death.”
MINOR IBLEGBAinS.
A letter is published in
Washington pnrporting to have been written by Secretary Sherman in 1868 favoring the
paying of government
bonds in greenbacks.

Nothing definite resulted from the consideration of the Mexican question in the
Cabinet
session yesterday
It is probablo the
question
of Diaz s recognition will be
considered next
week.

The residence of Eon. Win. S. Emo at
Pine
Plains, N. Y., was destroyed by fire yesterday
morning with all the contents.
Loss 830 000insurance 819,000. The fire caught from’ the

neater.
It is stated that Bishop, the Faglishtnan recently arrested in Germany on suspicion of
treason, had banded to the French government
some German military papers which he
obtained from a clerk in the war office.

Charges.

A Statement from Gov. Nicliolls’

Representative.

riety of models.
A. E. Chase of Portland, was chosen State
Editor of the New England Journal of Education, with an assistant in each county.
The topics of Prof. Whittaker’s paper were
discussed by Profs. Fernald and Peake of the
State Agricnltnrai College.
Prof. Chase of the Bates College, read an
say on the English language.

es.

Brunswick was selected as the place of the
next meeting, and the week following Christmas as the time.
Kesolves were passed looking to state examination of teachers and favoring distribution of
school money on a basis ot attendance; also the
usual complimentary resolves.
In the afternoon Prof. Carmichael
address on “Science in School.”

gave an

Itev. Dr. Allen of Orono, gave the closing
on
the importance of .trained minds in

paper

agiicnltural pursuits.
Convention adjonrned

at half past 5.
Discharged.
Examination of Joseph C. Cook, on charge
of setting fire to Driscoll’s building, closed this
afternoon. He was discharged.

recognize

and maintain the lawful State
governments of Sonth Carolina and Louisiana,
and stand by Governors Chamberlain and
Packare.” Mr. Chandler amplifies these statements at considerable length, and proceeds to
make charges as follows:
Wisdom and honor, therefore, it seems to me,
clearly required that President Hayes should
maintain his own rightfulness of title, and
stand by the men and principles of his party.
Had he done so, io my belief the Democratic
cry of fraud would hava been the merest folly.
The Republican party would have remained
dominant in every Northern state and in several
Soutnern states, and would have swept the
country in the recent fall elections. Instead of
mi

of the

“Bead Out” of Bis Parly.

William E. Chandler, the New Hampshire

wonld

tended beyond precantions against aimed resistance, which some newspapers threatened,
should the government have demanded a dissolution.

A Formal Attack.
The President

THE CHANDLER LELTER.

MARINE
BearJ

NEWS,

Stockton Vessel—The
Ringleader Shot Dead by tbe mate.
Boston, Dec. 28.—Private letters from
Bnenos Ayres, dated last month, states that a
mutiny occurred on the bark Frederick W. CarIon of Searsport, while lying at that port, Capt.

mutiny

on

a

Carlon being on shore at the lime. It appears
that when the mate, Elmon Dickey of Stockton, turned the men to, they refused, and with
drawn knives attacked the

off.

Mr, Dickey

uau

“V.

utu

m

and drove him

’-<

into the cabin, obtained

ran

UODauaUlS auu

“Uivivtuun

shot

the ringleader dead. This ended the affair, the crew becoming submissive, and they
were put in irons. The mate signalled to the
authorities, who came on board, when he gave
himself into
in prison.

custody,
In

and at last accounts was

General.

London, Dec. 28.—The bark Vick and Mebane, at Liverpool on the 26th, from Galveston,
passed the British brig Chillian Wallah from

New York for Antwerp, 5th inst., abandoned
and five feet of water in her. It was thought
she would go down shortly.
The British bark Scotia, from Baltimore for
Antwerp, is ashore near Flashing.

Yoke, Dec. 28.—In reference to a
charge that he had been a go-between in a bargain with the Democrats to secure the unopposed inauguration of President Hayes, Secretary Sherman says:—
Oh fudge! The charge is not worth talking
about. Nobody who knows me will believe a
word of it. There is no trnth whatever in the
story, f never made any such bargain as alleged, and I do not believe any of the others
did. 1 voted and made a two hours speech
against the electoral bill, and fought these very
men. Randall, Gibson, &c., with whom.Chandler says I made a bargain. As to my going
down to Ohio to see Gov. Hayes, it has reference solely to the office of Secretary of the
Treasury which he had offered to me, and as to
the alleged secret writing in possession of
Burke, I know of none and do not bel eve there
exists one. As regards the reasons for removing the troops from Louisiana and South Carolina, I have given them fully already in my
Marshfield, Ohio, speech last summer.
A New Orleans special says that Major
Burke, who represented Nicholls iu Washington last winter, states that several Republicans
who visited Louisiana, nndoubtedly gave Packard, Kellogg ani the returning board guarantees that the Packard government would be
sustained by the administration if Hayes were
counted in. The same guarantees were given
to their State central committee, and were delivered to David Dud'ey Field. All of themhowever, recognized the fact that they conld
cot carry oat the guarantee.
Burke says that President Grant gave him
assurances that the troops would be withdrawn
from Louisiana, and discussed with him the
details thereof. But why the order was not received by Gen. Auger, can best be answered by
Chandler and hundreds of Republicans who
besieged the White House, and claimed that
such action before inauguration would endan
ger the Presidency.
No doubt Chandler and many of his associates thought Hayes would join them In violation of the guarantees which the Republican
New

iu peril. But 1 say advisedly that the
South did not fear Hayes. As it appears, we
had a higher opinion of his truthfulness, honesty and patriotism than his former supporters.
We did fear the remorseless and vindictive
power of the Republican party leaders like
Chandler, whose malignity is written in bold
letters in every campaign in this state since
1870. Louisiana sougnt simply to know if the
leaders would let Haves alone. If any bargains were made, the Republican party leaders
so recognized then by the whole oountry, were
parties to them. If any were made by Hayes,
I never heard of them.
As to re-openine the Presidential issue, we
consider it closed. The old combination between Senator Conkling aDd the Democratic
Senators, which offered to Louisiana and the
country a defeat of the electoral connt and a
new election under
Conkling may be revived
with a view of opening the electoral question;
but I think it improbable.
was

NEW YORK.

A MUD EMBARGO.

The Police Commisuioners.

New York, Dec. 28.—The Express says it is

believed among those who claim to have knowl-

edge of Mayor Ely’s intention, that npon the
evidence before him, he will be obliged to dismiss complaints against the police commissioners.
This of course affects only the two com
missioners whose terms have not expired. The
Mayor will probably render bis decision tomorrow or Monday.
Judge Van Hoeven today denied motions for
maudamases to compel the Exoise Board to
grant licenses to two parties on the ground that
they do not keep an inn.
Cigar makers’ mass meeting.
A mass meeting of cigar makers on a strike
and their sympathizers, was held tonight in
Cooper Institute. Over four thousand persons
were present.
Speeches denouncing maunfacturers were made.
Resolutions were adopted
forth
that
the struggle will be kept up
setting
nil living wages and the recognition of the
Uniou are complied with and denouncing all
compromise; also denouncing the tenement
bouse system as

invention to renew chattel
slavery, opposed to civilization, the spirit of the
age and a free country.
au

WASHINGTON
Laud Office. Discontinued
Washington, Deo. 28.—The President to-day
issued an order discontinuing the Sioux City
Laud Office, and directing that its business and
archives be transferred to the Land Office at
Des Moiues, Iowa. The consolidation is made
because public lauds in fowa have been so generally entered that there seems no sufficient
reason for maintaining more than one land
ofTt«r. are no—- leflo titan
fice in the State
acres of public land iu Iowa fully subject to
disposal by the government.
A nnt.hpr 1i,,vpnnf.n7« rirdar

istinorl
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continues the Independeuce (Oil.) Land Office,
and transfers its records and business to the
Visialia office.
Patterson Getting Better.
Dr. Baxter, one of the physicians attending
Senator Patterson, says he sees no reason why
the Senator will not be able to resume his seat
in the Senate upon the assembling of Congress,
as his improvement is steady and satisfactory.
The Territory ol Lincoln.
The sab-committee of the House committee
on territories to-lay heard an argument
from
Deleate Corbett of Wyoming in opposition to
the bill for the establishment of the territory of
Lincoln. Corbett based his opposition mainly
on the ground that the population of the Black
Hills country were not of a permanent character, but also opposed the bill because it provides for including a portion ol Wyoming within the boundaries proposed for a new territory.
Simon Cameron’s
Breach -of Promise
Suit.
It will be recollected that about a year ago a
widow named Oliver broagbt suit against the
Hon. Simon Cameron for a breach of marriage
promise. Nothing has been publicly known
concerning this suit until to-day. It now appears, by a statement in the Evening Star, that
it was abandoned in January or February last,
the widow having waived further proceedings
in consideration of $1,000.
Treasury Disbursements.
Since the passing of the army bill the United
States Treasury has paid oat over $30,000,000
in currency, the greater portion of which was
paid as compensation to the officers and men of
the army.
The Treasurer is now paying over $23,000,000
in gold on account of interest ou the public
debt, dne January 1st, next, making in all over
$53,000,000 disbursed within the past six weeks.
New Year’s Reception.
A New Yeat’s reoeption will be held at the
Executive mansion, according to usual programme.

THE INDIANS.

The Nan Elisnrio Difficulty.
Chicago, Dec. 28 —Correspondence received
at the mditary headquarters details the surrender of Howard and his band at San
Eli-ario,
the subsequent shooting of
Howard, McBride
and Atkinson and the other events substantially given in the despatches. The rioters were
reported to be picking up their effects and moving some over the river, and others elsewhere.
Only five rioters were identified as Mexicans
and it is thought there were not over ten from
that side, although the organizers were 350
strong and were accompanied by about 150
thieves. The Mexican authorities have posted
a large number of
rioters on both sides of the
river warning Mexican citizens against
participating in the troubles.
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Boating in Mud

a

a

Mild Season.

Foot and

a

bait

Deep.
Cincinnati, Dec. 28.—Dispatches from various points in the states of Illinois, Iowa,
Wisconsin and Minnesota say that tbe oldest
iohahitants never saw anything like the pres
ent terrible embargo of mud that prevails in
every city, town and country road, alley and
Id the smaller ciiies and towns there
lane.
are no extensive means of
cleaning the mud
from the streets, and all commercial operations
of any magnitude are suspended. The farmers
rarely ventures to towD, even with light wagons, and when necessity drives him out to purchase sustenance, he goes on horseback and
takes a day for a trip of four miles.
There is
no abatement of
the nuisance, and cattle and
hogs, grain and produce of all kinds are kept
from the market.
Never before in thirty years has the upper
Mississippi been open to navigation in the holiday season, and but for the fact that all vessels
are laid
up for the winter, lake navigation
coaid also be resumed at this time.
Six citizens rode
through the ptinctpal
streets iu Laporte, Indiana, yesterday, iu a
drawn
boat
The mud b-iug a foot
by mules.
and a half deep aud very thin, made boating
The roads throughout that section are
easy.
utterly impassable. Corn has sorouted in the
ear, aud unless the weather turns colder, a
vast amount will be ruined.
Savings

Bank Suspended.
O'i'. JuOlHS, lOeC. 28.-...

l

M.)J

and Middle Atlantic states, rising followed by
failing barometer, northeast to northwest
winds, warmer, partly cloudy or clear weather.
Xbree Children Burned to Death.
Chicago, Dec. 28.—News has just been received of a horrible accident at Morgan townCarl Mass and his
ship, Crawford county, la.
wife locked their three children, aged respectively 1, 2J and 4 years, in the house Christmas
day and went to husk corn. They were shortly
apprised by a neighbor of the fact that their
house was burning, and when they reached it
it was wrapped iu flames and the children were
bnrned to death.

Catting Down Freight Rates.
New Yoke, Dec. 28.— It is stated that the

Western railroads are cutting
under their
schedule rates of fteight quite generally. One
instance is given of the shipment of 300,000
bushels of grain from Milwaukee to this city,
at less than
32J cents per 100 pounds, the
schednle rate being 40 cents. Another contract
for 100,000 bushels from Chicago to New York
was made yesterday at about the same
figure.

of Servia. Servia will address a note to the
powers justifying herself.
Gambetta is going to Rome to confer with
the Italian ministry npon the Eastern question.
The Pope held a consistory at the Vatican
yesterday. Some cardinals and bishops were

apnointed.

The London Times Paris special says negotiations are proceeding for the reception of the
Papal nuncio in Mexico.
The Emperor of Germany seems to have ap
proved the substance of the proposition submitted by Prince Bismarck respecting the new
commercial and fiuauoial policy.
If thedetails
can be satisfactorily arranged there will be an
increase of iadirect taxation and the tariff, and
an attempt to place Prussian finance and railway departments under the effective control of
the imperial authorities.
TELEGRAMS.
Peroes who joined Sitting Bull,
now want to come back into the United States.
The President has pardoned
Frank
S.
Hinckle of Missouri, convicted of peijury.
"’Gen. W. McCooke of Ohio, died in New
York yesterday.
It has been reported that the Locomotive
Brotherhood is going to pieces, but Chief Arthur denies it.
MINOR

The

Nez

Polygamous marriages were solemnized
Thursday at Salt Lake, and more are to be

solemnized Saturday.
An arrangement was made Thursday to allow the suspected yacht Estelle to proceed to
New York at once.
It is stated that the furniture of Welland’s
hotel at Washington has been ordered to be
sold by the sheriff.
Thomas McGrath, aged 10, broke through the
ice on the pond in East Weymouth,
Mass.,
Thursday, and was drowned.
Geo. Savage and Thomas Judkins were dangerously injured by the explosion of the boiler
flf thft
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The Allan steamers leaving Halifax for England are now furnished with beef and other
suppli is brought from Montreal by rail.
Geo. W. Kimball, 18 '.years old, committed
suicide by shooting at his residence 20 Poplar

street, Boston, yesterday morning,
Edward Hatpin was killed near Chicopee
yesterday in trying to cross the railroad track

in front of a passenger train.
The coinage of the San Francisco min; for
the present month was $1,920,000 in gold and
$980,000 in silver.
Thomas Nason, supposed to be one of the
Omaha express robbers, has been arrested in
Sherman, Texas.

Gen. Fremont denies that he owes the government $3000, and has filed a counter claim
of $5000.
The cause of the New York candy
factory
explosion has not yet been ascertained.
Another body was found yesterday.

Seventy-five thousand tons of coal were sold
at auction in New York yesterday from $2 374
to $3.10 per ton.
Jesse Way, a notorious counterfeiter, and
two companions have been captured near Winchester, Indiana, and other members of the
gang will soon be arrested.
Lemuel and Ethelbert Smith, father and
son, were arrested iu Southampton county,
Va for the murder of William H. Fuller on
the 24th last.
Ira R. Melindy has recovered a verdict of
$5,666 66 against the town of Bradford, Vt..
for damages sustained through iusufficiedcy of
the highway.
The differences between Prof. T. S. Chilas
and the trustees of the Hartford Theological
Iustituse have been adjusted to the satisfaction
of all parties.
The Postoffice Department will in a few days
make definite arrangements for fast mail serof 96 hours between New York city and
Havana via Cedar Keys and Key West.
It is stated that both the British aud American loan companies and trust companies have
notified all their agents in the Western states
to refuse loans on mortvaveR uhI-rr
of both interest aDd principal are made in gold.
U. S. Grant, Jr., has been appointed Assistant United States Attorney in New York under
Gen. Woodford, to attend especially to old and
delayed customs cases. The appointment was
made by Secretary Sherman.
In New York Thursday Dight, Herbert H.
Thompson was stabbed in tbe face and head by
Chauocey Johnson, a notorious bank robber.
He charged Thompson with estranging tbe affectioDS ot bis wife. Thompson's wound is not
fatal. Johnson has been arrested.
Afire at Burlington, Vt., Thmsday, destroyed a brick building owned by Wails, Taft &
Loss $15,000; insured $1000. O. P.
Smith,
Smith’s feed store was damaged $1800; insured.
W. E. Whitney’s gun repair shop was damaged
$500; uninsured.
vice
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directors of the Beal Estate Savings Institute,
the stockholders ol the concern held a meeting
this afternoon to examine and consider the condition of the bank, and after fall and free discussion a resolution was adooted to suspend at
once.
Assets are placed at $150,000, mainly in
bonds and mortgages on real estate, and liabilities to the depositors are about $255,000.
It is
thought the depositors will be paid in full, and
perhaps the stockholders will receive something. Canse of suspension is the great shrinkage in real estate values and inability to realize
on securities.

Explosion in n Coal Mine.
Wilkesbarre, Pa., Dec, 28.—An explosion
occurred in Stanton shaft, a mile from YYilkesbarre,.at 11 o’clock this morning, by which the
inside superintendent aud several others were
Tae destruction in the imseriously burned.
mediate vicinity of the explosion was terrfic.
(Sweeping Challenge to Oarsmen.
New York, Dec. 28 —Conrtney challenges
A

any oarsman in the United States or Canada
for any amount and the championship of America, the race to be rowed prior to the Trickett
match in July.
Tennessee Legislature.
Nashville, Dec. 28.—The legislature adjourned sine die to-day, without having adopted any measure toward a compromise of the
state debt.

It has been
Independents and Democrats.
hastily gotten ud ard there is some doubt
whether tbe Republican politicians will join iu
it heartily.
At a meeting of the trustees of tho West
Boston Savings Bank it was voted that the
bank te closed up in the most economical
A temporary injunction will be
manner.
served on the officers of the bank today and a
time assigned for a hearing.
A Richmond, Va., despatch
says that for the
first time in the history of the state, the inauguration of tbe new governor on January 1st
will be publicly performed, with a military
parade, delivery of the inauguration from tbe
portico of the Capitol, and a banquet. The
people generally condem it as a Yankee innovation.
The appointment of M. Waddington as
French minister of foreign affairs, aud of the
Marquis de Saint Vailier to be French ambatsador to Berlin, is an earnest of better relations
between France and Germany. The latter is
acceptable for his own sake and as successor of
Viscount;de Sontante Biron, the retiring ambassador, who had the reputation of being

ultremontane.
The story is circulated ia New York, that
Sir. Wright who purchased the effects of J. B.
Ford & Co,, and amoog other things Mr.

Beecher’s contract for the Life of Christ, had
brought suit against the latter to recover $10,000 already paid him, and $100,000 as damages
for non-fulffllmeot of the contract.
Judge
Fullerton, Wright’s counsel, denies the story,
however.
_
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Turco-Russian

War.

THE PORTE ASKS ENGLAND TO

And

England Has

RUSSIAN

Consented.

PRISONERS

Partial],! Wholesale Market.
Friday, December 28,—The market is still quiet.
We quote Com at 64 to 65c by tbe car lot and 68 to
70c bo bag lots,
Meal is quoted at 66c, and Oats at
45c. Sugars aro unchanged at 9Jc for granulated
and 9Jc for Extra C. Flour and Groceries
generally
show no change.

Clearing Danse Transactions.
Portland, Dec. 28.
The Clearing House of the Portland Banks report
the transaction of business as follows to day:
Gross Exchanges.$121,313 58
Net Balances.
24,205 12
Daily Domestic Receipts.
By wator conveyance—1000 bush corn meal to G
W True & Co.

MUR-

Foreign

Exports.

WOLV1LLE, NS. Sebr Escort—200 bbls flour.
DERED BY OSMAN PASHA.

London, Dec. 28.—The Times correspondent
at the Russian headquarters at Kustchuk says
uud auuw
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Grants...,,.103
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Sinking Funds.
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Providence Prim Cintha market.
R. I., Dec. 28-The Printing cloths
is inactive and prices weaker, but not quotably
lower.
rgoviDENCE.

Chicago Cattle market.
CHICAGO, Dec. 28.—Cattle—receints 3900 bead;
shipments 2900 bead; good plenty; market dull and
weak; choice to extra Steel a at, 4 80 @ 5 00; fair to
good at 3 80 @ 4 00; feeders and stockeis quiet at
2 00 @3 70; butchers easy; Cows at 2 00 @ 2 90;
Bulls at 1 50 @ 2 75; Steers at 3 00 @ 3 25.
Hogs—receipts 29,000 head; shipments 940 head;
market is dull and lower; mixed packing at 3 90 St405; heavy shipping at 4 15 @4 25; light at 4 05 @

Sheep—receipts 160 head; market neatly nominal
at 3 25 @ 3 874 i shipments 500 head.
Itomralie markets.
NRW Yobs, December 28—Evening.—Canon is
firm; sales 919 bales; Middling uplands 114c; New
Orleans life; lutures more active, closing iir.n at 1
to2 points advance.
Flour—receipts 17,996 bbls;
market tor grades above 6 00 rather easier; other
kinds without change; sales of 13,300 bbls; No2
at 3 00 @ 4 25; Superfine Western ana State at 4 85
@5 25; extra Western and State at 5 35 @ 5 65;
choice Western and State at 5 70 @ 6 00; White
Wheat Western extra at S 05 @ 6 75; Fancy White
Wheat Western extra at 6 80 @8 25; good extra
Ohio at 5 45 @ 7 50; extra St Louis at 5 45 @8 25;
Patent Minnesota extra good to prime at 7 40 @ 8 25;
choice to doable extra at 8 30 @ 9 00; Southern flour
is dull: 750 bbls extra at 5 50 @ 8 25s. Rye flour is
steady. Corn meal steady Yellow at 2 60 @ 3 00;
Braudywine at 3 25. Wheat—receipts 115,320 bush;
the market opened heavy and closed firm, with a
decidedly more active export demand; sales 325,000
bush on spot, nearly all export; 1 30 @ 1 31 for No 3
Spring; 133 for No2New York Spring; 1 334@
1 31 and nomiuai lor No2 Chicago; 1 31 @ 1 31 for
No2 Milwaukee; 139@140 for No 1 Spring; 148
for New York No 1 Winter Red; 1 48 for New York
No 2 White; 1494 @ 1 50 for No 1 White; 1 554 for
extra White; 155 @156 tor White State; 149 for
White Michigan; also 56,000 bush No 2 Spring seller
December at 1324 @ t 324, closing at 1 324 bid, 1 33
asked; do January, closing at 1 324 bid, 1 33 asked;
do February 133 bid, 1341 asked; No2 North
Western January at 1 354 bid, 137 asked; do for
February 1351 bid, 137 asked; No2 Winter Red
seller December 1 40 bid, 1 47 asked; do January at
1 444 Mil, 1 45 asked; do
February 1 45 bid, and 1 48
asked. Bye is in fair request for export; 10,000
bush State at 764c. Barley unchanged. Barley
in ri„ll
..nJ
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72,56s bush; market ie without decided change,
with very moderate export and home trade demand;
sales 154,000 bush, including 74,000 bush on spot; 40
@55c for for ungraded new Western Mixed; 52$ @
63Jc for New York No 3; 57$ @ 59c for steamer
Mixed; 64$ @ 64$c for NewYork No 2 afloat; steamer
Mixed December, closing at 58c
bid, 60c asked; do
January, closing at 58$c bid, 59c asked; do February, closing at 59c bid, 59$c asked; No 2 December,
closing 63c bid, t>oc asked; do January, closing at
631c bid, 64$c asked; do February at 64$o bid, 6!$c
asked. Oats—receiDts 13,752 bush; quiet and unchanged; sales of 35,000 bush; 35 @ 40c for Mixed
Western and State; 36@42$clor White do, including New York Nog at 38c; New York No3 White
at38$c; New York No 2 at 39; New York No 2
White at 39$ @39jc; Mixed Western at 33@38$c;
White Western at 39 @40$c; White State at 38$ @

8b 41c. Coflee—quiet and unchanged. SI agar is
very flrrn at
@ 7$ for fair to good refining; 78c
for prime; 1500 hhds Centrifugal at 8 7-16 @
s$c; refined is firm with most inquiry at 9$ @ 9$c lor stanuardA; 9|@9$c for granulated; 9$ @ 9$ for powdered; 9$ @9$c for crushed. Molasses is nominally unchanged. Rice is unchanged, with moderate business. Petroleum is dull and
heavy;
crude at 7$c; refined atl3Jc; 12,000 bbls united at
167$ @170$. Tallow steady at 7$. Naval Stores
—Kosin is steady at 172$ roil 80. Turpentine is
steady.at 32 @ 32$c for Spirits. Eggs heavy at 21
@ 2rc. Pork dull and heavy at 12 62$ @ 12 87$ for
mess; 500 bbls seller for April at 12 80 @ 13 00; do
seller January 12 10 bid, and 13 00
aRked; seller
February at 12 50 bid and 12 80 asked. Cut Meats
—Western quiet; middles heavy at 6$ for Western
long clear; city do at 6J. Card heavy and decidedio lower, but more active; 1700 tes prime
steam, part
late yesterday, at 8 10 @8 20, closing at 8 10 1500
tes to arrive at 8 05 @810; 45C0 tes
at 805
January
@ 8 10, closing at 8 07$; 2U09 do February at 8 20 @
8 25, closingat 8 20.
vfhiskey is nominal at 1091

7$

@110.

Freights

Liverpool—the market is firmer; Cot$d; steam at $ @ 9-32; Wheat per sail at
8$ (3) 8$d; do steam at 8$d.
OnioAOo, Dec.28.—Flour is du'.l and unchanged.
Wheat is in fair demand; No 1 Chicago Spring at
110$; No 2 Chicago Spring at 1 09$ cash and seller
December; 109$@100$ seller January; 1 10$ @
1101 seller February; No 3 do at 1 02$; rejected at
88c. Corn
to

ton per sail

is dull and weak at 43c cash and seller for
December at 42$c; seller January at 42$c; rejected
at 35c. Oats are dull and weak at
24$c cash;24Sc
seller January; 24Jc for February; rejected at 221c.
Eye is easier at 5Gc. Barley easier at 56$. Pork is
active but weak at 11 40 for cash and seller lor
January; 11 55 seller February. Lard is active but
weak at 7 50 for cash and seller
January; 7 62$ @
7 65 for February. Bulk Meats—dull; shoulders at
•**:; 4$ for clear rib; 6 for clear sides. Whiskev at

105.
ttecelpts—13,000 bbls flour, 50,000 bush wheat, 23,000 ousa corn, 15,000 busn oats, 2300 bush rye 13

000 bush barlev.

Shipments—15.000 bbls Hour,14,000 bush wheat, 12,000 bush com, 7,000 bush oats, 400 bush rve, 6.700 bush barley.
St. Louis, Dec. 28.—Flour is in good demand, with
a light supply.
Wheat is dominal; No 3 Bed Fall at
19$ @120 tor c-eh sales; 120$ @120$ seller for
Januarv; No4atl0/| bid. Corn—No 2 -Mixed at
45} @ 40c tor cash; 43$ @ 44c seller lor January; 42}
@42Jc seller February; new 36} @ 37$c for cash.
““A)

a

W

u
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a

\j\j bUBH

upora-

tions suspended.
Two soldiers and many
beasts have perished. The transport service to
the bridges orossing the Danube at Sistova and
Petrostani is interrupted. There are no sledges
to replace the wagons rendered useless by the
The quaitermaster’s department has
snow.
declared that it cannot supply food for the cavalry here. One regiment of Cossacks is about
starting for Roumauia to obtain provender.
Osman Pasha arrived at Bucharest Wednesday. His wound is progressing favorably. It
is believed that he will be interned at Moscow.
Prince Charles of ltoumania returned to Bucharest Thursday.
London, Dec. 29 —The Advertiser’s announcement is officially confirmed.
The Post’s leading article says: The duty
which England has undertaken is-not embarrassed by any basis for a settlement of the war,
and involves nothing more than to test the willingness of Russia to enter into negotiations,
the terms of peace being a matter for subse-

quent consideration.
A special to the Post from Bucharest states

that the reinforcements ordered for tbe Russian army exceed 250,000 men.
The army of
the Baltic, numberug 90,000 meD, is also being
Russ;a has bought 200,000 rifles in
formed.
Berlin.
The Advertiser publishes the following in an
official form:
We understand the Sultan has solicited the
British government to approach the Czar with
a view to bring about
negotiations for peace
and the British government has consented.
Bucharest, Dec. 28.—Prince Charles of
Roumauia intends to join troops operating
against Widdin.
New York, Dec. 28.—A Bucharest special
says that it is generally believed there that Osman Pasha will be tried by the military court
for slaughtering the wounded after the battle of
July 31, the fight before Grivitza redoubt,
September 11, and several other minor, engagements.

Discoveries made by the Russians since occupying Plevna, information gained from Turkish officers and above all the absence of Russian prisoners, although several hundred were
captured during all engagements, leave no
reasonable doubt that the Turks are guilty of
infamous deeds.
FRANCE.
IHacHabon Denies Hint He ever Contemplated a Coup d’EtatParis, Dec. 28.—Le Temps says that when
the Cabinet discussed tbe Linoges affair President MacMahon warmly repudiated having
ever contemplated a coup d’etat, and declared
that as far as he was aware, nothing was in-

ISales at the Broker’s Board, Dec. 28.]
Second Call.
10 Boston* Maine Railroad..
95*
New Verb Hiock mud Tl«ne»

market,
York, Dec. 28—Evening-Money on call
high as 1-32 per day, but closed easy at 3 @
4 per cent. Sterling Exchange quiet, with business
at 482 for sixty days and 485* for demand.
Imports of dry goods at the port of New York for
the week ending to-day were $772,073: amount
marketed, $769,331.
New

loaned

SC1UJL

January.

liye easier at 56|c cash; 56|c seller fur
January. Barley quiet; choice at 7G(g)7So Whis-

key is inactive at t 04. Pork iseasier at 12 75 @ 12 85
cash; 12 83 @ 11 85 lor February. Lard is dull and
offered at 7 55.
Bulk Meats dull; car lots clear rib
sides at 5 85 (g 5 90. delivered; long clear middles at
5}. Several hundred thousand pounds later sold on
p. t. for Febi uary and March. Bacon nominal.
Receipts—l/lOOj obis Hour, 10,000 busb wheat, 22,000 busli corn, 3,000 bush oats, 2,OOOibush rye, 3,000
ouch barley.
Toledo, Dec. 28.—Wheat is dull; No 1 White
Michigan at 131}® 4 31}; extra White Michigan at
1,36; Amber Michigan ou spot at 1 30} @ 1 31; seller
January at 131}; February 133}; No 2 Red Winter
snot:at..lli81:. sellar January,at-l Ml127; No 2 Spring held at 115 and 1 11} bid. Corn is
quiet; No 2 on spot50}c; new on spot at 49 fo) 491c;
January at 44}c; rejected old held at 49c and 48c
oftered; new at 41}c; damaged old at 43c; ruw 38c.
Oats dull; No 2 at 28|c.
Receipts—000 bbls Hour, E8.000 bash wheat, 17 000
ousb c>m, 2800 bush oats.
on

INTERCEDE WITH RUSSIA.

The Nez Perces Deserting Bitting Bull—
The Latter Committing Depredations.
Chicago, Dec. 28.—Official information from
the Big Horn post in Montana, says two Nez
1’erces have oome into camp, haviDg been in
Sitting Bull’s camp, and report that a white
scont is in the camp of the hostiles as a
prisoner.
The Nez Perces are anxious to leave Sitting Bull, and are slipping away whenever it is
possible, but are afraid to come in a body.
Bespatcbes from Fort Buford say Sittiog
Bull is reported to be camped on Rook
Creek,
aud committing depredations, chiefly on other
Indians.
Outrages in Texas.
Little Rock, Ark., Den. 28.—The treasurer
of the Texas aud California Stage Company is
in receipt of a telegram from Dan C.
Stevens,
assistant superintendent in western
Texas,
saying the Indians in that section seem so fall
ui
uemauuess
vuai unless more trooDS soon
reach there no stage lines can be maintained
nor people left to live.
The Indians attacked
the coach in Bassey Canyon, captured four
horses and killed both the driver and Gabe
Faldez, the division superintendent.

INDICATIONS

The Drawbacks of

Foreign Notes.
A Paris correspondent of the London Times
telegraphs that it is reported that Don Carlos
was ordered to quit
France partly in consequence of ex-Queen Isabella’s overtures to bias.
These overtures are regarded as an expression
•t her displeasure at the marriage of Alphonso.
The Sultan has deposed Prince Milan as ruler

Land

F.j.r,,

Shipments—200 bbls Hour,45,000 bash wheat, 14,000
busb oats.
Milwaukee, Dec. 28.—Flour is quiet and uuWheat
is Arm; No 1 Milwaukee at 114}
changed.
for hard: No 1 Milwaukee 114 for soft; No 2 Milwaukee at 110 cash and seller December; January at
1 09}; February 110}; No 3 do 105. Corn is dull;
Oats dull; new at 24Jc. Rye is quiet
No 2 at 43c.
and unchanged at 56c. Barley is quiet; No 2 Spiiug
at 64c. Provisions dull and easier; Mess Pork at
11 45. Lard at 7 55 @ 8 10 for prime. Dressed Hogs
at 4 25 ® 4 50.
,
Receipts—5,500 bbls flour, 21,000 busb wheat.
Shipments—12,000 bbls flour, 54,000 oush wheat.
Cincinnati, Dec. 28.—Pork is dull at 11 75 asked.
Lard is dull; prime steam at 7 70; kettle at 8 00@
8 50. Bulk Meats dull; shouldeis ai 4}; clear ribs
at 5 75 @ 5 85; clear sides at 6 @ 6}. Bacon dull and
unchanged; shoulders at 6 @ 6}; clear lib at 7 @ 7};
clear sides at 7} @7}. Greeu meats are nominal.
Whiskey is dull and urooping at 1 03 @ 1 04.
Hogs are in fair demand and steady; common at
3 50 (eg 3.80; light at 3 85 @ 4 00; packing at 4 05 @
4 15; butchers at 4 20 @ 4 25; receipts 20,931 head;
shipments 325 head.
Cleveland, December 28.—Petroleum market is
busb corn, CO

unchanged.

Savannah, Dec,
quiet; Middling uplands at 10|c.
Norfolk, Dec. 28.—Colton Arm; Middling uplands at lojc.
Augusta, Dec. 28.—Cotton quiet; Middling uplands at 10}c
Galveston, Dec. 28-—Cotton easy; Middling uplands at 10}c.
Wilmington, Dec. 28 —Cotton nominal; Middling
28 —Cotton

uplands

at

10}c.

Mobile, Doc. 28.—Cotton is steady; Middling uplands at 10fc.
Cbableston, Dec. 28 —Cotton strong; Middling
uplands at 10}c.
New Orleans, Dec. 28.-Cotton quiet; MiddliDg

uplands 10}c.

Memphis, Dec. 28.—Cotton quiet; Middling uplands at 10}c.
_

Ejnropean marker*.
London, Dec. 28—12.30 P. M.—Consols at 94 11-16

tor money and account.
London, Dec. 28—12.30 P. M.—American securities—United States bonds, 67s, 105}; new 5’s. 105}.
Erie preferred, 22}; Now York Central, 105, exdividedd; New Jersey, 13}; Reading 16}.

Liverpool,Dec. 28—12.30 P. M.—Cotton market—
easier but not quotably lower; Middling uplands at
6Jd; do Orleans at 6 9-16: sales 7,000 bales, including
1000 bales for speculation and export; receipts 39,000
bales, including 35,060 American.
Futures weaker; December delivery C}<1; December
and January 6 3-16d; February and March 6 5-32d.
HUNT’S REMEDY

Kidney, Bladder and
Diabetes, Gravel, and
Female Weakness.
HUNT’S REMEDY cures
Retention and iDeontinuence of Urine, Pain in the
cures

Glandular, Complaints,

Back

and

Lcius,

Bright’s Disease,

and

Almnaac....

..

I

29

December

j

Sun rises... .7.36 | High water. 7 00 PM
Ann sets.4.30 I Moon rises. 2.41 AM I
—r-

innESTM E MTS.

PORT OF PORTLAND.
_

Friday, Dec. 2N.

\

Steamship Quebec, (Br) Gibson, Liverpool via Halifax, with mdse lor Canada.
Steamer Ciiy of Portland. Pike, St John, NB, via
Eastport tor Boston.
Sch Adriauua, Snowman, Boston for Bath.
Sch Ant, Seavey, Mill bridge—fish scraps to J W
Jones.
Sch Golden Rule, Staples, Swan’s Island—dry fish
for

a

Benj

6s

COLUMBUS, OHIO,

6s

CLEVELAND
FREEHOLD MORTGAGE
MAINE CENTRAL

6s
7s
7s

!

OFFERS FOR

Christmas

Exchange Sts.

Cor. Middle and

sntf

OC30

AND—

The Holidays,

|

I FROM MERCHANT’S EXCHANGE!
Ar at New York 2Stb. sch J M Riley, from Stettin:
M A Witliam, from Port au Prince.
Ar at Brunswick, Ga, Dec 27, barque Glacier, Bea-

1

Af&ortment of

A Full

We shall open To-day

j

ty, Wiscasstt.
Ar at Havre Dec 26, ship Virginia, Hooker, New
Orleans; barque Flori M Hulbert, Handy. Galveston. 1
Cid at Antwerp Dec 27, ship Nevada, Day, tor I
New York.
Dec 27, ENE ot Boston Light 17 miles, barque S E
Spring, Irom Rio Janeiro fc» Portland.

OTJEOTOiTaND
Sch Leading Wind Hinkley, Irom Astoria. O, tor
Queenstown, was ashore in Astoria Roads about Dec
26tb, leaking badly.
Brig Lizzie M Merrill, Call, irom Liverpool for Galvestou, put into Milford, E, Dec 14, in distress, having experienced heavy weather in the channel and

bought

!

RESTS, EASELS,

to close a luanufacturer’s
stock. Prices troui

Blacking Boxes, DiniDg Chairs, &c.

§4.50 to §10.00

j

badly strained, loat two sets ot head sails, middlo
staysail. &c,
A mutiny occuired on barque Fred W Carlon, at
Buenos Ayres, Nov —, while the captain was absent.
and the ringleader was shot dead by the mate. The
rest ot the gang were ironed and imprisoned, with
the mate.
A dispatch from Cape de Gatte announces the death
of Capt Otis F Coombs of Islesboro, master ot sebr

BRACKETS, FOOT

U CLOAKS,
which is from $2.00 to $5.00 lowthan the same goods have been

er
i

of all description?.

selling.

Please call. Don’t mind the nice Furnitnro in the
window teat can be bought lower than you can purchase second hand at other places.

1
■

Also

got

j
;

lot of

a

Cashmere Long Shawls

2D.

130
nov!2

1

less than importers’ prices.

LORD,

Street.

Exchange

dtf

c/uuy.

OO.UESTHC POBTM.
GALVESTON—Sid 21st, schs Vernal, King, Pensacola; R W Brown, Smith, and Vineyard, liosebrook,

Pensacola.
Ar 26th, brig Hiram A biff, Brown, Wiscasset.
NEW ORLEANS-Cld 26tb, sch Clara Fletcher,
Soper, Providence.
PASCAGOULA—Ar 23d, brig L M Merritt, Hernman, Kingston, Ja.
CEDAR KEYS—Ar 23d, sch Ariadne, Dyer, As-

And to close,

Sid 21st sch Cook Borden, Lunt, New York.
KEY WEST—Ar 26th, brig Cora Green, Collins,
Hayti tor New York, (crew sick )
SAVANNAH—Ar 26th, sch Annie Bliss, Mclntlre,

Maine.
Cld 26th, barque John L Dimmock, Miller, for Amsterdam; sch Annie L McKeen, McKeen. New York.
Sid 26th, schs Carrie S Webb, for New York; Oarrie Bell, tor Baltimore; Annie L McKeen.

BRUNSWICK—Cld 22d, brig Editli, ^Crowley, for
Spain.
CHARLESTON—Ar 26tb, sebs Como, Bunker,
Portland via Eastport; Oliver Jameson, Campbell,
New York; Hattie L Curtis. Bartlett, do.
Sid 26th, barque John E Chase, for Liverpool.
PORTRESS MONROE-Passod in 26th, brig Liberty, Devereux. trom Havana.
BALTIMORE—Ar 26th, baiqne Josephine, Reed,
Dublin; sch S J Gilmore, Sylvester, Bangor.
Sid 26th. sch Maggie M Rivers.
PHILADELPHIA-Ar 2Glli, sch Marion Gage,
Sheldon, Pensacola.
Ar at Lewes 26th, sch Stephen Bennett, Bennett,
Yera Cruz.
NEW YORK—Ar 26th, brig Charlotte, Delano,
Barbadoes via St Martins; schaKate Newman,Newman, Clark’s Inland for Philadelphia; Hattie Ross,
O’Malley, StJohu, NB; Keystone, Wilder. Calais;
Franconia Bellaty, Providence; Venus, Hatch, Boston; Freddie Eaton, Motz, New Bedford; R Leach,
Pendleton, New Bedford.
Ar 2?tb, brig Henry T Wing, Small. Santander;
schs Veto, Thorndike, Tbomaston; W F’reemau, Gilchiist, do; Lucy Lee, Ingalls, Machias; Wesley Abbott. Johnson, Ellsworth.
Cld 27tb, ship Thos Lord, Ray, New Orleans; bark
N Gihsou, Bradford. Adelaide, NSW; brig Clarabelle, Cole, Cienfuegos
Passed through HelJ Gate 2Gth, schs Jed F Duren,
Cook, from New York for St John, NB; J M Kennedy, Pomroy, Weehawken tor Boston; Ocean Wave,
Heakell, Weehawken for Boston.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 27th, sch Julia, Perry, from
Calais; Loduskia, Treworgy, and L M Strout, Daniels, Port Johnson; Helen M Condpn, Rogers, from

a

few

ALPACA AND MATELLASSE
AT

—

pinwal.

GREAT

THE

—

$6.00 and $8.00,

—

OP

SALE

—

former prices $10.00 and $18.00.

Cloaks Cut and Fitted
to order.

UNDERWEAR,

or made

AT

—

—

Port

EASTMAN BROS.,
534

Congress St.

de28

HILL & CO.S’
241

mtl

Diaries for 1878.

will continue 4 days longer,
as
their slocked must be closed BE-

de27

Don't tail

WINTER !
arrived,

and

26th, brigs Morancy, and Katahdln; schs Eliza
Sawyer, Elva £ Petteneill, Quoddy, Ella Frances.
mary r.ua,

ainaioa,

Owing to the backward season I am
offer special inducements to
customers for the next 30 days. Patrons
can rely upon finding a FOIL STOCK,
embracing all the NEWEST and LATEST

Hunter, Hunter,

Baltimore.
At St Domingo Dec 9, brig Susie J Strout, Fickett,
for New York.
At Mayaguez Dec 3d, sch Five Sisters,
Johnson,
for Turks Island next day, u load for North of Hatteras.
Cld at

St John, NB, Dec 24, sch Nicola, Sanborn,
Machias.

FOB

OVERCOATS

28th. sch Arcade. Delay, Camden.
Boston; Traveller, do for EastDort; Bioo'ine*TRichardson, do for Mt Desert; Adriana, Snowman, Lynn
lor Bath ; Lizzie Brewster, Flynn, Weymouth lor
Machias; Sabao, Palmer, tor do; J B Knowles, Wass,
for Addison; War Eagle, Frlsbee, from Wiscasset for
Boston.
Ar

POREIUN

I am
of WOOLEjSS for Men’s Wear.
prepared to make the same to order at as
low prices as first-class work can be

produced.

port.

At Trieste Dec 8, barque Carrie Wyman, Gilkey,
for New York.
Ar at Hamburg 22d, sch Lemuel Hall, Paddock.
New York.
Sid f m Antwerp Dec 26, ship Imperial, Crosby, for
New York.
Ar at Havre 26th, barque Vilora H
Hopkins, Hopkins, New York.
Ar at London 26th, barque Golden Sheaf,
Thompson, New Orleans.
Ar at Liverpool Dec 27, ship Bombay, Work, liom
Charleston; barque F L Carney, Jackson, New Orleans.
Ar at Galway 26thjbarque Martin W Brett, Peterson, New York.
Ar at Dublin 26th, barque Minnie

AND

—

Those goods

Cld 14th, Jos Clark, Havener, New York.
Sid 15th, Wm Frederick. Ames, Cardenas; Charlotte W White, Dyer, Mobile.
Sid tm Deal I3lb, Susan P Thnrlow, Williams, for
New York; 14th, Ella S Thayer, Minott, for Savan-

nah.

Sid fm Cardiff 13lh inst, Grace Bradley, Vesper,

Suite.

embrace

importations,

and

among the very best

goods

2611-2 Middle St.
decll

Charleston.
Sid tm Pauillac Dec 12, Hebe. Ziesraer, Portland.
Ar at Amsterdam Dec 10, John M Clerk, Conant,
Java.
SPOKEN.
Dec4, lat 45 ION, Ion 27 W, barque Endeavor, fm

New Orleans lor Havre.
Dec 9, lat 28 10 N. Ion 69 20 W, sch Geo B Somes,
,trotn New York, bound South.
Dec 26. no lat, &c, ship Wm G Davi9, from Portland for Philadelphia, (by barque Hera, at New York
from Bremen.)

are

ever

—

$0.99 Exchange St.
end

octl6

SUITABLE FOR

Holiday Gifts,
CAN BE FOUND AT

Blank Books !

L. A. Gould & Co.’s,

FOR THE NEW YEAR.

503 CONGRESS STREET,

dec22dtf

Books manufactured to order

specialty, also

large [stock

a

a

December, 1877.

on

liand to select from.

I

Short & Harmon.
Loring.
de27
d2wsn
FOB

HEALTH

lett

HR. 11. R.

Mechanics’ Hall
We would say to the sick
have exhausted your list of
ed by
many physicians.”
spair, come, and be relieved
shall rejoice. The Doctor’s
.rrv.v n

„vt,l„*-

AT A BAR.OAIKT.

» V

shall ofler at a great bargain one new 7$
octave rosewood Piano, overstrung, Agratle
bridge, square grand. Fully warranted for seven

WE

€11 AS.

T FRANK JONES,

At Machine Shop,

—

DEALS

IN

GOVERNMENT
Oity

BANK

&

C©.,

STREET,
—

BONDS!
GOLD &C.,

Highest prices paid for

CALLED” U.

iarges

S. 5-20 BONDS.
BBeod

world,

and

Cleveland

Municipal Bonds,
Columbus

Municipal Bonds.

dec7

receive weekly during the winter cargoes ot
Oysters direct from Virginia, which they will
sell by the barrel, bushel, gallon or quart, at the

nolGdsntf

JUST RECEIVED
Large Assortment ot
French and
English
Perfumes and Toilet Soaps,

BATES
Nenapaper

Mealier & Co.,
Apothecaries,
ocl9 Cor, Preble and Congres* Sts. sndCui

&

tndtt

LOCKE,

Advertising

Ageno,

PJ,.K ROW, NKW YORK.
J. H. Bates, late ol
D. R. Locke, o Locke A
S. M. Petteuglll & Oo.
Jones, Toledo Blade.
Send for list of 100 choice newspapers.
34

S, K. NILES,

A

Standard

SALE

FOR

A

OVERTIRING.

Hum for

|

AOENT.

Oontracta for Advertisements in an Newspapers o
ail cities and towns oi the United States, Canadas
and British Provinceo.
Office No. 6 Tremont Street, Boston.

dale

Beit

SAFE,
bargain in the
dec22dlw

Complete Pictorial HiMfory of tbe
Times.”—’‘Ibe bent, cbenpe»t au«l ^oti
nuccessful Family Paper iu the Union.”
“A

Harper’s Weekly.
ILLUSTRATED,
Notices of the Press,
ablest and most powerful illustrated periodical published iu this country. Its editorials are scholarly and convincing, and carry much
weight. Its illustrations of current events are lull
and fresh, and are prepared by our best designers.—
Louisville Courier Journal.
Harper's Weekly should be in every family tbro’outthe land, as a purer, more interesting,
higtertoned, better illustrated paper is not published in
tills or any other country.— Commercial Bulletin
Boston
Tbo Weekly is the only illustrated paper of the day
that in its essential characteristics is recognized as a
The

Weekly

national

Municipal Bonds,

15

lowest market rates.
Also constantly on hand New York, Blue Point
and Providence River Oysters, for sale in
auy
All orders by mail promptly
desired quantity.

hob.

Cincinnati

Will
fresh

F. T.

the

’

Mawc§,

119 Commercial Street,
and 16 Market Square,

filled.

in

4®° CorJHs ingests, %

OlSlElS,
Timmons &

a

6vu«
OFFER

Stores

agency

Sonds,

STOCK,

oc27

The oldest and

having sevency-siz Brancu and Associate Offices in
<iec3dsnlw
complete working order.

50 Market Street)

Exchange Building,
one Medium Size

Combination Cock.
city, for the money.

Portland, 18G8.

They inrnish detailed reports to subscribers ol the
responsibility and trustworthiness ot business men
throughout the country. Also publish January,
.March, July and September, The Reference Book,
conta:ning about 700,000 names and ratings ot
business men and .imrs.
Collections ot over-due
claims a specialty.

FROSTr

Printer**

Manager.
In

II.

Bank and Sale Locksmith,

eodtf

Ejtsslished in New York, 1811.

CHANDLER,

Domestic Sewing Machine Agency, 440 Congress
Street.
dcc27dif

DISEASES

311-2 Exchange St., Portland, Me.

i’nyson

CARLTON <&

years.

in all forms treated with success and particular attention paid to diseases of the ear aud eye, throat
and lungs.
Patients visited at their homes and treated when

The uujfflu mm.

«2w

FII£ PUSO

All diseases peculiar to the female organization are
treated, without localizing, aud cured sccundem nctturam.

CHRONIC

Tailor,

237 MIDDLE ST.
<ieci»_

Building.

«

FERNALO,

MorcRant

and suffering, after you
remedies and been treatand on the verge of deof your sufferings and ye
success during the time
..

and propose to dose them ont at

A. S.

THAYER,

IVISOX, BLAKE MAX, TAYLOK & CO.

3*2 EXCHANGE

tew

and Gentlemen in want of an Overcoat will do well
to call and examine before purchasing elsewhere.

Hundreds in this city and vicinity are to-day rejoicing, having been restored to health through tho
skillful treatment of

EDWARD RUSSELL & CO.

SI. JH.

a

REDUCED RATES FOR CASH,

ALL!

Sample Card, containing one each of the
fifteen Numbers, by mail, oa receipt oI
45 Cent*.

138 and 140 Grand 81., New York.
my23
sntfW

have

HEAVY OVERCOATINGS

eepll

^Varieties Huited to every *ty2e of writing. For sale by the trade generally, A

GOODS

If

desired.
Office hour* from 9 to 12 A. M., 2 to 5 P.jM.

Sprit. 30. liv Rpv. John Gibson. Cvrns

—

W. H. KOHLING, FANCY

skill.

5^*Of superior ENGLIN flmauulActnre and justly celebrated for
£la*ticiiy.
Durability and eveuuc»s of Point, flu] all
Number*.

OF

shown by

lmhnol.aon in

SPECIAL NOTICES.

eodtf

A LARGE LINE

many

Havana,

Old at Cardiff 13th inst. Ernestine, McAlevy and
E S Newman, Newman, Havana.
In St Helena Roads 14th, Addte McAdam,
Curtis,
from London tor New York.
Cld at Newcastle 13th, Jas Barras. (83) for Portland
Cld at Troon 14tb, Hattie M Bain, Thestrup, for
^
Sid fm Dublin 14tb, Mary C Haskell, Haskell, for
Havana.
Cld at Genoa Dec It, J H Ingersoll, Strout, New
York; J H Lane, Sbute, Cuba.
Sid tm Bilboa Dec 7, Clytie, Dow, Cuba.
Sid fm Ma aga Dec 6, Fannie H Loring, Loring, for
New York.
Ar at Cadiz Dec 8, Speedwell, Keeno, Gibraltar.
S:d 9tb, Parepa, Packard, New York.
Ar at Havre 13tb, Harret F Hussey,
Darrab, from

Ciiesley,

—

Business
recent

C. M.

—

I Latest by European steamers.l
Ar at Liverpool Dec 15, Samuel Watts, Lermond,
San Eraucisco ; Mattie A Franklin, Griffin, irorn

Philadelphia.

CO.

prepared to

Seasonable Goods
—

bargain.

December.

u x waitmore.

Portland.
Also in port 27th, scbs Johnnie Meserve. French,
from New York for Rockland; Lucy Ames, Richards, do lor Vinalhaven; Charlie & Willie, Cousins,
do for Portland; Tennessee, Pillsbury. do tor do.
BOSTON—Ar 27th, sch M Sewall, Dean, Winter-

&

a

For the Month of

to make up in his
usual stylo the flne9t
assortment of

Sid

secure

HILL

prepared

proceeded)

to

dec27il3t

KOHLING
Is

per

cent, less than cost.

illtf-n

The cold weather has

15

Goods selling at

SHORT & H«

LOW,

New York.

EDGARTOWN—In port 27th, scbs Willie Martin,
McDuffie.Baltimore tor Portland; Nautilus,Tollman,
New York tor Newburyport; Trade Wind, Gray, do
for Boston; Geo M Brainard, Crockett, New York lor

Street,

_

Light Boat, Wood, Wilmington, Del;
Neptune’s Bride, Lindsey, and Jed Frye, Langley,
F'ALL RIVER—Ar 25th, schs Kenduskeag, Trask,
Port Johnson; Isola, Smith, Weehawken.
Sid, sch A Peters, Torrey, New York.
Ar 26th, sch Convoy, F rench, Port Johnson.
VINE YARD-HA VEN—Ar 28th, sch Hattie Turner, McIntyre, Wilmington, NC, for Tbomaston, (and

Middle

FORE REMOVAL.

Weehawken.
Sid 27th, schs

MARRIED.
In VpwGpIJ.

Exchange St.,

i

to

as

S. Cottou of Newfield and Miss Lucy A. Laugo
Gold at 102$ throughout the day. Carrying rates 7
Brookfield. N. H.
@3 per cent., with latest loans flat. The clearnces
In Newfield, Dec. 20, by Rev. John Gibson, Dr.
were $15,332,000.
Customs receipts $315,000. The
Frank
W. Smith and Miss Cora B. Traiton, daughter
disbursements
were
for
Treasury
$1,481,600
interest,
of Dr. Isaac M. Tratiou, of Newfield; 26th, Frank C.
making the total for the January account thus far
Miss Hattie M. Kenison, both of N.
and
Davis
and
lor
bonds.
Governments
$5,36'),300,
are
$30,300
In West Bath, Dec. 25, dames F. French and Miss
1
strong.
Henrietta J. Mitchell, both of Batb,
Stock market to-day showed some increase of
In North Bridgton, Dec. 25, Noah N. Peabody of
activity, with Lake Shore still the leading feature,
and making the advance 60* to 62, closiug at the
Albany and Mrs. Eliza Heath ot Bridgton.
In Newcastle, Dec. 25. Chas. A Partridge of Boshighest rate. The bulls are apparently very confident of a decided rise in January.
ton and Miss Emma J. Reed of Newcastle.
In Greeoe, Dec. 8, Frank Starbird of Greene and
The transactions at the Stock Exchange
today Miss
Flora E. Stevens of Turner.
aggregated 88,210 shares.
The following were the closing quotations of Government securities:
DIED.
United States 6s, 1881 reg..
.If6|
United States 6s, 1881, coup.109*
United States5-20’s, 1865,new, reg .....H23
In Boston, Dec. 28th, Florence E. Farley, youngest
United States 5-20s, 1865, coup.,...105|
daughter or the late Charles Farley.
United States new 4*s.
103*
(Funeral Sunday at 2p. m. from C. H. Farley’s,
United States new 4*s, coup..105*
118 Brackett Street.]
United States 4 per cents, reg ..101*
In Naples, Dec. 15, Leonard Quimby, aged 32 years
United States 4 per cents, coup.,.102J
8 months.
United States 1867, reg.,.1115$
In Harrison, Dec. 20, Mr. William Brook*, aged
United States 1867, coupon.long
about 76 years.
United States 1868, reg.,...1062
In Waterford, Dec. 21, Mrs. Lydia, wife ot George
United States, 1868, coup,.109*
Burnham ot Bridgton, aged about 32 years.
United States new 5’s reg.105*
In Woolwich, Dec. 24, Miss Thankful Abbott, aged
United States new 5s, coup.105*
98 years.
United States 10-40’s, reg.
In Penobscot, Dec. 9, Mrs. Catharine, wife ot Mig106j
United States 10-40s, coup....107*
hal Patten, aged 75 years 6 months.
Currencv 6’s,
.......119
In Bluehill, Dec. I. Lorenzo Black, aged 50 years.
In Augusta, Dec. 19, Mrs. Mary, wife ot A. J. CamThe following were the closing quotations of
eron, aged 28 years.
Stocks:
In
Camden, Dec. 14, Mrs. Lizzie S., wite of An*
Morris & Essex.
75*
drew Wadsworth, aged 32 years 3 months.
Western Union Telegraph Co, ex-dv..
77*
Mail.
Pacific
22*
New York Central & Hudson R R.105*
(53P* The iuneral services of biram Winchester
will take place at his late residence, 97 Pearl street,
Erie..
S|
at 1 o’clock Sunday afternoon. Relatives and friends
Erie preferred.
22
are invited to attend.
Michigan Central. 58§
Panama.
124
Union Pacific Stock,..
05
DEPARTURE OF STEAMSHIPS.
Lake Shore.
61*
FROM
FOB
DA.TR
Illinois Central.
NAME
73
Pittsburg R.
77* Lake Nepigan.Portland.. .Liveroopl.Dec 29
Chicago * Northwestern. 34* City of Merida.... New York. .Hav&VCruz.Dec 29
Chicago * Northwestern preferred -.62*
City of Chester.New York. .Liverpool.Dec 29
New Jersey Central.
12*
Weser.New York.. Bremen.Dec 29
Rock island......100*
Victoria.
Boston.—Glasgow.Dec 29
St. Paul.
36* Colon.New York. .Aspluwall. ....Dec 31
8t. Paui preferred.
72* Abyssinia..New York. .Liverpool,.Jan 2
Fort Wayne.
91* City ot Washington.New York .Havana.Jan 2
Chicago & Alton.y. 7C*
Minnesota.Boston.... Liverpool.Jan 2
Chicago & Alton preterred.’..100*
Wisconsin.New York-Liverpool.Jan 2
Ohio * Mississippi.
8* Elysia.New York.. London .Jan 2
Delaware* Lackawanna..
50
ot New York. .New York. .Liverpool.Jan 3
City
Atlantic & Pacific Telegraph..20
Cauima.New York.. Bermuda.Jau 3
The following were the closing quotations ot Pacific
Pennsylvania.Philadelphia Liverpool.... Jan 3
Railroad securities:
Niagara.New York. .Havana.Jan 3
Bermuda.Now York. .Porto Rico. ...Jau 3
Boston, Hartford * Erie 1st, ...11
Guaranteed.
14
Carondelet.New York. .Nassau, &c .Jan 4
Central Pacific bonds...
Quebec...Portland....Liverpool.Jan 5
....107*
Union Pacific,.
...107§ Bole via...New 1'ork. .Glasgow.Jau 5

130

Woodbury & Moulton

;

Sch Geo W Jewett, Blair, Mobile—Noah Reed.
Sch Silver Spray, Hail. Liverpool, NS. to load tor
West Indies— Kyan & Kelsey.

iraiuimu

ENOCH LORD,

—

Bristol—dry fish

Church, Kelley, Mobile—D W Clark

B

6s

FOR 8AI.K BY

»

CLEARED.
Sch
& Co.

6s

...

DAMARISCOTTA

I

market.

Sch viountain Laurel, Thorp,
E G Willard.
Sch Reaper, Teel, St George

R. R.

....

;

Sch J B StiDson, Stinson. Deer Isle.
Sch Emma. Sparrow, Bristol.

6s

....

PORTLAND AID
NEWS.! WALDOBORO

ARRIVED

5s

BATH MUNICIPAL,

j PORTLAND

MARINE

MISCELLANEOUS.

NOTICES.

SPECIAL

i-1-1-"I
ainatnre

Excesses,

Nervous Prostration. HUNT’S
REMEDY cures Dropsy and all Disea es of the
Kidneys, Bladder and Urinaty Organs.
Clark’s Toothache Dbops cure instantly.
eod&wlw
dec25

Intemperanc!

Republic. .New York. .Liverpool.Jan 5
31yde\. ..New York..Havana.Jan 5;
Montana.New York. .Liverpool.Jan 8 j

is the

paper.—Brooklyn Eagle.

T ERMS :
Postage free to nil Subscriber* iu the U. »
Harper’s Weekly, one >ear,....$4 CO
$4 00 Includes prepayment ot U. S. Postage by tbe
publishers.

Subscriptions to Harper’s Magazine, weekly,
and Bazar, to one address, for one year, $10.00; or,
two of Harper’s Periodicals, to one adJre.-* *or one
year, $7 00; postage iree.
An extra copy of either tbe MAOAznra. >\ eekly,
or Baz%r, will be supplied gratH for every Club of
Five Subscribers at $4 00 eacb,pa'{ for by one remittance; or, Six Copies one year, without extra copy,
for $20 00.
Back Numbers can be supplied at any time.
The Volumes of the Weekly commeuce with the
Is mentioned, it will be underyear. When no time
stood that the subscriber wishes to commence with
after
the receipt of bis order.
the Number next
The

Annual

Volumes of

Harpei’s Weekly.in

neat

cloth binding, will be sent by express, free of exe ‘rei8bt does not exceed one dolpense, Pfi’Vr611
u
lar, for $7 10 each. A complete Set, comprising 21
sent
on
Y'olumes,
receipt of cash at tbe rate ot $3.25
pervoL, freight at expense of purchaser.
Cloth Cases for each volume, suitable for bin
ling,
will be sent by
mail, postpaid, on receipt of $i.to
each.
Indexes to each volume scut gratis on receipt of

stamp.
Subscriptions received for Harper’s Periodicals

only.

Newspapers are not to copy this advertisemtni
without the express order of Hauper & Brothers.
HARPER & BROTHERS, New York.
Address

THE PRESS
SATURDAY MORNING, DEC. 29.
TK91C PRESS
May be obtained at the Periodical Depots of Fes>enden Bros., Marquis, Brunei & Co., Andrews
Moses. N. B. Kendrick, and Chisholn
Wentworth,
Bros., on ail trains that run out of the city,
At Biddeford, of Phillsbury.
At Saco, or L Rodgdon and H, B. Kendrick.
At Waterville, of J. S. Carter,
At Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
At Lewiston, of French Bros., and Stevens &Go

Blabbing Affray at Ferry Tillage.
The people of the usually quiet Ferry Villagi
have been much excited of late over a stab
bing affray which took place Christmas night
Yesterday morning Constable Charles A. Max
well made complaint to Trial Jnstiee A. J. Rob
inson that John Donahue, one of the soldiers ai
Fort Preble, bad stabbed a fisherman, Howarc
Griffin, on the nightof tbe 25th inst. Mr. Rob
inson accordingly issued a warrant for the arrest of Donahue, who is a new recruit and belongs in this city. He was arrested and the
trial took place in Union Hall yesterday after-

NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS

MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
5000 Yards Remnants—W. F. Sfudley.
Go West—Portland *& Worcester Line.
For Sale—C. E. Whitney.
Bonds lor Sale—Aretas Shurtleff.
English and Classical School—C. B.

ing officers

Religion* Notice*.
Notice.—All Freewill Baptists liviDg in
Portland and vicinity, whether accustomed to atteud
our church here, or not, are
cordially invited and
solicited to be present at the service in the Casco St
Church, next Sunday, Dec. 30th, at 3 p. m.
Charles S. Perkins, pastor.
St. Luke’s Cathedral, State St.—Rt. Rev. H
A. Neely, Bishop of the Diocese ol
Maine.—Sunday
services 10.30 a. m., 3 and 7 jp. m. Daily services at
a. m. aud 5 p.m.
Seats free to all.
Bethel Church—Services 10J a. m., 3 and 7* p
xn.
also Monday and
Thursday eveuingg at 7£ p.
in.
All from sea aud land are invited. Seats free.
Special

Reading

rooms

open to Seamen every

day Regular.

Luther4n Congregation, Scandinavian
Hall, corner of Middle and Plum Street*.
St. Paul’s Church, comer of Congress and Locust street.—Rev.Frederick S. Sill, Rector. Services
First

Sunday 10J a. m. and 3 p. m.
Y. M. C. Association, Mechanics*
Congress street, corner Casco.—Union Gospel Meeting
•very Saturday evening.
First Free Baftist Society, Cor. Casco and
Cumberland Streets.—Rev. C. S. Perkins pastor.
Preaching at 10J a. in., and 3 p. m. Sunday School
at 11} a. m. Prayer meeing at 7 o’clock evening.
gyThe Disciples of Christ will meet at 62 Gray
Lord’s
at
3
in.
Day
Sreefc,
every
p.
to attend to the Apostles* teaching, to the Fellowship, to Breaking of Bread and to Prayers. All are
invited to attend,
on

Building,

A.

Woodford’s Corner M. E. Church.—Rev. J
Strout, Pastor. Preaching at 2.30 p. m. Prayer

meeting at 7J

p. m.
St. Lawrence St,

CHURcn.—Rev. A. H. Wright
10J a, m. and S p. m. Sunday

pastor. Services at
school atl£ p. m.
St. Stephen’s Church.—Rev. Asa Dalton, Rector. Services at 10$ a. m. and 3 p. m. Sunday schoo 1
at 2 p. m. Seats tree to all.
Rev. F. Pember will preach at Cash’s Comer,
10.30 a. m; East Deermg, 3.30; Bradley’s Corner,
7.30. p. in.
Congress Street M. E.

Church.—Rev. W. M.

Sterling, pastor. Preaching at 10J a.

and 3 p. m.
Concert at 7

m.

S. S.
by Rev. A. W. Pottle, of Saco.
p. m.
Pine St. M. E. Church.—Rev. O. J. Clark,
pastor. Preaching at 101 a m. and 3 p. m. Sunday School U P* m. Prayer meetings at 9 a. m., 6 and
7 p. m.
arcana Hall.—Lecture at 2.30 p. m. by M. A.

Blanchard, Esq.

Williston Church,—Rev. Frank E. Clark, Pastor. Preaching at 10 30 a. m. Sabbath School at 3
p, m.
Prayer Meeting at 7 o’clock in the evening.
Plymouth Church—Rev. Herbert W. Lathe,
pastor. Preaching tomorrow at 10* a. m. by Rev. E.
v

Hinnlia

mill uf 7

People’s meeting

»«

m

at 6 p.

in.

tmot-nr

Vn.m

All will be welcome.
Preble and Cumberland

Preble Chapel, corner
St. Sunday School at 2 p. m.
Sunday School Coucert at 7 p.

beer jug, aud Griffin’s nose has since shown
the place where the jug struck.
He has been
engaged in several similar affairs, and like the
one on Christmas night be got the worst of it,
At the trial yesterday Griffin testified that he
a

Vainly.

Eagle Sugar Refining Co.

PreachiDg at, 3 p.m.
m.
Free to all.

went down to the Ferry Landing about ten
o’clock at night, and was walking up Sawyer
street when he came across Donahue, who set
upon him, and with a sheath kuife cut him severely. He managed to get into Dr. Lowell’s
house, where his wounds were dressed. He admitted that he had been drinking but was not
drunk.

Dr. Lowell testified

the wounds
He
said there was a cut in the shoulder where a
knife had entered from above aod had pierced
the lung.
There was also a bad scalp wound,
aud two of his fingers were badly cut.
The
wounds bled profusely. Mr. William Webber,
who saw tbe affair, says he saw the knife used
as stated by Griffin.
Mr Donahue, the accused, said that he and

Stevens’ Plains Universel’st
Church.—
Services to-morrow forenoon at 11 o’clock. Rev,
Mr. Bicknell will preach.

Temperance meeting at West Chapel Sunday
evening at 7 o’clock. Addresses by Hon. Geo. W.
Woodman and others.
Young Men’s Christain Association—Opposite Preblo House, Oougross Street. |open day
and evening. Union Gospel Meeting every
Saturday
evening.

Second Parish Church, Congress Street, Corner
'Pearl.—Rev. E. P. Gardner will preach to-morrow at
10$ a. m. and 3 o’clock p. m. All are cordially
invited.

Superior Court.
DECEMBER ClylL TERM, 1877, SFMONDS, J.,

PRE-

SIDING.

FftlUAY.—'ffl'UUiu

11.

®A.

Xtan„v

\lf

Wheelock. Action upon an account to recover tho
sum of $48 tor plumbing materials and labor furnished the defendants, then doing business in Worcester, Mass., in 1871. Defence, payment. Decision
for the plaintiffs for full amount.
Locke for plaintiffs.
Larrabee for defendants.
The new docket was called.
Adjourned until morning at 9 o'clock.

municipal Court.
Friday—Jeremiah Logantand JohnNagle. Evading fare. Fined $5 and costs.
Harry Williams. Larceny. Probable cause. Ordered to recognize with sureties in sum of $500.
Committed.
Dennis R. Ciagin. Search and seizure. Fined $30

Appealed.

and costs.

Bradbury.

Simeon K. Yeaton. Search and seizure. Fined
costs and imprisonment in jail three months

$100 and

Bradbury.
Open shop. Fined $5 an<i
Bradbury.

Frederick Harmon.
costs.
JBriei

Mrs. Woolson’s regular Friday evening lecture was postponed this week.
Patrons ol the M. L. A, course aro reminded
that the entertainment intended for this afternoon has been postponed for two weeks.
Officers Langmaid and Store: arrested Bartholomew Clary yesterday
wife rather severely.

for

chastising

his

J. Gospel temperance meetings will be held-in
Arcana

Bali,

at

10J

a. m.

and 7 p. in., to-mor-

terday morning,
asylum.

au

insane person was sent the

The Women’s Christian Temperance Association will open the Friendly Inn on the corner of Fore and Custom House street New
Year's day.
The bank cod have struck in along the coast
from Capo Ann to KenDebunk in immense

numbers.

A gentleman from Kenuebnnk says
the catch will be worth from 800,000 to $70,000.
Marshal Bridges has brought to Portland
Andrew Jones, who committed the murderous
assault on the captain of the

pobello,

a

Gazelle, off

Cam-

fortnight

ago.
The Quebec of the Dominion Line, Captain
Thearl, from Liverpool the 15th, aod Halifax
the 2Gth, artived yesterday morLiug.
She
brings 12 steerage passengers and a full cargo.

Officer Merrill detected two men wheeling a
barrel of beer along Commercial street last
night on one of tbe Boston and Maine baggage
tracks. Tbe men took to their bcels at the
sight of the officer, who captnrcd the beer,
track and all.
Mr. Broughton has won tbe checker tournament, having won 45 games, lost 1, and 6 were
drawn. This evening Mr. Broughton, blindfolded, will undertake to play three separate
games at ouce against any

three players that

oounty yesterday:
Scarboro—Dexter

Hamiio,

Personal
The Rev. E. P. Gardner of Now York, who
has accepted the invitation of the Second Parish church, will commence his labors with this
society tomorrow.

splendid collation
company present.

I'BIME IN

_a._J
---

via
IU

ed after

service of several years Resolutions
complimentary to the retiring chairman were
passed at the meeting of the hoard held yesterday.
a

Wooden Wedding.—Mr. and Mrs. A. J.
No. 28 Smith street, celobrated the
fifth anniversary of their marriage last evening
by a wooden wedding. Between sixty and seventy of their friends gathered, bringing presents

Kenney,

appropriate

to the occasion. An excellent supper was served, after which several musical se‘
leCtioDS were rendered by Mrs. Verrill of this
City, and Mrs. Clarence Tryon of Powoal. The

passed off very pleasantly
roughly enjoyed by all present.

affair

and was

tho-

The annual report of Attorney G.n.ia: Emery is published.
Duriog ths year which it
covers there has been an unusually lure Dumber of murders committed in this state. In
Oxford county Miss lanthe Morgan aod Mrs.

uu*a

Sophronia J. Libby were couvicted of mnrder
iD the second degree, for the killing of the former’s illigitimate child, and sentenced to imprisonment for life; in Sagadahoc, Isaac N.

auu ue

lyouauuc,

Cox, aged 14,

was convicted of
manslaughter
for the shooting of his father, and sentenced to
six years in prison; Edward M. Smith was convicted in Hancock of murder in the fir<t degree, for the killing of Melissa T. Thayer of

It is genera'ly
accordingly discharged.
thought at the Village that even if the soldier
did make the assault it was done iu self defence.
was

BEVOItn

THE

SCHOOL.

Bucksport; exceptions

filed and the case
is still pending in the u\w Court. Several other homicides have been committed
during the
year, but none of them amouoting to mnrder
in the first degree, but the Belgrade wife murder.
Mr. Emery is of the opinion that the
presence or absence of the death penalty has
no direct influence on the number of murders.
The Attorney General has personally had charge
of the trials above mentioned, and has also
attended the three sessions of the law court.
He repeats his former suggestion that County
Attorneys be required to assist iu presenting
their cases to the full court.
The report savs that a very large proportion
of the prosecutions in the several counties are
for violations of the l'quor law, and if that law
is not well enforced it is not for the want of
abundant prosecutions. The County Attorneys
are
generally commended as faithful and capable officers.
Mr. Emery doubts if coroner’s inquests upon
dead bodies are of sufficient use to justify the
expense incurred by them. They generally determine nothing.
Their verdict is of no use to
anybody. It does not acquit or convict.
It is
not a single step toward acquittal orcoavictiou.
The testimony taken is only useful to the respondent as it has to be tiled iu court, and thus
the respondent caD learn minutely the evidence
and make up a defence to fit it.
The officers
engaged npou the case always looks up evidence,
independent of the inquest. The Attorney
thinks the state can safely abolish the whole
antiquated maehinery, and iu place of it simply

Annual Report of the Trustees.

The annual report of the Trustees of the
State Reform School, at Cape Elizabeth, is in
the hands of the printers. The Trustees
say
that the school is Dow what its name indicates,
a reformatory institution, with homelike, comfortable apartments, instead of the dingy prison
cells which it contained a few years ago. The
system of classifying and grading the bovs,
adopted under Superintendent Wentworth, has

proved

a

triumphant

success.
The boys of the
the privilege of large playgrounds, without the restraint of high fences,
and are trusted to go over the farm or even to
the neighboring city of Portland, upon their
honor. They have rarely been guilty of
any
breach of their trust. The bojsin the lower

first class

have

grades are stimulated to good behavior by the
prospect of promotion. Punishment is inflicted solely by the Superintendent, and but little

has been necessary.
The charges of cruel treatment
investigated
last spring, proved to be wholly unfounded. A
short-hand report of all the testimony taken on
that occasion has bean extended and is ready
for inspection.
The health cf the school has been excellent
The library now numbers 1400 volumes.

815,000.
The Treasurer, Hon. J. W. Porter, of Strong,
reports the following receipts and expenses for
the year ending Hov. 30, 1874.
RECEIPTS.

Balance on hand Dec. 1, 1876,.$
7
From Stale Treasurer. 15,000
Farm and etock.
1,438
Chair work,. 3 813
Cities and towns,. %,880
All other sources,.
197

(9
00
02
19
40
77

$23,336 47

EXPENDITURES.

Salaries and labor.5 5,400 05
Provisions and groceries,. 5,420 83
Clothing and bedding,.
1,852 97
Boots and shoes.
578 72
Fuel. 1,184 12
Corn, meal and grain,.
38110
v<Lia'i

BLuuiv aiiu

Farm

stock, carriages and harnesses,.

iieigui?,..

I,Pol Zo
742 61

Blacksmitbing,.;.
Furniture, crockery and hardware.
Library, school books and stationery,.

202]99

637*64
387
623
44
884

Trustees* expenses,.

Returning boys.
Ordinary repairs,.
PainliDg and repairs-special app.,.

2,000
IT
20
102
150
gll
290

Telegraphing.
Physician ana medicines,.
organ,..
Miscellaneous,.
Balance on hand,..*

$23,366

52
60
55
70
44
50
81
18
00
95
92

NUMBER OF INDICTMENTS.

Murder,.
Homicides other than

murder,.

ArSon'.

Perjury.

Forgery.
Compound Larceny,.
Larceny.

47

There are few bills outstanding, but
they are
fully covered by the balance on hand.
The number of boys iu the school December
1st, was 147; 48 were committed during the
year and 7 returned, and 48 were discharged or
allowed to go on trial, and 2 violated trast and
ran away.

Burglary.
Robbery.
Rape,.
Felonious Assault,.
Assaults,.
Riot,.
Oftences against chastity, &c.,.
Malicious Mischiel,.

Cheating.
Defects in

A Good Route,—Attention is called to the
advertisement of the Portland & Worcester
line in another column. By this route passengers can save many hours in time and many
miles iu distance over any other route. All
changes occur in union depots, avoiding all an*

noying carriage transfers.

Barths iu

ways.

Nuisances,.
Violations ot liquor law,.]
Other oftences,.

sleeping

cnrs

tuq

through

eot re

to

Wagner

These
via Hoo-

trip.

Chicago

Tannel route, and New York Central Railroad to Buffalo, thence over the road that made
the famous run last season of 111 miles in 109
minutes via Canada Southern Railroad to Detroit, and thence to Chicago via Michigan Central Railroad.
To passengers going West this is
the

P
to

No ret’ra
770 25
Oxford,
4,0.6 20
3,179 91
179 40
Piscataquis,
Sagadahoc, 1,203 45
636 00
Somerset,
274 48
Waldo,
Washington, 271 26
York,
3,146 36

Penobscot,

ing:
F.
Rogers,
£kas
Woodbury O.
Lhas. 1 Sine,

Recording Secretary.

SeCr6,ary*“dB-G-

Fesseuden, Agent.

After the election the officers W(
te

installed.

publicjy

Serenade.—The Portland Cadet Baud under
the direction of Mr. Frank L. Collins, tendera serenade to Mr. George Jackson, one of
the member?, at his residence on Laurel street,

ed

night.

Mr. Jackson inv ted the party in
and pleasantly entertained them.
last

ing

his many years of business in this city be
was known as a man of
sterling integrity, just
and upright in all his dealings, of
retiring dis,
position, his qualities being of mind and heart,
were best known to his family and fiieDds.
He
leaves a wife, ODe son and three daughters to
monrn his loss.
Annual Meeting of the Temperance
Union. The aunual election ot officers was
held last evening and the following was the re-

President—B. H. Mnrphy.
Vice Presidents—H. p. White, Chas. H.
Choate, R. B. Whitcomb.
Secretary—E. Leach.
Treasurer—I. H McDonald.
Steward—E. A.

N. Gy. G.

Hatch,

Chads!rHkFefsekndTn'
W«I^2,A""4
Cbas. H.

He was also a member of the Aged Brotherhood, and of the Provident Association. Dar-

Sawyer.

Sergeant at-Arms—Geo. E. Taylor.
Chaplain—Job Sanford.
The public meeting next Sunday
evening at
Congress Hall will be held under the auspices
of the new board of officers.
Thin

Ice.—Yesterday

afternoon as

a

num-

ber of persons from Ligonia village were skaton Fore rivtr, the ice gave away and one
lady went through and narrowly escaped
drowning. Her name was not learned
It is said that the ice on the Batin is
getting
weak and that it is full of large air holes.
If
this is true
skaliug should be given np for the
present at least.

ing

a

JSu
t/jv

V;

SoSS
3 a
631

SS

$861 39

365 69
1,076 20
2,974 48
179 40
1,060 76
636 00
214 06
94 10
1.287 61

1,03615
3,157 04
5,591 06
639 93

492 88

1,153 17
4,314 76
126 49

1,292 46
1,691 80
856 22
1,295 56
2,720 63 1,172 68
2,119 21 1,996 94
2,988 18 3,383 33
The following shows the amount paid ont by
Treasurers
for
costs of prosecutions in
Connty
Supreme Judicial Courts and in the Superior
Court for Cumberland connty. on bills of cost
allowed by County Commissioners for support
of prisoners in jail; to grand jurors; also, the
amounts received from fines, costs and forfeit-

;

and other officers:
oS.s
O P M
«

g3

a

ed citizen
He was
of the Maine Charitable Mtchanio
Association,
aDd of Ancient Brothers Lodge, I. O. O. F.

«

IgJi

Knox,
Lincoln,

Obituary.—We regret to record the death of
well known and respectfor many years a member

§

oQ

-g

$4,198 31 $2,977 58
160 97 No return
Aroostook,
G96 53
2,409 80
Cumberland,16,807 53 16,807 53
9,546 95 No return
362
50
258
88
481 18
Franklin,
82 18
356 56
356 56
Hancock,
7,958 54 No return
Kennebec, No rct’rn 4,032 92
5,094 57
4,173 88

Bradley.

Winchester,

*0 o

03

©£

Androscoggin,$91139

*■§

o

■*».©

sJS
ac«
<§&

Knights of Pythias.—The election of officers of Pine Tree Lodge, last
evening, resulted
as follows:
C. C., A. D. Sweetsir,
V. C.. F. T. Merrill.
P., W. Q. Turner.
Master-at-Arms, Preble Davis.
K. of R. & S., H. A. McDonald.
M, of E., Geo. H. McKenney.
M. of F., W. A. Jackson.
Representative to the Grand Lodge, J. V.

Hiram

to

©*

most attractive route yet offered, the distance
to Chicago being only 1107 miles, and the time
42 hoars.

wood’s.

1

.as

Counties.

certainly

Something Abont the Coming Session.
Augusta, Dec. 28, 1877.
about the State House is id
readiness for the coining Legislature. The old

Everything

carpets io tbe hallway and anterooms have been
patched in a neat manner by Superintendent
Harris and bis assistants, who have become
skilled in the business. They have also dusted
the county school house desks in the Representatives’ Hall, and made things as presentable as
possible.
The question of remodelling and repairing
the building has been discussed by the Legislature for a year or two past aod I presume will
It would
up again this session.
that the present is a most favorabla time
for doing tho work, aud it is to he hoped that
the members will muster up courage enough to
appropriate a few Ihousand dollars for this pur-

brought

be

seem

pose.
THE

£

2 S-s

Counties.

ftKa
? cs

^

B.S

■§

P

who served last year, is bolding a government
There
position and is therefore ioeligible.
seems to be a good natured contest for the
Speakership between the friends of Mr. Pillsbury of Lswiston, Mr. Lord of Bangor, Mr.
Bowers of Saco aod Mr. Weeks of Augusta.
Either of these geutlemeu would make a most
excellent presiding officer, being well fitted by
education and training. The otbor officers of
the House will bold over, as will also tbe heads
of departments.
The political complexion of this body will ba
99 Republicans, 48 Democrats, 3 Liberals aod 1
Greenbacker. The former, as usual, are large.
ly iu the majoiity, while nearly all professions
ara
represented. There is a good number of
old members, many of whom,have been prominent in former legislatures. The Senate is also

largely Republican

Legislation will ha asked for on several important subjects. Tbe present cider law will
find some enemies in tbe House, but its friends
A bill to prevent
are determined to retain it.
the destruction of buildings by incendiary tires
for tbe purpose of obtaining insurance will be
introduced. The penalty will be very severe.
Tbe Old Orchard pe ople teem to ba gettiug rebellious and anxious to Eccede fiom Saco and
set up business for themselves, and a strong petition granting them leave to do so will be introduced. An insolvent law will be asked for
to take the place o{. the national bankrupt law
In case that is repealed.
It is said that it costs nearly as much to send
carload of freight by rail to Boston from
Maine ns it does from Michigan, while the
rates of fare are complained of as too high_
An effort will be made to regulate by law both
a

the rates of fare and freight on the roads of the
State. The Norway people think that there is
no honor like that of being
a shire town, and
will therefore ask the Legislature to move the
county seat of Oxford from Paris Hill to that
town.
These and other important matters which
are likely to come before it will make the session a lively and interesting one.
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ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.
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Androscoggin,?2,912 16 $7,025 99 $492 52 $2,563 03
664 18
Aroostook,
2,129 25
210 47
Cumberland, 13,600 03 14,985 02 ),045 62 27,121 80
974
42
729 37
364 88
Franklin,
260 88
1.322 21
524 05
Hancock,
5,72t 50
406 71
—

Keuuebcc.

4,377 99
1,50161
1,110 01
3,499 25

Knox,

Lincoln,
Oxford,

Penobscot,

Piscataquis,
Sagadahoc,
Somerset,
Waldo,

Washington,
York,

6,561 93
847 53
1,292 40
1,597 68
2,727 63
2,119 21
2,917 33

5,015 56
1,511 90
1,909 01

1,433

60
5,067 69
126 50
1,140 25
644 67
1,291 89

1,56167

3,342

Religion. Notes

33

and

556 68
—

27 1
600
755
312
310
731
469
816

Hon.

bright and Funny collection of New Songs, Ballads and Songs with Choruses, and with Piano or
Heed Organ acc't. A book quite American in charA

with our own popular composers, and the
class of songs that are ihe greatest favorites.
Uniform in style, binding and price with the
“World of SoDg,” “Gems of English Song,” and others of the “Library” series, and costs in Boards,
¥2.50; Cloth, $3.00; Fine Gilt, $4.00.
acter,

placed.

The dwelling house of Mr. Eben Stiuchfield
of Leeds was burned Wednesday morning.
Miss Harriet Foss, an old lady, perished in the
fire.
AROOSTOOK

HANCOCK

COUNTY.

The amount of long number manufactured
in Ellsworth during the past season was 19,300,000 feet; staves 15,500,000, shingles 11,850,000,
heads 210,000 pairs, laths 3,450,000, stove wood

35,000, and fish boxes 5,000.
An old man named McCarty, whi'e crossing
Abraham pond on his way to Eastbrook fiom

CLUSTER OF GEMS,
valuable collection of pieces of a somewhat
advanced character as to difficulty, and is suited to
the taste of advanced players. There are 230 ;*ages
Sheet Music Size, and the pieces, which average
about 5 pages each, are by Leybaeh, Spindler, Yon
Bulow, Lichner, Rubenstein, Ascber, Oesten, and
other celebrities. Uniform in style, price and binding, with the “Sunshine” described above, and with
the 27 other books of the famous “Library” series.
In Boards, $2.50; Cloth, $3.00; Fine Gilt, $4.00.
For Sale at all the principal music stores. Will also be mailed, post free, to any address, for the retail
price. Change may be sent iu postage stamps.
This is

a

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
no21
eodly&w

5,000 YARDS
BEST

Thomas S.

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

Captain Collins of Bangor, master of the
brig Cora Green, died on the passage from
Hayti to Key West.
The Katahdin Iron

Works are

96
36
12
27
34
08
60
46

—

now

in full

operation.
The January term of the Supreme Court
opeBS at Bangor Tuesday. Judge Appleton

will preside.
The Law Court has set aside the verdict in
the suit of Wm. H. Prascott, against the city
of Bangor, for damages alleged to have been
occasioned by a defect in Lime street, opposite
the dwelling of Henry Boardman
From April 20th to December 3d, 1877, embracing a period of seven and one-half months,
122 vessels of the following classes have cleared
for foreign ports from the port of Bangor:

Ships, 9; barks, 10; barkentines, 2; brigs, 12;
schooners, 89.
somerset county.

Charges of

very serious nature have been
preferred in the S. J. Court against S. S. Chapman, attorney at law, in Fairfield.
a

WASHINGTON

COUNTY.

ance

$200.

Poor,

Go among the

who

most exposed
to the causes which produce Consumption, and
learn what Howe’s Arabian Milk Cure has
done for them.
In twenty-four hours it will
remove the hardest cough, at the same time it
feeds the stomach and nourishes the body. For

4,492 17
1,044 01
1,99311
074 56
7,027 92
139 41
1,271 98
967 85
274 67
227 91
3,607 83

Waterhouse & Co., 253 Middle street, are
selling their entire stock of Dry and Fancy
Goods by auction.
They announce for this afthis afternoon a special sale of rich Black silks.
The stock

great bargains

be

sold,

and we have
will he secured.

mast

no

doubt

Studley’s

announcement of Bemnants.
_

fevers,

take

Bargains.

Bargains.—A splendid stock of
Walnnt Chamber Sets selling at greatly reduced prices.
If you want a nice Walnnt Chamber Set at a very low piice please give ns a call.
George A Whitney & Co.,
dec27-Iw*
No. 46 Exchange Street.
“There was speech ia their dumbness”
when they heard of SLIPPERY ELM LOZENGES for
Coughs, &c. For sale by all

Druggists.

Caswell & Co., corner
and Winter streets, Boston.

Washington

Gloves! Gloves! Gloves!
O

urld for

Gcutleuien’s

CITY MADE GLOVES
—

OP

—

Bluebill,

installed pastor at Saundersvilie, Mass.,
Dec. 18, the successor of Key. A. J.
Bates, recently deceased.
was

Eev. Dr. Shelden of Waterville, has been invited to act for the present, as General Secretary of the Maine Coofeience of
Unitarian
churches—the position tilled for several years
by the late Dr. Wheeler.
A series of devotiooal
meetings wiil open
on Tuesday, January
1st, at Elm slreetUniversaiist church, in Lewiston. The
meetings
will continue each evening
during the week.
The pastor will be assisted by Kev. Messis.
Bickuell of Portland, Seiiz of
Norway, Whitman of Mechanic
Falls, Fr*-ob of Turner, and
Nash of Lewiston.

Fisk, Clark & Flagg
The Best Kid Gloves,
The Best Dogskin Gloves,
The Best Driving Gloves.
The BestCoaching Gloves.
AT RETAIL EVERYWHERE.

oet^

FOR HAVANA.
“TARIFA,” now ready, will have quick
dispatch. For height apply to
cle27d3t
NUTTER, KIMBALL & CO.

BRIG

yard,

cts. per

Usual Retail Price 18 cents.
Thin i« one of the bent bargain* ever
Tbit great reduction
offered iu this city.
is made to close the lot before moving to
Store now occupied by Waterhouse A Co.

Literary and

most valuable

Goods!

Holiday

Three and a Quarter Thousand
double-column octavo pages of reading matter yearly. It presents an inexpensive form, considering its
amount of matter, with freshness,owing to its weekly is sue, and with a satisfactory completeness
attempted by no other publication, the best Essays.
Reviews, Criticisms, Tales, Sketches of Travel and
Discovery, Poetry, Scientific, Biographical, Historical and Political Information, from the entire body
of Foreign Periodical Literature, and from the pens
of the

find the best productions of the best wriall subje ts r eady to our hand.”—PhilaInquirer.
“The choicest literature of the day,n—New York
Tribune.
“A pure and perpetual reservoir and fountain of
entertainment and instruction.”—Hon. Robert C,
Winthrop.
“The best periodical in America.”—Theo. L. Cuywe

W. F. STFDLEi,
d3t
deo29
VIA.

P0RTLA1N0 & WORUB&TLR LINE)
—

AND

dise every

Hours Quicker and Twenty-five Miles Shorter
than any other Route.

Wool Shawls, Llama Lace,
Sacques aDd Points, Parasols, Ac.
FRIDAY. Dec. 28tb. Linen Goods, Fine Table
Damasks, Turkey Red and Linen Table Cloths,
Napkins, Towels, White and Colored Quilts, Ac.
Atternoon—White Goods, consisting of Nainsooks,
Cambrics, Muselins, Lawns, Pique, White Linen,
Hamburg, of which we have the finest assortment
iu the city; handkerchiefs, Ac.
SATURDAY—Flannels, Domestics,Ladies* Cloths,
Waterproofs. Ac. Saturday afternoon, Grand sale ot
Rich, Black Silks. Hernanias, Silk Poplins, Ac. At
3 30—664 yards Black Silk on account of Joseph
Lew, of Portland.

Wednesday, Dec. 12,
A fine line of GOODS suitable for
for Christmas and New

F. O.
dec27

.Tears Gifts.

Trains leases P- & R. R. R. Depot, Portland at
2.30 p. m. Berths in Wagner Sleeping Cars secured
„.1

„.1

offices.
J

dec29

BONDS

dtf

FOR

3,000

ATTACHED

Our Stock of Colored Dress Goods
at Cost.

coflfce,

Customers should take advantage
of this as it is a rare chance.

WOOL BLANKETS,

6s
6s

will

puitUHOCO

J

clear

O.B. VARNEY, A. M., Principal.

-rwio™*

rtnc29___

jp ~or
I would hereby notify those thinking of
baying a NEW SLEIGH, that I have
three nice ones, latest styles 1 will sell
C. E. WHITNEY,
at cost.

1V1

tli© Hatter,

—

AT

la Belling his slock of

—

549 Congress Street.
dcc.11

nrtdSor

Gold and Velvet
FRAMES, PASS-P,ATOMS, &(!.,
—

FOR

AT

PRICES

VERY

Coughs, Colds, Catarrh, Croup, Asthma, Diptheria, Pneumonia, Bronchitis, Bleeding Lungs and
Consumption. Also

special attention to
fine display of goods jnst

Purifier,
BLOOD.

Purely vegetable, purifies the Blood, cures Pimples, Pin Worms, Old Sores, Scrofulous Diseases,
Female Complaints, Diabetes, Boils, Tumors, Can-

PURE,
Vitality

Constitutions,”

Dowa

either sex, “I challenge the 19th century” to
its equal, ll builds you right square
Every bottle is worth its weight in gold. Also

produce
up.

DR. S. D.

HOWE’S

Arabian

Liver

Pills,

calomel, cures Billiousness, Dyspepsia,
Heartburn, Sour Stomach, Sick Headache, Chills,
r''es Quick action to the Liver
Fevers, Costivenes*
and regulates the B owe.s, * -thont pain and weakness, aad a preventive of a malarial disesases.

CONSUMPTIVES
should use all three of the above medicines.

Trice of Milk Core and Tonic each SI
per bottle.
Tills 2 -S cents per Box,
Sold by all Druggists.
\V. F. PHILLIPS * CO., Portland,
General Agent,.
ItR, s, D. HOWE.

Proprietor,

144 Liberty St., New Verb.
eowW&S6m

of Dr. Sclienck’s Pulmonic Syrup,

as a cure

lor

Consumption, ikr exceeds all that can be brought to
support the pretensions of any other medicine. See
Dr. Schenck’s Almanac, which can be had of any
Druggist, free of charge, containing the certificates ot
many persons of the highest respectability, who have
been restored to health, after being pronounced incurable by physicians of acknowledged ability.
Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup aio'(« as cured many,
as these evidences will show; b^L:ie cure is often
promoted by the employment of two other remedies
which Dr. Schenck provides for the purpose. These
additional remedies are Schenck’s Sea Weed Tonic
and Mandrake Pills. By the timely use of these

medicines, according

to

directions

Dr.

Schenck

cer-

Consumption may bo
cured. Every moment of delay makes your cure
more difficult, and all depends on tbe judicious
choice of a remedy, Schenck’s Mandrako Pills are an
agreeable and safe cure for Consumption caused by
biliousness, and also tor sallow complexion and
coated tongue. There is no better remedy for a disordered stomach and all the evils resulting therefrom. Dr. Schenck is prolessionally at his principal
office, corner Sixth and Arch Streets, Philadelphia,
every Monday, where all letters for advice must he
tifies that most any

of

case

addressed.
Schenck’s Medicines
decl

are

for sale by all Druggists.
eodlm&wsn

The Finest and most Complete line of

TOILET
in

Wyer

the city

SLIPPERS
can

be found at

CJreene &

Co.’s,

ISO CONGRESS STREET,
de22dlw

Opp. Preble House.

THAT YOUNG MAN!
and best hit. Ask your book or newsdelld3w
dealer for him. Only 50 cents a copy.
The latest

AND

RECEPTION

IdT'Call and

we n.

before yea

pnrcbaw.

Deane Bros.

LOW.

Call and examine his stock,

middle

Holiday

Street,

Sign of the Gold Hat.

eodtf

A

choice assortment of

LACE
YOU

TRADE.

PLEASE CALL AND EXAMINE.

CONGRESS
PREBLE

STREET

dec22__eadtjanl

December 8, 1871,
No old rusty shop-worn
goods in stock. My Boots
and Shoes are all new and
fresh. Owing to the mild
weather I shall sell for the
next thirty days for little
or no profit, in order to
reduce my winter stock.

421 Congress Street, Sign
of the Gold Boot, first
door east of First Parish
Church.
Your old boots very

Irving

Old aland Stweeber /k Merrill.

Kendall &

au!6

MARKET

HALL,
SQUARE,

PRIME m CLIPPER SLEDS,

MILLINERY

Seed*

AND

the largest stock to be found in any retai
Maine. Hundred of Hats, Thousands of
Feathers, Flowers, Ornaments, and everything to
completa a perfect Millinery Stock. Keady-triu-med
work constantly on hand.
contain
store in

Our

Fancy

160

Goods

kinds

constantly

on

Premium Popping Corn tor Christmas Trees.
Solo Agents for the PATENT REVERSIPLANT STAND.
delSdtJal

BLE

M. A.

Bosworth,

CONGRESS & EXCHANGE ST.

decl9

dtf

Randolph Boynton.

watJI:

Cleaned and Warranted, for

Mainsprings

Case springs

“

**

“

“

is
$1.00

Prelile House. 482 Congress SL
Oppisite
au28
4

•• T'nn

ray'll

ni?

n

Slippers
Slippers
Slippers
Slippers
Slippers
Slippers
body.

(or
lor

men,

Women.

lor Boys.
lor Girls.
lor Children.
made to order.
ot all kinds lor every

Ladies’ and misses’ While Slip
pers and White Boots.

HI. G. PALMER.
dtf

& KRILL’S

SWEETSER
That hnsband of yours wants you to buy him a
pair of those nice Toilet Slippers lor a Christmas
Present at LEAVITT & DAVIS’, 437 Congress
de20dtf
Street, Farrington Block.

JSTEW STOKE,
398

Congress Street.

now the GREAT
EMPORIUM for Ladies’ Fancy Goods,
Dress and Cloak Trimmings. Hosiery,
Gloves &c. Ton can save money by put*
chasing from them, for, although their
goods are new and fresh, they sell at the
very lowest prices.
oc2t
dly

opposite City Hall, is

LOCKE’S

GELATINE STARCH.
the

bent and the cheapest Starch
you
IF
be found,
preparation that has been
Izockc'M «-clatiu«' Ntorch is that
want

can

article.
It
prevents the iron STICKING and BLISTERING;
it can be used either in boiled or raw starch; it gives
a very tine clear white finish and polish, that will
never turn yellow; it makes ironing an easy and
pleasant exercise. For sale by Grocers, Druggists,
&c. Wanted—Two good outside salesmen; also a
few good local canvassers.
Manufactured aud supplied wholesale by

LOCKE’S GELATINE STARCH CO

,

No. 3 Plum Ml., Portland, Mr.
<lec27ti3tteo(itf
A

Card.

fIVIANKFUL for tbe uniform courtesy shown and
X
liberal patronage extended me by tbe citizens
ot Portland and vicinity during tbe past year, I
would respectfully solicit a continuance of tbe same,
trusting that my services will be iound stilt more
vatuable in tbe year to come.
1 am yours truly,
GEO. A. CLARE. M. D„
119J Congress Street.
de27
_dlw*

Horses Wintered.

1.00
.75

Clocks and Jewelry off all kinds repaired
at very low pricer.

.nn.i.u

au31

or

Call and See for Yourselves

Machines on sale, copying done, and instruction
Centennid Block,
at the General Office,
Exchange Street, where the “Type-Writer” cau be
seen in operation.

Slippers

Exchange St,,

prices.

W. W. O?goodby, Stenographer of the 7tb, U. S.
District Court, N. Y., says: A case was recently
tried at Auburn,V. Y., occupying twenty-eigli tdays,
and in which the three copies of ihe proceedings
made by the ‘Type-Writer,” aggregated fourteen
thousand folios. When th9 evidence was finished,
the three copies were finished and in the hands of
the Court and Counsel. Does the‘‘Type-Writer”
pay? Probably it would have required not less than
a dozen copyists to have done the work which three
did with the machine.

T RIM Ml 11ST Gr S.
of all

Department,

Is filled with a large and well selected stock of
Useful and Fancy Articles and a Full Stock of Lace
Goods of every desciiption, Kid and Lined Gloves,
Lace, Linen, Embroidered and Box Haudkerchief?,
Embroidered Sets, Collars and Cutis, Jewelry,
Hosiery and Leggios, at about oue half the regular

Congress Street.

9__If

—

ROOMS,

Corner Congress and Exchange Streets,

del

BASKETS. BIBO CAGES

Wo would respectfully inform tur friends, cusromers and strangers, that our large store is com.
pletely packed with new goods suitable for the Holida f Trade.

OUR

E. S. Merrill,

given

Extra clear Canary 20 cents per quart (1^ fos.).

M. A. Bosworth I

full line oi all

NOVELTIES

467
d3m

offer for the Holiday trade

CAGE

codtf

a

of the season, to which your inspection is respecfnlly
Invited.

Whitney,

MARKET

Bird
hand.

J.ijrown.

In oilier departments may be found
the

COURT NEWS.

atly and

Formerly with M. G. Palmer.

Barbs and Scarfs.

NO. 363 MIDDLE STREET,

—

n*

promptly repaired.

Ti-

dies, Toilet Sets, Guipure

Geo. F. Nelson’s,
no5

of

Barbs. Ties, Hdkfs.,

for persons of all ages at

HOLME.

GOODS J
consisting

GET

PRESENTS

TO BE POUND IN THE (TTY.

OPP.

CAM

HOLIDAY

Freelrom

vor

For $1. and upw'ards,

a

The Finest Collection of

478

Which DIFFERS from ad other preparations in its
IMMEDIATE ACTION upon the

an29

NICE RATTAN ROCKERS

received for

DR. S. D. HOWE’S

ttc., and FILLS THE VEINS WITH
RICH BLOOD, For Nervous Debility, Lost
(caused by indiscretion or otherwise), and

1

For $2.00 and upwards,

Buffalo Lined Bobos $6 to $8.

GOLD ID VELVET GOODS

Cures

AND

WORK BASKETS

—

HOLIDAY

only Medicine of the kind in the World,

KIDNEYS

BOQUET TABLES

For $1.50.

trade.

A Substitute for Cod Liver Oil.

in

MARBLE TOP

Novelties.

diseases
of
the
THROAT
CHEST and LUNGS.

“Broken

Exchange St.

Am now prepared to offer some of the latest Novelties, both useful and ornamental, for the Holiday

FOR CONSUMPTION

LIVER,

51

Fiiliftisilfas
237

Arabian Milk Cure.

Blood

—

DEANE BROS’.

Century.

Tonic

nr

CHAIRS, PATENT ROCKERS,
PEDESTALS,
AC.
AC.,

FURS,

PORTLAND.
Please call earl, and oiten.

Would call

Arabian

d4t

Holiday Goods

EASY

DR. S. D. HOWE’S

The

—

I

MERRY,

The Most Wonderful Discovery of

nil

Auctioneers.

k Co.,

BARGAINS

<lec!5dtt

de27

And

m.,

VIII 131"

268 middle Street.

Mill, fnut nf RannvAr. SL.
Portland, He.

the 19th

a.

Exchange

judgment

FITZGERALD’S,

HOLIDAY PRESENTS

>78,

at
reasonable rates.
Instructions
For further information address the Principal at
fiom 9 to 1,
at
Plains,
or
Schoolroom
Stevens*
apply
on and after Jan. 7th.

at 10

at Salesroom 35

m..

Bailey

dec27

and cool understanding. Buy useful presents. Bo not
waste a single dime if you can save it.
We have in our store (Fitzgerald) a
great mauy bargains suitable for gifts
that we are satisfied will meet the expectations of all- Such as Ladies' Hand
Knit and Woven Jackets 45 aud 75 cents,
$1 00 to $3.50. New Style Shawls, the
Kellogg, a beauty for $2.25. A big
drive in Embtoidered Linen Sets for 20c.
Embroided Linen Collars 5c. Bown they
go, Ladies’ Scarlet Wool Vests for $1-50
and $1.75. Gent’s Scarlet and White All
Wool Shirts $1 50.
Mottoes 1 to 5c.
Cardboard all colors.
Silk Chcuille 10
cents yard. Cuff Pins, Cuff Battons,
Shawl Pins; Pocket Books, new styles,
10 cts. up. Hosiery Gloves and all kinds
of Fancy Goods CHEAP at

tor

SCHOOL,

^If-Private

Rpiielfpti.’a

*•»

max use

f&C., &C„

Cumberland Streets,

OPEN MONDAY, JAN. 7,
Pupils received at any time.

dec29dlw*

F. 0.

1877,

Seasonable. Sensible. Substantial, Suitable Goods

JOS. P. THOMPSON, Clerk.
dtd

WILL RE

MONDAY, Dec. 31st,

2 and 7.30 p

Street, a large and fine stock ot above goods, consisting of Turkish Rugs, Piano and Table Cloths.
Antique Bronzes, Porcelains, China, Ac. On exhibition Thursday, Friday and Saturday, Dec. 27tb,
28th and 29th. Sale positive and without reserve

FANCY

held at the
Fore Street, on TUESDAY, the 8th
m.
next, at 3 o’clock p.

and

AUCTION.
on

For $2.00 and upwards.

bo

ENGLISH AND CLASSICAL

PERSIAN HOODS

111

dlw

Street.

are

legally brought before them,

_C«r. Casco

JAPANESE, CHINESE. TURKISH

dtf

E shall sell

nishing Goods,

8s

Stockholders of this

dec29

Congress St.

Hale of

Important Catalogue

AND

Handkerchiefs in Fancy Boxes,
2-t>utton Kid Gloves, Ladies* and Gents’ Fur-

hereby
Company
notified that the Annual Meeting ior choice of
THE
Directors, and the transaction of other business
Refinery Office,

537

Met Quilts, Fancy Towels,
Table Covers. Napldns;

7s

EitiLE SUGAR REFINING CO.
day of January

& Co.,

Tukesbury
decll

FRED*K H. HARFORD.
Deputy Sheriff.
V.O. BAILEY A CO., Auctivnerr».
dec28
d3t

Slaurtloff,

No. O Moulton

dec20

Offers at Wholesale Prices.

SALE.

Town of Anson, Me., in
100 and 200 pieces
Town of 4nson, Me., in
100 and 200 pieces
Town of Norridgewock,
Me.

3,000

C. E. BEAN.

W. LUNT,
Supt.

d3t

on writ and will be sold by consent
of parties by public auction to tbe highest
bidder on MONDAY, tbe thirty-first day of December, A. D.. 1877, at nine o’clock in the forenoon at
the store lately occupied by Charles H. Leighton.
No. 94 Middle Street, in the city of Portland in said
County, the entire stock and fixtures, consisting t
and a general line of groceries usually
tea,
kept in a first-class store; also the fixtures, con*
of
ice chest, mea'block, platform, balance
sisting
and counter scales, Ac Ac.
Dated at Portland, this twenty-seventh day of
December, A. D. 1877.

in

Baggage

dc €o„ Auctioneer*.

Cumberland, 88.

POSITIVELY

x ua i.

aI.

tamed at all principal ticket
Checbfd Through.
J. W. PETERS,
Gen. Ticket Agent.

Bailey

Sheriff’s Sale.

New York.
“It is indispensable to every one who desires
thorough compendium of all that is admirable
and noteworthy m the literary world.”—Boston

new subscribers for 1878, will be sent gratis
the last seven numbers ot 1877, containing the first
instalments of a new serial story “Erica,“—the
best work of one of the best and brightest authors of
Germany,—translated for The Living Age; also a
story by the charming English writer, iTlisa
Thackeray, and the usual large amount of other
valuable matter. Address
LITTELL & GAY, Boston.
de29dlt

a. iu.

oc3dt*

Paisley,

a

2^“EXTRA OFFER FOR 1878.^

at 10 o'cloek

Dec. 27th,—Forenoon Hosiery and
THURSDAY.
Underwear; Afternoon Long and Square
India and

& Co.,

American.
With it alone a reader may fairly keep up with
all that is
important in the literature, history, politics, and science of the day”—The Mrthodist,

Ought
place every American home.”—
New York Times.
NEW SERIAL.
The publication of a new Serial Story by William
Black will be begun in January.
The Living Age is published weekly at $8.00 a
year, free of postage; or for $10.50 The Living Age
and either one ot the American $4 Monthlies (or
Harper's Weekly or Bazar) will be sent lor a year.
l>oth postpaid; or, for $9.50 The Living Age ana
the Ht. Nicholas or Appleton's Journal.
Now is tne time to subscribe, beginning’ with the
New Year.

Saturday, comnienc‘.nj

Consignments solicited,

WILL OPEN ON

week.*—The Advance, Chicago.
“It ajfords the best, the cheapest and most convenient means of keeping abreast with the progress of
thought in all its phases ”—Philadelphia North

a

W, M.LBB.

DRY AND FANCY GOODS.

Tukesbury

comes every

To all

Only One Change of Cars between Portlaud and Chicago.

i„

monthly that

—

HOOSAC TUNNEL ROUTE,
Five

A

c.

at
M>fk
'••ore of
Special Male thin
Waterhoune A Co., 1133 middle Sti»et.

than

more

O. BAILBY.

Regular dale of Furniture an<] General Merchan-

Sci-

entific matter of the day, lrom the pens of the
Leading Essayists. Scientists, Critics, Discoverers, and Editors, representing every department of Knowledge and Progress.
The Living Age is a Weekly Magazine giving

»a ■■•t 4» Bxckang. «,

Salnrwu.
F,

Living Age.

Unapproachei
by any other Periodical;
world, of the

in the

to find

THE AMOUNT OF TE8TIOTONV in fa-

Boys’ Winter Caps only 35 cents, at Maher’s,
opposite post office.

The be»t in the
Wear Are The

News

The High street Congregational Palish of
Lewiston, has voted to buiid a parsonage at a
cost not exceeding §3000.
Eev. Harvey M. Stone, formerly of

Only lO

are

sal a hv all rlrnffoi^U

F. »». BAILEY * CU.
AactionetrH Hu(, Commission HI Frail ant*,

Bt.

1, 1878* the LIVING AGE enters upon its
l.'idli volume. During the year it will furnish to
its readers the productions ot the foremost authors,
above named and many other*; embracing
the choicest Serial aud Short Stories by the Leading Foreign Novelists, aud an amount

LER. D. I>.
“And the eheapest.

REMNANTS,

YORK COUNTY.

Edward Brown ot Kennebunk, aged 92
years and 5 months, the oldest person in that
town, died Christmas day.
The house of O. Spinney at Kittery was
burned Thursday morning. Loss $600; insur-

Littell’s
Jan.

“In it

Flannel

cers,

Mr. C. G. Atkins has completed his operations at Grand Lake stream for the season. His
assistants will, however, remain there during
the winter and have charge of the batching
process.
There is not a very encouraging outlook for
business at the Pembroke Iron Works this
winter.

as

ters upon

Bartlett of Augusta died

Thursday morning.

h

ABLEST LIVING WRITERS.

QUALITY

Cotton

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

Mr.

sui

E.

delphia

ets

Franklin a few davs aco. broke through the ice
and was drowned.
Mrs. Esther Witham of Castine has made
during the past four years the outside of 70 bedquilts, some of them containing 1040 pieces, besides dresses, caps and underclothing for herself. Her maiden name was Dexter and she
was born on the banks of the Sebasticook river,
March 10,1796. She has lost two husbands and
eight children and has two children living.
During her married life she moved over sixty
times, and is now waiting resignedly and patiently for her last removal.

AUCTION SALES,

the pages ot

COUNTS'.

List week Solomon Gordell of Man’s Hill
had his arm caught in a belt and was thrown
over a shaft, causing a fracture of the bones of
his right forearm and a compound dislocation
of the shoulder.

W.

Hladntoue,
Prof. Max Mailer. Prof.
1 yndnlf, Dr. W. IS. Carpenter, K. A. Proctor,Prof.
Huxley, Ja«. A. Froude,
Edw. A. Freeman, Frances
Power
Cobbe, The
Duke of Argy II, Mrs. Muloch, Win. Black, Jean Ingelow, Miss Thackeray.
Mr* Oliphant, Mrs. Alexander, Heo. MacDonald,
Matthew Arnold, %V.W. Story, Turgueuief,
Auerbach, Buskin, Carlyle, Tennyson,
Browning, and many others, are represented in

THE

Aretas

dec29d3t

§S

a-s

living authors,

3,000 City of St. Pan!

The shipment of boots and shoes from Auburn the oast week was only 400 cases
The
receipts of leather were 64,825 pounds. Manufacturers report that the number of customers
whom they are meeting in Boston is unusually
large, but the disposition to buy close seems to
be so acute that as yet orders arc very sparsely

MISCELLANEOUS

THE MOST EMINENT

PUBLISHED.

SUNSHINE OF SONG

3,000

_

«
o

^

°ft

JUST

Roderick.

For cramps, colds, chills and
Sanford’s Jamaica Ginger.

si
3

«*c
p-p.
®

and will be a strong one.

THE WORK OF THE SESSION.

a

p
i-

rf
m

O

SI

ORGANIZATION

will he effected without any delay. I believe
that it is conceded by everybody that Hon.
Warren H. Vinton of Gray is to preside over
the Senate, and that S W. Lane Esq., the efficient secretary, is to retained. For his assistant!
have beard no ooe mentioned. Geo. Tilden,

Bead
<» tn

ADVERTISEMENTS. NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
THE

trials

Commissioners:

sac

Trustee for three year*, Milton Higgins
Agent, D. W.Nash.
At the close of the meeting Mr. Sweetsir invited the Lodge to an ovstf'r snniwr ot. At-

3
8
g
8
21
93
166
15
4
10
27
305
6
61
36
66
69
198
821
332

Whole number,.3,261
resulting in conviction,. 044
Jury trials resulting in acquittal,.
40
Judgments tor State in Law Court.
164
J udgm?nt3 tor Respondents in Law Court,.
13
efeThe following shows the amount of fines aud
costs as penalties, the amount collected, and the
costs of prosecutions in each county,
including
costs before magistrates as allowed by County

Jury

Sleeping Cars can be secured iu advance through
to Chicago, thus insuring to passengers
sleeping accommodations for the

were

mony conld be thus collected with celerity, secrecy and at comparatively little cost. The Attorney could determine whether it was of nse
to prosecute.
He suggests legislation concerning the matter
of -‘exDert” testimony iu crimioal trials.
ft
might be provided that whenever the prosecution or defence shall consider that any matter
should be investigated and explained by an expert, application shall be made of the Court or
Judge for the appointment of a disinterested
expert. The Judge shall notify the other side,
and after hearing, shall appoint such person as
he finds to be suitable.
Tbe investigations
made by such experts sbonld be open to both
sides daring tbe entire progress. It it be a recondite matter the Jndge might appoint mure
than one expert. Tbe gentleman so appointed
would not be employed by either side, and
would have no employer to serve. The investigations and opinions could be vigorously tested
in cross examination and tbe final result would
be more satisfactory to the court and jury.
The following table shows the number and
hind of indictments in the state, excepting
Knox connty, for the year:

sult:

Odd Fellows.—Ligonia Lodge No. 5, L O.
O. F., elected the following officers last even-

MAINE.

ery.

r\

NEW

PERSONNEL OF THE HOUSE.

Annual Bcport of Attorney General Em-

their testimony was not of importance, with
the exception of one who said that he heard
Griffin say that he would cleau out the d—d
ble coats before a week.
Justice Robinson considered that there was

THE LEGISLATURE.

furnished to the large

was

a

way fJicacuii luemsuives.

Mr. Frank E. Pray has been chosen chairman
of the Board of Overseers of the Poor in place
of William A. Wioehip, E«q., who has resign-

Libby et al. to Francis

lot ol laud for §200.

Treasurer, H. R Millett
Secretary, J. G. Watson.
Senior Deacoo, A. Sampson.
Junior Deacon, Wm. Usher.
Chaplain, Rev. Mr. Newall.
The music furnished by Bacon’s Orchestra
and Glee Club was excellent. After the services, which were more interesting than usnal,

row.

The Aged Brotherhood are invited to attend
the funeral of Mr. Winchester, which takes
place at 10 o’clock to-morrow.
Officer Pennell arrested two stow-awayson
the Boston boat yesterday morning, and took
them before Judge Knight.
At a meeting of the Board of Aldermen yes-

Rkal Estate Transfers.—The
following
the real estate transfers recorded in this

are

Worshinful Master, Wm. Hasty.
Senior Warden, Geo. Agry, Jr.
Junior WardeD, N. C. Cummings.

was also drunk, aud
he told him to go
home. He refused to go and at last strack Donahue a severe blow. At this the other men interfered and separated them.
A number of other witnesses testified, but

1“.

Jottings.

Treasurer—D. Carpenter
Directors—C. W. Belknap, E. Dana, Jr.,
Joseph Russell, J. C. Morse and J. H. Gaubert.

aud

Total,.

BEFORE JUDGE KNIGHT.

e’ected for the ensuing year:
President—I)r. C. A. Morse.
Vice President—B Kingsbury.
Secretary—M. N. Rich.
were

Gorham.
The following officers in Htrmony Lodge
were iustalled by Deputy Grand Master Deering of Portland, Thursday eveniDg:

crossed Front street and started up Sawyer
street to go to the Fort.
Just as they crossed
they heard someone running up the plank walk
from the wharf, and turning around saw Griffia, who began to use abusive terms to them.
The soldiers continued on their way until Griffin overtook them, when he clinched Donahue,
who says he saw that Griffin was then stabbed

Social

—

as to

two other soldiers, Emerson and Toby, came
from this city in a row boat and were lauded at
the Ferry wharf.
They had been drinking beer
but were not intoxicated. After lauding they
went into tbe saloon of Mary Pie ou Front
street, and had some oysters, after which they

First Baptist Church-Congress St., opposite
the Park. Rev. Thoa. 1>. Anderson, Jr., pastor.
Sabbath School at 1.45 p. m.; Preaching at 3 p. m.;

meeting at 7 p. m.
New Jerusalem Church, New High street.
—Rev. J. K. Smyth, pastor. By especial request
Rev. Mr. Smyth win repeat the sermon delivered by
him Christmas morn: “Because these was no place
for them in tho sun.” Luke 11: 7.
Service in the
vestry at 7 p. m.
Free Street
Baptist Church —Rev. James
McWhiunie pastor.
Preaching at 10$ a. m.
Sabbath School at 12.
Young People’s meeting
at 6 p. m. Social meeting at 7 p. m.
Second Advent Church,—Union Hall, 87 Free
Si.—Preaching Sunday at 10$ a. m. and 3 p. m, by
Rider C. A. Brown. Prayer meeting at 9 a. and 7
p. m. Sabbath School at 12 m. Seats free.
India St. UniversalistChurch—Rev. Geo. W.
Bicknell, pastor. Sunday School at 1.15 p. m
Atternoon service at 3 o’clock.
Concert in the
evening at 7 o’clock.

The society

there have been 12 meetings of the board ol
directors. M. N. Rich, the secretary, has paid

who a few

years ago, when times were different, went into Nelse Leighton’s establishment
aud announced bis iateDtion ef cleaning out
the place. Mr. Leighton reached for him with

Boys’ Winter Caps—Maher.
Bead Studley’s Announcement.

602.

the present membership
has held 12 meetings and

Robinson, in the presence of a
audience of interested listeners. It seems
that there has been considerable feeling foi
some time between the soldiers at the Fort and
the fishermen at the Cape, and this row is one
of the results of this feud. Griffia is the man
before Mr.

large

TO-DAY

withdrawn, making

to the treasurer for admission fees and assessments the sum of §9.385.00.
§8,757 have been
paid out for benefits on account of deceased
members.
There is in the savings hanks §1,.
743.43, while the treasurer has as cash on hand
§1451.10. Thus it will be seen that the society
is in a very flourishing condition.
The follow-

noon

CITY AND VICINITY.

Citizens’ Mutual Belief Society.
Tbe annual meeting of tbe above named society was held last evening. From tbe reports submitted we learn that at the commencement of the year there were 605 members, 175 have been admitted, 15 have died during the year, and 99 have been dropped from
the rolls for non-payment of dues and one has

I

winter Horses on Hay for $1.50 per week.
Reduction made on colts. Grain extra.
C. D. KHALI,

will

cct22d3m

Gornl.h, Me.

JUST THE THING
—

VOB

Jfc

CHRISTMAS.
You

can

$1.00,

at

get a >*®

Picture in

a

8*10 frame for

BROWN'S PHOTOGRAPH ROOMS;
276
dec l

middle

Street
dim

F LOUR.
Von

are

cordially invited to go to

C. tOBB’S STEAL! BAKERY,

•JS and ;10 PE All 1. ST., for yonr Flour
He has a good assortment and assures yon that ho
is able and willing with his advantages in handling
It to give you good flonr and a good trade.
dtf
dec7

It annoyed her, at that time, !
| kind toto Will.
look at Will; the sight of him may

POETRY.

even

havejbeen

Mother Moose.

he were still hero to continue—that man was
becoming intolerable and she wished him out
of her way. And out of her wajkshe became
determined he should go.

She couldo’t stroll with Mr. Valerino down

a

[Harper’* Bazar.]

a

Thou-

sand.
HABBIET PRESCOTT 6P0FF0BD.

of blondes her face had blossomed as
dark and rich as the pictures ol those Spanish women where the lovely colors seem to
be retiring, every day, farther into the shade
of the canvas—a golden, tawnv skin with a
crushed crimson on the cheek; delicate ieatures, with a fine carve to the thin nostril
and a short one to the red lip, that gave a
glimpse of little white teeth; and great black
race

only the long, black, shading lashes snbdned to a soft glow. Yes,
Wilmarth
was
a beauty; full of innoBetty
cent caprices that set you to wondering what
wsuld be the next, and kept your interest
alive; with a temper that struck sparks, bnt
eyes, whose flash

interest

ucn

in the next moment all sweetness;

ivivcio

iucu

tutu,

auu uuo

Was

heart-whole and happy, singing away through
lite, and counting her 20 years in the sunshine as a child might count a row of bril-

Bat one of these lovers was
not to be filliped off as lightly as the rest;
and that was her mother’s young step-cousin,
Will Maunder.
He had come down to
Freoeborough from his mountain home in
the deep forests, after the disastrous fire that
left him only bare rock for his inheritance';
and where, save for his mother and some old
goodies, he had never seen a woman; and
Betty had struck him as a goddess might
have struck a clown. Not that Will Maunder was aclowD, by any means—his mother,
a lady who carried her ladyhood into the
woods, had attended to all that; and a certain
wild grace and rude courtesy accompanied
his every action. But he was a brawny,
long-legged, stalwart fellow, for all that, and
bis fair face had been sun-kissed with many a
freckle, and his fair hair curled close to his
head in tight rings; but Betty knew nothing
about any Greek head with close curls of the
same description, and would have liked it no
better if she had; and, of ail things, she
despised freckles. She had an ideal of the
face and form and mind and manners that
were to win her on some distant day—a
day
distant enough to borrow enchantment—a
liant beads.

slender, knightly shape, perhaps,
countenance, long auburn loaks—
"discolored, as if

a

perfect

a crown

J US b

LLil^LIb

MELBOURNE H. FORD.
Yours,
Rapids, Mich., Nov. 15,1876,

only promptly arrests the corroding discharges in
Catarrh, but, by sympathetic action, it restores to sound
health all the organs of the head that have become
affected by it, and exhibit any of the following affections :

—

Defective Eyesight, Inflamed and Mattery
Eyes, Painful and Watery Eyes, Loss of
Hearing, Earache, Neuralgia of the Ear,
Discharges from the Ear, Ringing Noises
in the Head, Dizziness, Nervous Headache,
Pains in the Temples, Loss of the Senses of
Tafitfi nnd

ijui uavo

iciiu^uiaucu

]

□
VOLTAIC BLASTER

ul LLI3

Electro-Galvanlc
combined with a highly
Medicated Plaster,Battery,
forming the grandest curative
airent in the world of medicine, and utterly surpassing
all other Plasters heretofore in use. They accomplish
more in one week than the old Plasters in a
whole
year. They do not palliate, they cuke. They
A N

Relieve Affections of the Chest.
Relieve Affections of the Lungs.
Relieve Affections of the Heart.
Relieve Affections of the Liver.
Relieve Affections of the Spleen.
Relieve Affections of the Kidneys
Relieve Affections of the Spine.
Relieve Affections of the Nerves.

uuz.sc, uri biblci
on a distant relative

lor the charity of their receipted school bills;
she herself would not be cramped and pinched,
turning old clothes, warming old food, doing
the work that servants in plenty had always
done for herbetore; listening still to these
tiresome lovers, that did not forsake her
beauty because poverty had joined their

dens of wild beasts—”
“I would—for you, Betty.”
“Oh, dear me! How tired I am of hearing yon say so! They would, for anybody.
Now please don’t, Will dear, any morel
nere; i don't want any-

thing of wild beasts; and you’re a giant
yourself, you know.”
“I wish I wasn’t, Betty. I’d change with
that little Hop-o’-my-thumb Fred Sammis,

throng.
If crying wonld have brought him back,
Will Maunder could have sailed to Betty on a
flood of tears; but tears being useless, Betty

if-”

scorned to shed them.
She had no idea
where he was except for the vague rumor
that spoke of him as sheep-ratsing somewhere
in the Carolinas.
If she had, having sent
him off in her prosperity, she could not call
him back in her calamity.
So she braced
herself to bear her trials as she might, and to
bear them, as she sometimes said to herself,
in a way Will would have approved; and she
laughed bitterly at herself to think of the sentimental idiot she had been, and of the innocent young Italian on whom she had poured
out the burden of her vain fancies; and her
clear, dark cheeks reddened redder than their
wont at thought of the light in which the
clear-headed Will must have held her infatua-

“Oh, that shrimp! I do detest him—he’s
such a—such a spoon!”
“I thought you didn’t like slang, Betty.”
•‘I dea’t—from anybody else.”
“But if you use It yourself, you’ve no
right—”

“Oh dear me!

if only those criticised who
were perfect themselves, what a delightful,
easy-going world it would be! It seems to
me, Will Maunder, that
you are always
finding some fault with me, and—”
“You’ve not been used to it. I don’t see
any fault inj you, Betty,” he added, pres-

ently.
“Ob, there, there, Will! Do be still with
your mooning! Come in and sing this new
song with me; it needs a great, rolling bass.”
Ank so Will would go in and sing with her,
his voice trembling as he heard hers; would
go out and walk with her, to be left for the
next gallant that sought her side; would be
her abject slave, waiting on her least wish
and every breath, and would get no thanks
for his pains.
“Why isn’t it enongh for him that I like

tion.

Betty’s cheeks, though, had never lost
their carnation; she was no older than before, so far as her beauty was concerned;
only into the radiant face there had stolen a
new expression, perhaps called out by the
necessity of so much tenderness toward her
sick father and disconsolate mother, perhaps
by the longing for a once neglected presence,
the hope, growing more patient
that it
might yet return—the sense, growing daily
more humble, that nothing had befallen her
but what she sadly deserved.
And then the long war broke out, and in
all its course no word of Will. She thought
he might be in it. She was sure his blood

him as he is?” she wouid say.
‘He’s all
very well for a cousin—a little too good for a
step-cousin; but I should as soon think of
falling in love with a satyr. He’s like the
great Newfoundland, always tumbling at your
feet.” And so she would go on, while she
looked in the glass at night and made her
toiiet for sleep—the only ime the little witch
bad for much confidential conversation with
herself—and lightly troubled by the parting
look of his sad, reproachful eyes, that would
return to her like a haunting shade.
“I declare, if I were a man, I would have some
and
then
she
spirit;”
very likely
began singing—as she combed out her long hair where
a line of sparks followed the comb, and

must be stirred. She looked for his name in
the bulletins, in the promoted, in the dead
and missing, in the discharged, in the forlorn
hopes; she longed to do something for him,
now that it was impossible—to encourage
bim, to help him, if she could only once find
his name. She never did. And when at
last peace was declared, there came through
the obscure channels in which all such news
runs, nut to ue venneu, anu yet tooauiueuuc
for disbelief, the report that lie had been a
conscript of the confederates, bad fallen iD
hi3 first battle, and had died iu hospital.
And her act had killed him! Betty Wilmarth sat down, that day, in despair. For
what bad she been born, when, out of her
insignificance, she had wrought such evil as
this? A murderess—that was what she was I
The murderess, too, of the best friend a

nmnl

he sauntered up and down the garden—
If I were a lover and wooing would go.
Would I fall on my knees and entreat of be! ? Not
I wou'd bend from my saddle and snatcb ber slim

waist,

And be off to my eyrie in galloping haste 1
“And if yon did,” Will would mutter
beneath the window, “there’d be the very
deuce to pay I”
It was when affairs were in this posture.
Will pursuing, and with the vantage-gronnd
of residence in the house, Betty retreating,
yet half relenting, that Mr. Valerino, the
young exile, came to Freneborough to give
lessons in music and in his native tongue.

had; by a whim, a mere whim,
she had brought disaster and ruin on her
family—she had brought a strong man down
to his grave. By a whim? No, oh no! By
woman ever

the blackness of her heart! And it was in
sackcloth and ashes that she sat while sumOf course his supposed story fired the Fretie- mer and autumn crept by. She loathed herborough heart -tie feminine auricle of it— self. She felt that even God must loathe her;
and all the romanceof Betty’s dreams rose to
every one must loathe her that knew her as
Will Maunder’s murderess. The earth was
meet it. As for the young exile himself, he
was the very creature of romauce—so tall
dark; for her the sua ceased to shine; the
aud pale and dark aud melaucho'.y; his im- faces of all she saw were blanks, they seemed
to belong to a people of another race; there
mense dusky eyes seemed (nil of the strange,
was nobody of her race—a woman with the
sad memories of wonderful adventure and
experience in the Apeninnes, and on the blood of her best friend on her hands 1 Day
alter
day a gloom seemed to gather thicker
Campagoa, aud among the brigands of the
Eomagua; and the light of heroic days and and darker over the world; it was a place of
nights made, as one might say, a halo around graves; all those that went by were born
hhnVs he walked.
only to suffer and die—to suffer and die, and
Certainly, now. it was hardly Mr. Valeri- after death the judgment!
And then, her thoughts getting too much
uos fault; he never said be was an exile; he
for her, Betty would start up and walk for
never said be was a patriot; he never whispered of conspiracies amnng old ruins aud in miles to walk off the horror that oppressed
the catacombs; he couldu’t help being tall,
her, the horror that made life seem not worth
and pale, aud melancuoly; and there was no
living; that made life seem impossible to live,
and yet did not let her dare to die. Nothing
reason why he should mention that his father
had tor forty years played the piccolo in the was auy|pleasure to Betty now. Her father’s
orchestra of a Xew York theater. If people affairs had brightened; they had retakeu
cho«e to take him up and make bis way easy their old bouse; her mother’s health was restared ; the gins had come from school, contor him. it seemed all tight and natural.' After he discovered the reaaou, his lessons being tent and happy, and ready to take Betty’s
nearly through, and his vauity too sensitive scepter where she dropped it. But she was
for au explanation, he quietly left town ou pleased for their sakes—for herself it made no
ending his engagement. But meanwhile this difference. The color had forsaken her sweet
hide Betty Wilmartb was frightfully beautiful cheeks at length; her eyes were dim with
her long crying; she sal for hours together
—to a mao who knew she was as much forbidden to him as though she lived iu one of staring straight before her, conscious of
the fixed stars. It was very pleasant to renothing whatever but that she bad been the
death of Will Maunder.
ceive the admiration ol such a being; be had
How she missed him now at every turn!
not the strength ot mied to uodeceive her;
sad Betty went on making a simpleton ot the ready smile, the tender word, the he.p:ug
deed, the admmng look, the persuasion that
heraelt. studying, and e Mivers ug at such Italian literate re as was a terra iucueuita to tbe she could do n "th ug wrong! If b* were
taacb-r; asking the l «Ui uoansweraote con- only here in her trouble, Le wou'd clear it all
undrums Cos .cere mg Italian history. which I away, as a strong west wind blows tbecf’xsds.
be evaded with what tbe deemed a delicacy I But bo; she would he having to trouble it
she had not seat W iff out of reach; she would ;
of n-uceet mod-sty; and when she saw tbe
(tender, smnoos *s*|s* of tbe young exile, and I see him again neither here n't hereafter, for
tbe ycDtsd, sad beauty of hue lace, beside W It I the place where fful Maunder went with his
Meander's burly thews and sinews, bis Waf white soul would be so place far has murderess,
How strong be was, u. those heed aad
and commonplace honesty of countenance,
sbe grew impatient at the contrast, and ese- pM day* I hew geoerous, how brave and
demdathem* to think tee had once torn true! and aH far her ft aught hate been.
•teamen tbe
«l ithatag and being Aad she hud bees b&ad tifi the heed of ha
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■

Medicine.
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Flatorasn,
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AVERV

Furnished Room to Let
At NO. 3 QUINCY STREET,
the Park.
dec27

d2w*

To Eet.
A pleasant, furnished Chamber.
203 OXFORD ST., near Chestnut.

on

Apply

Examination free. People
residence when desired.

can

he treated at their
oc21d6m

THE BEST:—THE CHEAPEST.
THE AMERICAN SOFT CAPSULE COMPANY’S
PURE CAPSULATED
MEDICINES. In Metallic Boxes. Full
direction for use.
25c.
Oil, Codliver Oil
5^Castor
^
Oil Turpentine, Bals. Copaiba, 25c
Oil of Cubebs with Copaiba,
50c
Oil Male Fern with Kamala,
75c
Finest Oil of Sandalwood, $1.00

The centrally located Hotel known

FARMS for sale

large

corn

on
a

Oak

barn,

carriage house,

twelve cows, two horses, farming tools &c.
Good
milk route may be had if deeired. For further particulars enquire of WALTER H. SMALL, on the

Agent.

The new and thoroughly built
house 8 EUsworth St. Very pleasantly situated; in the healthiest
part of the city. The best bargalu
in the market this season.
Apply on the premises.
J.K. AVEKILE.
dtf
Julj31

Plumbers.

Real Estate Agents.
C. PROCTER, No. 93 Exchange

JOHN
Street.

Watches, Jewelry and Silver Ware,
CO., 139 Middle St.

To Let.
a

A. KEITH.

I. L.

or

novlldtf

ROOMS

OlieeL.

oc20

Lvkens Valley Goal.

#OWA/?0
Company,
Insurance

OF HEW YORK.

HENRY L. PAINE,
267 Commercial St., B. & M. K. R. Wharf.
Orders by mail promptly attended to, and satisfac-

Insures

STEAM BOILER.

mal

are

legally

this

December 8th
t.

THE
Directors and ibe transaction

of any other business
which may legally be brought bclore them will be
bolden a>. the Bank on TUESDAY, Jan. 8. 1878, at
CHAS. PAYSON, Cashier.
10 o'clock A. M.
Portland, Dec. 7, 1877.de8dtd

Casco National Bank
'■HIE annual meeting of the stockholders of the
JL Casco National Bank of Portland for the choice
of Directors and the transaction of such other business as m*y legally come before them, will be held at
their Banking House on TUESDAY, the 8th day of
Januarv, 1878, at 10 o'clock A. M.
WM. A. WINS HIP, Cashier.
deftdtd
Portland, Dec. 7,1877.

York,

AIKUKN, 71A INK.
SVAll Orders will have Prompt Attention.
]*q6eodAwlv STnJfcTk

Canal Natioual Bank.

Pleasure Wagons.

annual

icinily
!<*

jit

Commercial Wharf

or

fffons

seren
any
other business that may legally come before them,
will be held at their banking kottt on Tuesday, the
eighth day of January, 1878. at 11 o’clock A. M.
B. C. SoMEhB V, Caehirr.

in lb

JOHN BAT,
iU Brackett iumI

Can he used over either
Coal or Wood fire.

ol
l-o
tf

ur or
t oo of ,

ia .a *

.karnauatai

cbikdnra. a» I .bad pay
tram iki* dale.

iuekt I’orri.v
4kjMI>*
Ca^r BnkMk. Ike-. 3. WTT.
*■•»*

tlejitrd

;md

I »hc

A-oU^nillllfclyMfM to

I

Ocean In^nrancf Company.
HE StocklwJtrsof t* is Co—puny are notified ts
I*
a
aoti at the edet J Mfell't—paay he Portia—t
os He—lay, Iwirr I, Is"». at JwVkui P. V. kr
the yarytve of rhshsg Directors hr the r—a—g
year a—I far ’he ~ra—arts— el
that —ay he legally actew «>—.

a»y ether h—M—cea

K O. OjSAST Secretary

Re

ky ca-ea. it

a

Cooks Steak soqnickly
that all the juices and flavor are retained.
not

get

ashes

on the meat.
rot let smoke

gas out of the stove.

fit Tint, r.iit f

ho

by

IV. H.
eod3m

Co., Fielterville,

Bankrupt,

la

Bankruptcy.

give notice that a petition has been presented to tbe Court, this thirteenth day ot December. 1877, by William S. Trefethen. a Bankrupt,
praying that he may bo decreed Io nave a lull discharge from all his debts, provable under the Bankrupt Act, and upon reading said petition, it is ordered by the Coart that a hearing be had upon the
same, on tbe fourth day of February, A. 1)., 1878, before the Court in Portland, in said District, at 10
o’clock A. M., and that notice thereof be published
in the Portland Advertiser and the Portland Press,
newspapers printed in said District, once a week for
three successive weeks, aud ouco in the weekly Advertiser and Maine Stale Press, the last publication
to be thirty days at least before tbe day of bearing,
and that all creditors who have proved their debts
and other persons interested, may appear at said

THIS

is to

time and place, and show cause, if auy they have,
why the prayer ot said petition should not be graulcd.
WM. P. PREBLE,
Clerk of District Court for said District,

BOSTON
WINTER

MADAME
Clairvoyant, Fortune Teller and Doctress.
located at No. 4 Mechanic St., where she

can

can

cow

of

Proprietor.

be

N M.
•'buyers Hotel, H. L. Thayer, Proprietor

MILLBBIDBE.
Atlantic House, Beo. A. Hopkins,

Onntorlh

PEAK’S ISLAND.
Colon House—XV. T. Jones. Proprietor.
—

PARIS

HILL.
Hnhbnrd Hotel. H. Hubbnrd, Proprietor
PHILLIPS.
Barden
etor.

SHUWHEGAN.
etor.

PORTLAND.
Perry’s Hotel, EXT Federal St. J. O. Perry

Proprietor.

City Hotel, Cor. Congress and Breen St.
J. K- Martin, Proprietor.
Falmsntli Hotel, O. M. Shaw & Son,
proprietors.
Preble House, Congress St.Blbson ttto,,

ARRANGEMENT.

(nk

»li

a. m.

Main®

■

u

Portland,
Friday,

at

RONTON,
ftitltirday,

Passengers by this line are reminded that they se
comfortable oight’s rest and avoid the ex*
inconvenience of arriving in Boston late

care a

pense and
at night

RWTicketa and State Rooms for sale at D. H.
YOUNG’S. 266 Middle Street.
Through Tickets to New York via the various
Sound Lines, for sale at very low rates.

Freight taken as usual.
de30-76dtf
J. VI, COYLB*

*fr..

Gen’l

Agt.

WI3TEB~ARRANHEMEST.

TRIP PER

A UIU41U
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McIntosh,

promptly attended

to.

Ill la U

u

Hat-

loj

ments, Interferences etc
that have been

Belfast, Skowbegan, Farmington,

KT&’l. R r*
and all intermediate stations at 2.55 and 3.0)
p. m*
1 he afternoon train from
Augusta, bath K All

trSKStf

we can make closer
searches, and secure Patand
wilh
broader
claims than
promptly
remote from Washington.

respondence strictly

r
o
9

d us a model or
sketch ot
your device ; we make ex ani-

NO

intKtit:

tentability.

confidential.
I VI tvx

SKCI KKU

All

R
**

cor-

H

Prices low. AN D
PAIK.NT fin

m
m
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We reter to officials in the Patent Office, and la
inventors in every State in the Union.
C. A. SNOW Jg CO..
a-24

!

«

JOOT
Merchan.*.
orders for Jo b Brin ting
t*. tbe DAILY PRESS

Oppoeit* Patent Ofee, Haikingtan, D. C.
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Desk.

aatil hrtkf ><». «n Frank hn Wharf
Purtiand,every MoXDAY and THURSDAY, at €
P
M. afri Ware FWt h Dm k?w
Yarh !
mri H« ND% Y vnl THURSDAY nlP H
A Itti-rlaea nrw, roll
TVm 4cMMt> «i» Filed Of with tee «enat
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PBtSi e.rricE.

Steak n»ia
li*
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tenw I trr mi
Pan 1—if «r S«a Tort 1 natfej
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ft&r&ter MhOMan a§f>f u>
tea
U5»T R*l.Ma«a
tectel
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\Va!«•.vili“‘7ite n*43

born, U iulbrop nail
tbe Night Express Train with poll,
Car attached which makes close con.
nectmnal Itaac.r tor all stations on tbe C
nzo*
& PiscataqnK and E. & N, A.
Eailwaj, and
flonlton, VI oodwtock, Mt Andrew*
Stephen, Mt. Jobu and llalilax.
Passenger Train* arrive in Portland ax
follows:—The morning trains from Augusta Gardiner, Bath, Brunswick and Lewiston at 8.3.5 and
8.40 a.m. Tbe day trains Irom Bangor
p. m. tram Is
man Sleeping

mations/ree of charge
advise as to pa-

Will

^

For Lewiston and Auburn.

and

Steamers Eleanor* k Franeoaia

iWindy

m.

nventions

1'

m.

For Rockland and all stations od Knox & Lincoln R. R., and for l.evrirfiou vU Brunswick at
7 00 a. m. and 12 40 p. ni.
For Bath at 7.00 a. m., 12.40 and 5.20 p. m.
For Parauingion, 'iBuiiiomh, it iu«hvon
K«-ndll« Id, Wewl V* nierville uud W ater*
Tille via Lewiston a: 12.85 p. m.

terns more
those w ho are

Steamship Company

woe eai {Hakrtafcii mm at irst«ilrt» wt%na
\o*
Yate aa4 Maae Pumj* aa* ‘aAace

12.40 and 11 45 p.

Fcr tlkowhesan at 12.35, 12 40 and 11.45 p. m.
For AniiiHta, llallonel!. FSnrdine.' nod
ifruuNvricb at 7.00 a. m., 12.40, 5.20 and 11.45 p.

D PI 17 P T B
n J ilil p,U^
be*,

Seat* Weekly Line to Sow York.

Orer

MONDAY, DEC. 3. 1877.
Passenger Train* leave Portland for Bangor, Dexter, Belfast and Vtaterville at

designs, trade-marks, and
labels. Caveats, Assign-

Steamer LEWISTON,

Contra!

RAILROAD.

L

V obtained tor mechanical devices, medical, or other
ornamental
ompounds,

WEEK.

Capt. Chas. Deering, will leave
Railroad
Wharf, foot of State
Street, every Thursday « v# uiu^ hi It) o’clock,for Rockland.Camden,Belfast,
Scarsport, Bucksport, Castiue, Deer Isle, Sedgwick,
South-West and Bar Harare, (Mt. Desert,; Mill-

Maine

IUU

ed May 4th. A. D. 1842, recorded in said Registry,
vol. 178, p. 331.
A. B. WINSLOW,
Administrator ol goods and estate of Daniel WinslowdecludJw

For tlio Penobscot and Machias.
ONE

1UUU

from Daniel Win-low ctals. to Eben

STEAMBOAT CO.
FALL AND

UWUOQ

<«HOW»

Close connections made at Westbrook Junction
with through trains of Me. Central R K, and at
Portland (Grand Trunk Junction) with through
trains of Grand Trunk R. R.
deliltfJ. M. LENT, Snpt.

tor Cumberland couuty, I shall sell at public
X
auction at the office of William L. Putnam in Portland, on the twelfth (12) day ot January, A. 1>. 1878,
at twelve (12) o’clock noon, the following assets of
Daniel Winslow, late of Deering, deceased, viz.:
Mutual Benefit Life Insuiance Co policy No. 794,
for $3000 on life of Henrietta Winslow.
Mutual Benefit Life Insurance Co. policy No. 793
for $3500 on life ot Joseph L. Winslow.
One carriage, one horse, and ono sleigh and inrnitnre iu deceased’s homestead belonging to him.
A lot of land and stable thereon in said
Deering,
near Back Cove, and ibe same conveyed to said Daniel Winslow by Stephen I. Sanborn by deed dated
Feb. 27. A. D. 184i,;recorded iu Cumberland Registry, vol. 298, p 91.
All the right, title and interest which said Daniol
had, at his decease, iu and to a lot of land in Deering. next to Elias Hersey’s lot, and the same described ill a deed from said Dauiol Winslow to Alfred
B. Winslow, daled July 23, A. D. 1873, recorded in
said Registry, vol. 414, p. 4S0; and In and to tbe
dwelling bouse and lot where said Daniel lived at his
decease, and being the same described in a mortgage

On and after Dec. 24th the steamers John Brooks
or Forest City will, until further notice, run as follows: Leave

CHIROPODIST,

W

House, Samuel Farmer, Propri-

Corner House, XV. B. Ueselton, Ptovru

STEAMERS,

r°"

Lam P*nl»d it T.;<o ,
-““A.30 and tt.iO p. nt.
7.30 A. m. Accommodation for Worcester. Arrives at Rochester at 9.55 a. m., (connecting with
Eastern and Boston A Maine Railroads.) At
Nashua 11.47 a. m., Lowell 12.15 p. m
Roaten 1.15 p. in., Ayer Junction 12.40 p.
m., Fitchburg 1.25 p. m.,and H orcester
at 2.10 p. m., connecting with trains South and
West.
‘i SO P. m. Mirant boat Express through to
New London without change. Connects at Rochester for Dover and t. rest
Falls, at Epping for .Tlanchestei and
Concord
at Nashua tor
Lowrll and
Hosion, at Aver ’unction for Fitchburg and tbe West via Hnosac tunnel
Line, at Worcester with Boston A Albany
Railroad tor New Fork, at Putnam with
“Boston A Philadelphia Express Line” for
Philadelphia, Baltimore and »t itsbington, at New London with Norwich
Line Steamers, duo at Pier No, 40, North
Rirer New F'orb, at GdiOa. m.
ti.AO P. 51. Local for florhntu.
Trains leave Rochester at 7.00, 11.00 a. m, (Express)
arriving m Portland at 9.35 a. m., and 1.10 p. ra.
Leave Gorham 6.00 a.m., arriving at Portlanu 6.40

prietera.

LINE.

Trm,“» WUI

fw-saM-am'J

Administrator's Sale.

MRS. DrTwELGH,

d

Honae, D. Danforlh. Proprietor

NORTH STRATFORD N. U.
Willard House, C. S. Bailey A Co. E'ro-

—.

RETURNED.

All

NOVEMBEU 13, 18?».

NO Kit X DBF HOtk.

LLOf

every Monday, Wednewdny, and
7 p. in., and INDIA WHARF,
every Tuesday, Thursday, and
itt 5 p* m.

&otUttwesl.

Portland & Rochester ft, i

Pro-

prietor.

information, apply

WHARF,

i

01ACU1AS.
Eastern Hotel.—E. E. Stoddard. Prop.

consulted by all who wish to make her a call
Madame M. has had large experience in telling fortunes, searching out lost, hidden or stolen
bridge, Jonesport and Mach import.
treasures, Ac., and was never known to be at fault.
Reluming, will leave M aclnasport every IffoaDo not miss this opportunity of consulting tbe greatMt 4.‘SO o’clock.
day uioruiuK
intoanv
Per
ns
est fortune teller of the age.
touching
entering
as above, ^except Bucksport and Seareport,) arriving
new business or profession, the con ucting of whict
same
in
Portlaud
night, usually connecting with
their
advanwill
tind
it
to
they do not understand,
Pullman train and early morning traits for Boston
tage to pay her a visit. She can foretell tbe destiny
of friends In any part, of the world and describe them j and the West.
Passengers and Freight forwarded to Bang»r withperfectly. She also describe* all mannet >t li-ease J out
additional expense via Buckspoit & Birgor R.
that desh is heir to, and gives medicine for tbe same.
R.
Sbe has given universal satisfaction to all who have
For
further particulars inquire of
her
in
constant
travels
since
the
ker
wa*
consulted
GEO. L. DAY, Gen. licket Agent,
seven vears old.
Railroad Wharf.
if
Good testimonial given desired.
E. CrSHING. A-w *tunt Manger.
Terms Gents $ I AO; Ladies W cent?. OSce boor*
N.-»y.
!*»
'J
Portland.
M.
to
P. M.coftlt
iron 9 A.
_nov19»ltf

It 2 is 1-S Midd .* Street,
Piiarr'i Sfcee Mere.

_

LITTLETON,

one per cent.
or other

The

», J1\I)I>« Vtbe celebrated

1,0-

The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless notice Is given, and paid tor at tbe rate of
ooe passenger for every $500 additional value.
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manna**
W. J. SPICER, Superintendent

LINCOLN V1LEE.
Honae, Eincolnytlle, T. E. Phillips,

Bench

|

P. KltlUI

HP-

LIME KICK.
Eiimerick House,—D. S. Fogg, Proprietot

XVEST NEXVFIELD.
XVtst Newlield House, R.B. Holmes,Proprietor.

CLAIRVOYANT.
N.

BAIL-

Proprietors.
D. S. Hotel, Junction of Congress and Fed
eral Sis. Timothy XVolcott, Proprietor.

d1aw3wS&wlt

dels

one-eighth

FRAHUFIN

District Court of the United States.

Lewiston, Auburn and South Parte

THE GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY 1. In splendid
condition, is well equipped with flrat-ciasa rolling
stock, and is making the best connections and quickest time of any route from Portland to tbe West
rit-PULLMAN PA 1,ACL DRAWING ROOM
AND SLEEPING CARS are attaebed to tbe trains
leaving Portland at 1.50 p. m.
Baggage checked irom Portland to Detroit aud
uhlcago, and not subject to Custom Hons# examina-

LEWISTON
DeXVill House, Quinby dt March, Pro,
prietor.

and

Fuller, Dana & Fitz,
St., Boston,and Williams & Co.. Nash-

and West.
and Auburn.

Northwest, West and

prietog

fir a

ABk your Dealer for tlie
Standard Broiler.
is is just what you want.
The Trade supplied by

and Auburn

(Mixed).
Montreal, Quebec

Tfakwla wold at

HER AM.
Mt. Cntler House,—Hiram Baaton, Pro

~

or

m. from Lewi ton
m. from Gorham
m. irom
m. from Lewiston
m. from

Passencer Offices
74 EXCHANGE ST.,

.“*

The Steamers ot the Company will sail every
Saturday from Bremen Pier, loot of Third Street,
Hoboken.
Kbich of Pawwige—From
New
York
to
Southampton, London, Havre and Bremen, first
cabin, $100; second cabiD, $60, gon!; steerage, $30
currency. Apply to
OELRICHS &CO.,
2 Bowling Green, New York.
D. TV. LITTLE, Agent for Portland
dly
no2ft_

dtd

Dec. 7,1877.

dtl

W—ice.
are
kart, raMkael iniM
barVj>mc .. «ilr, D»k.tk

of the Stockholders of ‘-The

meeting
Canal National Bank cf Portland” for the elecTHE
directors and lor the transaction ot
tion of

“ZKPHYRUS” AND “RAY,”
ready cotrey | artw , i. any
at reaeouabt. rate.. Apply to

EDWARD GOULD, Cashier.

1877._delCdlin

Merchant’s National Bank.
stockholders of this Bank are hereby notified
that tbeir annual meeting for the choice of

PLATERS.

to

an-

Banking Room, on
January next, at th-ee

8th day of
o’clock p. m., to choose five Directors tor the ensuing year, and to act on any other business that may
come before them.

lr m Founders and

»re B >w

lawIjS

shareholders of the National Traders’

meeting
TUESDAY, the

W. 81. PENNELL

of New

ME.

Bank,
THEof Portland,
hereby notified that tbeir
will be held at their

Any information In regard to its cost will be cheerfully furnished by the agent ior this city,

NICKEL.

PORTLAND,

nual

recommendation from

in every large city of
Steam Engineers
country where it has been introducei
It can be examined at No. 17 Union

Lirensedby its* Catted Nicke Go.,

Damage by Fir*

The national Traders’ Sank.

In lirst cost and subsequent expense it
cannot be excelled.
This Boiler is
Stronger, Less Liable to Accident and
More Economical than any other knoira

aulGdtf

or

CARROLL & RAND,

THE LYDlE

highest

Loss

8.30 a.
9.30 a.
2.20 p.
2.50 p.
6.00 p.

—

New York, Southampton, Loudon,
Havre and Bremen.

in-

In the matter of William S. Trefctlien,

FOR POLICIES APPLY TO

no28dlm

It has received tho

Against

ever

DISTRICT OF MAINE.

SAMVEL T. SKIDMORE, President.
HKSBT A. OAKLET, Tice President.

ARRIVALS.

Honae, Traak Bros. Proprietors

DEXTER,
Merchants’Exchange Ilotd, Dexter, Me.—
XV. B. Morrill, Proprietor.

BETWEEN

Patented April 10, 1877.
fllHK simplest and best
A artible lor Cooking
**eef Steak
vented.

o

STEAMSHIP

THE STANDARD BROILER.

decll

CHARTERED 1825.

12.35 p. m rot Auburn ana Lewiston.
i.KO p. m. tor IsUud Pond, Quebec ami Montreal.
5.30 p, m. lor Auburn, Lewiston and South Paris.

OANVKLLE JLNGTION.
Clark’s Dining Dali, Brand Trunk Ballway Depot, M. XV. Clark. Proprietor

—

NORTH GERMAN

The New England Home, Portland} me,
Address
AUtf. P. FULLER,
de28dtf
Portland, Me,

I>. Arthur Brown db

low

Grand Trnnk R. R. Co. of Canada.

DAM A RESI COTTA HILLS.
Suntoart

D. D. C. MLI’VK,
GENERAL FREIGHT AGENT,
196 Washington Street. Boston.
Boston, May 1st, 1877.
janlldtf

HOTEL TO LEASE.

Manufactured

FBOM

*ith OI.il COLONY
KOAD.

For Rates of Freight,

THE

110 North
ua, N. H.

St.-Chapiuv

T» Canada, Detroit, Chicago, Milwaukee, Cincinnati, ,1. I.ouia. Omaha,
Saginaw, St. Paul, Malt l.ahr Cilv,
Dtnrtr, nan Franei.co,
and all points in tbs

Insurant

House to Let.
lower part of house No. 231 Oxlord St., very
convenient, containing eight rooms, gas and
Sebago. For particulars apply to F. H. W1DBER,
220 Commercial Street.
sepl8dtf

u

Tremout

Corniab Honae,RE. B. Daria, Proprietor

—

connecting with the Clyde MteHiuers. nailing
every MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY,
to Philadelphia Direct, and connecting at Philadelphia with Clyde Steam Lines to Charleston, S. C„
Norfolk, Va., Portsmoush, Va., Richmond, Va.,
Washington. D. C., Alexandria, Va., Georgetown,
D. C., and all rail and water lines.
Dangers of Navigation around Cape Cod avoid d

---.--

i

Unsurpassed for purity and free burning
qualities. Try it and be convinced of its
superiority over any Red Ash Coal in the market.
Also iu stock joliin*, <*ilberton, Thomas,
and
Cumberland
Jjehigh, Shamoliiu
These are Special Coals and deserving the
Coal*
attention of purchasers who want a reliable article.

tion: assured.

■

D/ch

Through Tickets to all Points South and West at
owest rates. Pullman Car Tickets for *eata and
Berths at Ticket Office
Julldf*A. P. ROCKWELL. President.

BRUNSWICK, 3IK.
On and alter
Oct. 8, 1877,
P. dfc A. Uinins Rooms, W. IS. Field, | jMBBE] trains will run MONDAY,
as follows:
Proprietor.
7.00 a. m. foi Auburn and Lewiston.
8 a. m for Gorham, (Mixed.)
UUKniHII.

partures.

House to Let.

Hu

House,

Tremout

Gurney & Co. Proprietors.

Freight received at New and Spacious Iron Freight
House, aud forwarded daily to FALL RIVER, there

RESTAURANT,

—

LINE

Boston to the South. Only Tri-Weekly
Line.
Quick Time, liow Rates, Frequent De-

Laundry, Billiard Room and
Offices in St. Julian Hotel. Apply to
C. P. MATTOCKS,
no26dtf
31J Exchange Street,

ntfH'^Ciiailllli I'lPin

Leave Boston at 7.50a.m., l^.hOaud 7.00
p. in., connecting with Maine Central
and *C. dr N, A. Railway tor *1. John
and Halifax. Pullman Sleeping Car attached

elor.

O S T O N.

To Let.

coal
DOES
Does

Mondays.)
RKTURNIN Gr,

mLLM.

House, ill. Hancock, Proprie-

BOSTON.
Parker House. School Si. H. O. Parker A
Co., Proprietors.
St. James Hotel—J, K, Crocker, Propri

week.

e

-"—

in connection

dtf

UUIOULA

BOLSTER’S

freight or passage to Norfolk, Baltimore, Wash* ! Paaeamnquoddy Home,-!, Pike & t o.,
Proprietors.
agton, or other information apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent,
HALLOWELL.
53 Centra* Wharf. Boston,
Hallowell House. Hallowell, H. Q. Blake,
B. H. ROCKWELL, Agent,
Proprietor.
no2dtf
Provdncee. R.j.

Passage $13,

—

To Let.
Farrington Block, on Congress street
now occupied by Dr. Tasker.
Possession given
JOHN C. PROCTER,
January 1. Inquire ot
93 Exchange street.

Railroad,

PAMNENUEK TRAIN* leave Portland
for 8curboro\ Maco, Biddeford, Rennebnnk, Wells, North Berwick, Month
Berwick,
Conway Junction, Elio t,
Battery,
Portsmouth, Newbury port,
*alcm. Lynn, Chelsea aud Boston as
8.45 a. m.
Saco, Biddeford, Kennebunk. Kittery,
Portsmouth, Hamptons, ft t-w bury port,
Salem, Lynn, Chelsea and Boston al
5.15 p. m.
5.15 p. ui. Biddeford accomodating train,
Returning, leave Biddeford at 8.00 a. m.
Night Express with Sleeping Car, for
Boxtoai at‘J.I5 a, m., every day (except

Hotel, C. fH. Plummer, Proprietor

Ilaucock
tor.

PhiladelpMa & New England Steamship Lina

in

...

<*tf

BATH.
Bath

CLYDE’S

THE

...

su-uugu UUOi

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.

Let.

To

house and stable No. 257 Oxford St. House
contains 9 rooms with gas aud Sebago. Stable
room for three horses.
Apply at the premises, or at
ocz7dtf
7S PORTLAND STREET.

W7* \7 to lean on first class Real Estate
Jlyff
lfJL v/A* Hi jL Security, in Portland, or vicinity. Rents collected, taxes paid, &c. on Commission. Apply to F. G. PATTERSON, Dealer in
ALoLaLC. OfJt

ELDER,

Attorney at Law, 119J Exchange St.

...ii__
vu

OCTOBER 8, 1877

For

cheap rent
Munjoy street, Portland. Sebago and other modern improvements
DESIRABLE,
address,

Call

.it

ELLSWORTH.
City Hotel.—N. EE. Higgins & Hons, Props

*

a

A L M I A

quantities

Place, leading

part of city, New House containing
INallWestern
the modern improvements. Inquire at this
au2dtf
office.

nov26 6m*

conven-

a

l.An.

—--

Eastern

Proprietor.

and NATLSOAV.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington and
Alexandria hv steamer Lady of th8 Lake and Jant
mueeiy.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg and
Richmond, and Va. and Tenn. R. R. to all places in
the South, W. M. Clark, Agent, 240 Washington St..
Boston.
To ail points of North and South Carolina by Seaboard and Roanoke Railroad and Atlantic Coast Line
John S. Daly, Agent, 222 Washington street, Boston,
And to all points in the West by Baltimore & Ohio
R. R., M. W.Davison, Agent, 219 Wasnington street,
Boston.
Through bills of lading given by the above named

AFTER

_
--

Port land, Oct, 5,1877.octlldtf

AUGUSTA,
Augusta House, State**., TI. Whitehead,

WE. KENNEDY.
BLACKSTONE.
and atoCLELLAN.
From Frorideace erery WESNENDAI

to Let
Januaay 1st, the desirable store No. 88
Commercial St., Thomas Block, now occupied
by L. C Briggs & Co. Inquire of
dec5dlm
F, J. ROLLINS, 22 Exchange St.

—

J. HAMILTON, Sopt.

AUBURN
Kim House, Court. St. W. to. & A. Young
Proprietors*

ClMi NietmiU,
JOHNS HOPKINS.
WM.CKANK.
WM. LAWRENCE.
GEORGE APPOLD.
From Bmi.u direct erery TCK8HA*
xnd NATLKDAV.

streets—ten

iijuih

,!<(

--mr-

Embracing the leading Hotel* in the State, at whii li
the Daily Pbkss mav always be found.

Flrtl

Store

House Tor Sale.

Accountant and Notary Public.
GEO. C. COHMAN,—Office No. 1S4 Mid-

prices by

iuiuuic ami

A

HOTEL DIRECTORY.

Present.

STEAMSHIP

AKD

lease Pori land

3.45 p. ni. for Upper Cartlett &ud Intermediate
Stations.
AERIVE.
II.IO a. in. from Upper Bartlett, &o.

Staterooms on steamers and chairs in Parlor cars
advance at Boston <& Maine or Eastern R.
Commercial Street.
A. P. ROCKWELL. Pres’t E. R. R.
J. T. FCRBER, General Sup’t. B. & M. R. R,

jy

Trains will

for all stations, running through to

a. m.

Mwnnton.

Bus-

across

secured in
R. Offices

NATH’L BLAKE.

Four time,

WM. H. JERRIS, Real Estate
deSdtt

Dollars,

Transfers

uiglit changes.

Norfolk, Baltimore & Washington

to be Let.
fpHE second and third stories over Jewett Bros.

Passenger
,0.30

A whole Night’s rest going and
coming, and avoid contusing

until 5 P. M.

Passengers at reduced rates.
decl7dtf

the

RAILROAD

HENRIETTA

Tuesday

of Time-

Commencing October 8, 1877.

enjoy

PROPELLERELLIE KNIGHT,
Capt Young, leaves Widgery’s
Wharf every Wednesday morning at 8 o’clock. Freight received

Boarding: House

de24d2w#

For Sale !

.NAMES MILE EH, No. 91 Federal Slree

at

as

—

a. m. connect with
theNooud lanes for new York.
Passengers by this route are landed on board
Mound Steamers in season for Supper, and

FOR EASTPORT AND CALAIS.

.Adams House, ou Temple Street, in this
city, is oflered for lease. It contains more
forty rooms, together with three stores.
a responsible party low rates will be
given. Its convenient location for business men must
make it very desirable as a first class Lodging House,
as meals could be had at the restaurant now established on the first floor, Apply to WM. H. JERRIS,
Keal Estate Agent.
delld3w
Portland, Dec. 10, 1877.

RAILROAD.

ton both ways.

Independent: Line

Hotel and. Stores to Rent.

& OliBEJiSBlIBG

Change

Trains leaving Portland at 8.45

after {Holiday. Nov. 19th,

JONAS W. CLARK,
558 Congress Street.

sept27eodtf

OR

For Twelve
includins

Leaves west side of Custom House Wharf for Long
Inland, Utile Chvbrngue, Great Che
bengue. Iflarp«vr«ll and Hailrv'i, Inland,
at 3 o’Jock—Mondays, Thursdays and Saturdays.
Leave Bailey’a Island at 7.30, Ilurpawell
at 8 oclock, same days.
seplOdtf

THE
been

—

TIME.

Week for the

a

STEAMER

House To Eet.
House. No. 16J High Street, near Danforth.
This house has Sebago and gas, and lias just
thoroughly repaired.

Trips

On and

decl3dtf.

■....

Hill, Scarboro*,
MILK
containing 130 acres, large two-story house,
wood and
barn and

WHITNEY A MEANS, Pearl Street, oppoRile the Park.

suit

in Es-

JOHN SWEETSIK,
No. 5 Neal street.

and

Notice.

Carpenters and Builders.

to

Three

between

fllHE lower part ot house No. 232 Oxford 8trret,
X containing all the modern improvements, gas
Sebago. For particulars, apply to
J. B. PIKE,
oct6dtf
57 Union Street.

REAL ESTATE.

premises.

iu

to

Agent.

ui

EASTERN

Company.

No
west of Oak
street, is for tent. Good location for the stove
business. Apply to WM. H. JERRIS, Real Estate

to

—

Long Wharf, Boston, 3 p.m
Pine Street Wharf, Philadelphia, at 10 a. ra.

OF

VIA

BOSTON & MAINE

Portland & Harpswell Steamboat

Store to Eet.
556 Congress street, next

uuiuui

—

AHD

CHANON

rooms.

JAS. T. FURBER, Gen. Supt.
STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland.
sept5dtf

8. H.

New York & Return PORTLAND

From
From

dtf

Bangor,
Ca'aTs,

dinning

Insurance one half the rate oi
sailing vessels.
freight for the West by the Penn. R. R., and South
by connecting lines forwarded tree of Commission.
PASSAGE TEN DOLL AES,
For Freight or Passage apply to
JK. JB, SAIUJPStON, Agent
O Long Wharf, Uosiou
Jn23-ly

near

Train* will leave Kennehank
for Portland at 7.20 a. m
The 3.15 p. m. train
from Portland connects at Boston with the Shore
Line and the Boston & Albany Hoad, tor New York,
arriving at New York early next morning. This la
also the quickest route to the West. Through
Ticket* lo all Point* Mouth and Weil at
loucm! rale**.
Trains on Boston Sr Maine road
connect with all steamers juuuing between Portland and
Rockland, Mt. Desert. Maci ias,
St. John and Halifax. Also, conEastport,
nect with Giand Trunk train- at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine Central and Portland S: Ogdensburg
trains at Transfer Station, All trains stop at
Exeter ten mlnotes for refreshments at first class

dtf

Wharfage,

■air mum*.

on

mediately.

Street.

For sale

1©

To Kent.
derirable furnished house, in good location. Possession given Jan. 1st. For terms
&c. apply to
N. S. GARDINER,
dec27dlw#
42J Exchange St.

Corning

—to—

Lin 1* JEL FIf IA

i

Afier Vlouday, October
8.1877 irniu* will 1,KAV«
POR I LAN II FOB H08TON
at 6.15, 8.45 a. m., 3.15 p. in
arriving at Boston atK) 45 a. in., 1.30, 8.<h> p. m. Returning, leave Boston at 7.30 a. in.. 12.30 3. 30 p.uj.,
arriving at Portland at 12 10 5.10 8 10 p. ui. For
Well*, Aorlh Berwick. NhIuiou Falla,
•'Mat
Full*. Dover,
Ko-htutr, Farm*
iogtou, A. IB.. Altou Huy, Nfwmarkci,
Exeter, Slaverhill, Aorlh Aulovcr, Lnw■■eure. Andover aurf
I owrll at 6.15,8.45a.
ttt
3.15 p. m. For rH«»nchc*ier auil Concord, A. ll., (via Newmarket Junction,) at
[j.15 a. m. 3.15 p. m. (via Lawrence,) at 8.15 a. xb.
For Mcaborrough, Pine Point, Old Orchard
Biddeford and
Bench,
Haro,
Kennebuub at 6.15, 8.45 a. m., 3.15, 5.30, p.m.

cars

sept28

S’.eamtiiilp Line.

1U

Apply

WEEK.

Leave each port every Wed’s’y & Sat’d’y

Good Rent.

DK D. K. CARLTON, No. 1G
Tlarktt Square,
will
treat
ail
diseases ol the leet: Corns, Bunions, inhad
or
so
that
the
&c.,
growing
nails,
boot can be
worn
LuRemember Dr.
Uarletou’s Corn Annihilator is a sure cure for Chilblains; for sale by him
and all Druggists.

Middle Street.

Street, Portland.

"a*

°n »i>d

-■

Jpl

STUBBS. Agent, R. R. Wharf.

—

FEW good men can find pleasant rooms with
board, at 30 BROWN ST.
my24
dtf

A

llnogor,

BOSTON A MAINE RAILROAD
Full
Arrangement.

between Portland
and Long Island Sound Steamers, and avoiding the
annoying Carriage transfer through Boston. Leave
Portland & Rochester Depot, Portland, at 2 30 P. M.
State Rooms on Steamers secured in advance at
28 Exchange St., and at the Depot.
J.W PETERS,
J.M.LUNT,
Gen. Ticaet Agent.
Sunt.

BOSTON

Boarders Wanted.

II3F“Ask for the American
Trade-Mark, and see you get it.^^fl
dim
For Sale by all Druggists.

A. MERRILL.

surance Co.,) or of
mh21dtf
A. R.

TWO

from (low St.

OOHNS1

Book Binders.
A. QUINCY, Room 11, Printers’
No.
Ill Exchange St.
Exchange,
SMALL & SHACKFORB, No. 35 Plum

-ft

Lady and Gentlemen boarders in a smal
19 BROWN STREET.
family. Apply to
nov3
dtf

Inquire

Dealers tn Meilicin

Booksellers and Stationers.

die

Boarders Wanted.

or

YOUNG A CO., Practical Horse
Shoers. 40 Pearl St. Price $1.50 per act

3.

SUIT

dlwtM.W.S

Only Line lunning through

State St.* every Monday and Thursday, at 6.00
P. M., for Eastport and St. John.
Returning will leave St. John and Eastport on the
same days.
Connections made at K38tport for Kobbinston, St.
Andrews and Calais.
Connections made at St. John for Digbv, Annapm
Us, Windsor, Kentville, Halifax, N. S., Shediac. Amherst, Pictou, Summerside, Charlottetown, P. E.
I., Fredericktown, N. B., and all siations on the Intercolonial Railway.
Freight received on day of sailing until 4
o’clock p. m.
For Circulars, with maps of routes, Tickets, State
Rooms and any further intormation apply at the
Company’s Office, No. 4 Milk St., (opposite Ocean In-

To Let with Board.

jbl
6Luif,
rooms.

PER

CENTS.

TO NEW YOFKjj 1 1
!•
and JttETXTRN

On ami after Monday, Sept.
17th the Steamers City of Portland
Capt. S. H.Pike, ami Me* Brunswick, Capt. E. B. Winchester,
will leave Railroad Wharf, foot

of

of nice rooms on first floor, also 1 single room
suitable for a gentleman, and table board furnished.
All at reasonable rates.
MRS. N. P.
THAYER, 74 Spring St., corner of Oak St.
decl8
d2w*

a

by S.

|

|

iiuu

Horse Shoeing,

J. A. MERRIEE

The undersigned having taken the large and centrally located boarding bouse (formerly kept as a
hotel) No 6 Hampshire Street, is prepared to accommodate regular or transient boarders on liberal
terms.
T. T. COOM BS.
dc22
dim

neighborhood, nice and very
THOMAS G. GERRISH Lowell, Mass. IN ientgood
six rooms, to
rent
family withont small
children.
at No. 6 Horton

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

A

Boarding House.

GOOD BUSINESS CHANCE.

Srevention

dtf

91

New

one

Diarrhoea, Dysentery, Costiveness, Constipation,
Biliousness. Jaundice, Worms, Piles, Rheumatism,
Skin Diseases,Diseases of the Liver,Kidney and Bladder Complaints.Female Diseases,prevents Indigestion
gives Iron to the Bloou, is peculiarly adapted to the
and cure of Fever and Ague, Bilious,
emittent and Intermittent Fever, and Restores
Health to the Debilitated. Prepared by

COLCORD,

FOGG, No.

TWO TRIPS

Lewiaion, Auburn,

morning
PAYSON TUCKER, SuperintendentMarch 31st, 1877.
an2dtf

Portland & Worcester & Norwich Lines.

ARRANGEMENT.

—

Family

uicjilv

143 Pearl Street.

HOYT A

FA.XjXj

■■J* •*«:|f«*i

PORTT.iVND to
NKW YOBK via

CA

^)O*0U

II harlot lot own. P. K. I.

*

tor

received at freight house befors 5.30
P. M., will be forwarded same
day, and will be ready
tor early delivery at destination next

BEDTICEB RATES.

Ka.it.ort, Calalt, Ml. .John, IV. B.,Anunj>oliM, VVIliii.nr an«l Halifm. IV. S.,

BOARD.

called to the new arrangement of freight
Maine Central K, K., to take effect APRIL

^

a

please leave them at
Cumberland St.
de25dtf

Maine Central Railroad.
attention of shippers of freight at Portland

Freight

EXCURSIONS.

ISTEUJIATIOISAli STEAMSHI1* CO.

the

Catholic cathedral and Congiess
BETWEEN
St, Monday morning, pair of Lady’s fur spring
Will the tinder

Wiist mittens.
thiB office or 187

STORE

—1

FARR, 25
oc2

Lost.

dcl5dtf

EFFECTUALLY and PERMANENTLY
Headache, Nervousness, Canker, Dyspepsia,

subscriber.

Jan2t

LOST AND FOUND

sex

BITTE

ical Studies

J.

■■

1

Will leave the East Side of Custom House Wharf
every day for Jones* and Trefethen’s Landings,
and Hog Island, at 8 45, 10.45 a. m. 1.45, 4,45 p. hj.,
returning after each trip.
A Mailing Trip every pleawauf afternoon,
at 3.00 p. m.

Snt

MAN to manage a farm lor one year or
longer.
One accustomed to working a sea sboie farm
preferred. AUdrers
de27dlw»PORTLAND P. O. BOX 1983.

THEis

8TEAIUEK TOEKIST.

OTUEK^

the

[than
_]To

and Class-

the

Wanted,

Cents.

"Irnr

1

ALL

or

Steamboat Express trains leave Boston trom Boston # Providence R. R. Depot daily, except Sunday,
at 5.30 p. m., connecting at Stonington with the entirely uew and superb Steamer Rhode island, every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and with the ele*
and popular steamer Stonington every Tuesy, Thursday and Saturday, arriving in New York
•Iwayn inadraiice of all other linn, Baggage checked through.
Tickets procured at depot? of Boston # Maine and
^astern Railroads and at Rollins & Adams’, 22 Exchange St.,and W. D. Little.# Co.’s,49* Exchange St.
L. W. F1LRINS,
D. S. BABCOCK,
Gen. Passenger Ag’.t, New York.
President,
oel 73
dtf

To Eet.

Bo careful to call for COLLINS’ VOLTAIC PLASTER
lest you get some worthless imitation. Sold by all
Wholesale and Retail Druggists throughout the United
States and Canadas, and by WEEKS A POTTER, Pro*
prietors, Boston, Mass.

FOR THE ISLANDS.

Only InsicU Route
Avoiding Point Judith.

A

NICE

date back less than ten years, and that compharmacy
binations of gums and essences of plants and shrubs are
herein united with Electricity to form a curative Plaster. in soothing, healing, and strengthening properties
as far superior to all other Plasters heretofore In use
as the scientific physician is to the horse-leech.

School,

given to piivate pupils by

This is

tor can hear ot a good situation by addressing,
with real name, P. O. Box 1517.
de28d3t

TENEMENT
York street,
ALane.
Brackett and Clark streets. Also,

No matter what may be the extent of your suffering,
try one of these Plasters. Relief is instantaneous, a fact
supported by hundreds of testimonials in our possession.
Bear in mind that the most important discoveries in

TEllEST,

English

de2B_

de21

Relieve Affections of the Muscles
Relieve Affections of the Joints.
Relieve Affections of the Bones.
Relievo Affections of the Sinews.

uci

wonld not be dependent

AHEAD

Wanted—A. Commercial Traveler.
RESPONSIBLE, energetic, experienced Solici-

Small. Flnnmttinn nf fliA Fvnla

Inflammation of the Tonsils, Putrid Sore
Throat, Tickling or Hacking Coagli, Bronchitis, and Bleeding of the Bungs.
Each package contains Dr: Sanford’s Improved Inhaling Tube, with full and carefully prepared directions
for use in all cases. Price, $1. Forsaleby all wholesale
and retail druggists and dealers throughout the United
States and Canadas. WEEKS A POTTER, General
Agents and Wholesale Druggists, Boston, Mass.

round her and take ber, that she might rest
in his presence.
Why had she never loved
him till he was lost? And now he would
never know it.
“Oh, Will, Will, Will 1” she
cried—and cried half aloud, all unaware—
“if you only knew how I loved you 1 If you
And
there
the
only forgave me—”
words were stayed by a pair ol bearded lips,
the arms she had wearied for were about her,
her head was pillowed on a breast— Did the
dead walk? did the grave surrender, then?
Had he come from heaven to take her, to
forgive her? Was it Will—with her father,
with her sisters, crowding in behind him?
Had he never died at al1, but gone back from
hospital to sheep-fatm, and only come at last
by some wild magnetism in the strength ot
ber longing for him? The questions surged
through ber mind as the snow-flakes surged
outside; and then it seemed that he must be
some great, accusing apparition, come only
to destroy ber; the world was reeling blackly
away from her, end it was, maybe, nothing
but the kisses on her lips that held her firm

Place

Blacking of Jacquand pere and tils. No traveling
Address Box 138, Station A, New York.
d3t.

expenses.
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SANFORD’S RADICAL CURE

in the

UlO

(LUb

Gone.

not

1

them above her head as she leaned it back
among the honeysuckles, and looked as sweet
as they, and made poor Will’s heart beat
with looking at her. “Oh, because they are!
Who would dare great adventures for anybody now—scale castles, kill giants, enter the

paint

Lit

ILLAb

Wholly

Grand

breathing world! She longed for him back
with fresh longing to take the stain and burden off from her; and then she longed tor
UCLA. XL

Senses of Smell and Taste

here to-night
I
have
rignt.
done if it had not been for this remedy. I have tried
Nasal Douches and everything else, and although I have
been able to stop the offensive discharge, I nave not
been able to recover niv senses of taste ana smell until I
tried Sanford’s Cure. You can refer any one you
choose to me, and I will cheerfully inform them In
detail os to the benefit the remedy has been to me.

voices; her thoughts were under that snowheaped sod with Will. It seemed to her if
she could only once see him, and see him
alive, the very relief would kill her; but, ob,

ILL

Odor.

Wanted.

LATER.
Gentlemen: The package of Sanford’s Cttre arrived
all
I don’t know what should

the window with her wild and wretched gaze,
though, for appearances, a book lay open in
lap. Her thoughts had gone upon their
long flight; and, after the first grate and jar
of it upon her, she heard nothing of the
laughing and twittering, of the suspended
music and the opening and shutting doors.
The joyousness of the day, like sunshine
breaking through storm, was nothing to her;
she noted none of the fragrance of the flowers, none ot the gay cries of the echoing

Li

charges Thick, Bloody,

odor bo had that my presence In a room with others
was very offensive to them. One week after commencing the use of Hanford’s Radical Cure I was not
troubled with it nt all. My senses of taste and smell,
which v'ere wholly gone, have now fully returned, and
Yours,
my general health is much improved.
MELBOURNE H. FORD,
Short-Hand Writer.
Grand Rapids, Mien., Nov. 8,1S7G.

her

Otis

Bettv, with a sigh.
“Mighty disagreeable, cold, cheerless, dangerous and uncomfortable days you would
have found them,” said Will.
“Cheerless or net, they’re over.”
“Whet makes you say so, Betty?” he
asked, from where he sat at her leet.
“Ob, because they are!” she answered,
throwing np her pretty arms and claspiDg

OTTAro

a great,white snow-storm,
though—
fierce, driving, drifting snowstorm—that
earth
and
when
that
wrapped
Bky
day dawned,
beginning the eventful year. They would he
friends indeed who adventured through it.
The girls and their chosen companions, nevertheless, were just as gay in the parlors as
they could have been in the sunniest weather,
imaginihg arrivals, and, when nobody arrived,
receiving each other in turn, as if there were
a procession of callers at the door.
They
were none ff them so sweet, so willful, so
charming, as poor little Betty had been; not
one of them had the dark, rich beauty that
belonged to her yet; they never would have
the train of gallants at the door that used to
cross its threshold for Betty’s sake.
She
wondered what they found to laugh at; in all
the wide, sad world there was nothing at
which she could smile; the very blowing of
the gale, the whirling of the snow and sleet
through the white, cold heavens seemed only
to answer her own misery. She sat in the
little side parlor off the others, staring through

LUDWIG

much more like the ancient knights she
dreamed about than possibly could be this
absurd and pnny ideal she bad set up.
“The days of chivalry are over now,” said

Vi flord

with.
It was

were

The Disand of Foul

MessrB.'Wccke & Totter: Gentlemen—I feel compelled
to acknowledge to you the great benefit Sanford’s
Radical Cuke has been to me. For ten years I have
been afflicted with this loathsome disease, and espeThe
cially in the winter time has it been most severe.a foul
discharge has been thick and bloody, emitting

a

how hard it would be to go if he

Of Ten Years’ Duration.
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_

SANFORD’S RADICAL CURE. A
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were

(Viof Will

now

_WANTS.

CatarrH

EDUCATIONAL.

Glossy above, glossy below."
She would not have liked it at all if she bad
•sen it so; aud it she bad but known
it, the
massive limbs and shoulders of Will Mauuder

IrnrviBinnr

high

_MEDICAL.

now

as a bird.
Perhaps she missed the pleasure
of having Will behold her conquests, perhaps
to life, that called her back to light and joy
she missed the adoring slave; perhaps she
in Will Maunder’s arms, on this one Newmissed the constant, tender service.
A
Year’s in a thousand!
month afterward, when Mr. Yalerino drew
his lessonB to a close, and betook himself to
other fields—vexing and mortifying her it may
be, but not grieving her a particle—she certainly missed the old friendship and sympathy, the kindness in which she could confide,
and with which she could advise; and little
Betty Wilmarth’s black lashes were wet with
TERMS begin January 3d and April
tears that she could not account for, and that
9th, 1878.
surely she never dreamed she should be shedFor particulars, apply tor circulars to
ding because Will Maunder was away. She
D. L. SMITH, Principal,
had reason, presently, to miss that kindness
Topsham, Me.
to some purpose.
Her father was in that
dec27
eo12w
same year thrown from his wagon: and he
lay but partly conscious for weeks afterward,
and for months he never left his room nor
quite recovered his intelligence. In those PROFESSOR OF LANGUAGES,
weeks and months unfailhiul clerks and
Graduate of the Highest University of Germany.
book-keepers enriched themselves and imGerman! French, laatin and Greek.
poverished Mr. Wilmartb; and when be finally recovered, it was to the wreck of what German and French Classes.
bad once bid fair to become a great fortune.
UNITED STATES HOTEL.
‘‘If Will Maunder had been with me,” said
no!4
d3m
Mr. Wilmarth, “strangers aud hounds would
have had no chance to fleece me.”
It was true. Betty beard it with a shiver.
She had thought as much many a time, yet
B O ST O N•
had put the thought away; but now, her
father declaring it so seemed to make the fact
for young
\ SCHOOLjof the highest character
sure.
And why was Will not with her fai.h-.
"Ali
i“ ,hr
Uarvar^lExammations lor Women.
er ? For no reason but that she nauTnreaiiA pleasant home under careful supervision Is
him
Then
away.
ty driven
they owed all provided tor boarding pupils.
If
their misfortunes to her headstrong folly !
Terms including all school instruction and board,
Will Maunder—noble, patient, forgiving, hon8300 per year. Address the Principal,
est Will Maunder—had been in her father’s
MRS. CLARA BARNES MARTIN
business, this disaster would never have overReferences—Rev. F. H. Hedge, D. D., Mr. Henry
taken it; her father would not be beginning
W. Longfellow, Prof. Oliver Wendell Holmes,
novl
life over again in his old age; her mother need
d&weowly*

Encircled them, so frayed ibe basnet where
A sharp white line divided clean the hair,

mere are no casues

lar too

for his work and oversight, and
finally retiring in his favor. Owing to her
mother’s ill health, her father had fallen into
the habit of consulting Betiy rather than disturb the invalid, sufficiently occupied with
her ailments.
“Oh, father, father! You don’t mean that
you ever thought of doing such a silly thing 1”
cried Betty, in free disgust. “And when he
pesters me so! I never should have another
day’s peace in my life. You might just as
well put me in prison with a spy aud master
over me.
Oh "no, indeed! Give him anything. but send him awav. Start him in business in Australia, buy him a farm iu the
West, but don’t, father, pray don’t keep him
here.”
And Betty’s voice settled it.
Mr. Wilmarth told his wife’s young step-cousin that
he had changed his mind, and had no place
for him in his business, but knew of an opening, and would establish him iu it, in a western city.
“Is it Betty’s wish?” said Will.
And he refused the proffsr; and, one evening, catching Betty’s hand, as he bid her goodby, and lifting it to his lips with a kiss that
burned in upon it, he left the place, and burled himself, unknown, among the southern
mountains with some flocks of sheep.
One might suppose Betty would have been
satisfied then. Not she. She was as restless

impulsive, warm-hearted, a charming, willful
piece, setting her lovers by the ears, and
making all the other girls devoutly wish she
would be married and done with it;lorot
course there was no chance for anybody eisa
so long as Betty Wilmarth was around.
But Betty Wilmarth was in no sort of a
hurry to marry; one by one she filliped ofT
her lovers lightly as thistle-down. Petted
and caressed and indulged to death, as people
said, she declared that she wanted neither to
be an old man’s darling nor a young man’s
slave; and old lovers consaled themselves
oom

nonsense

company, but as soou as the time for parting
came, the bell rang, and there was Will to
act as escort and spare Mr. Valerino the
trouble. Oace on such an occasion she gave
ber arm to the exile and suffered Will to stalk
on in silence beside them, while she talked a
broken lingo of Italian phrases with the
young master, which, for the time being, she
felt put Will Maunder entirely outside the
pale of civilization. “I won’t be supervised
in this way!” cried Betty to herself, for her
sisters werejnot of fit age to receive the confidence. “It’s as bad as having a spy at one’s
feet. I can’t endure it another day aud I
shall toll him so.” And, unfortunately, just
as she was irately brooding over these wrongs,
her lather sent for her that he might ..ascertain her feelings in regard to a proposition he
was inclined to make Will—a proposition to
take him iDto his business, allowing him an

Betty Wilmarth—and a quaint, piquant,
little beauty she was. They used to call her
a changeling, for where
she found that
Spanish face of hers nobody knows. Somewhere far back in her ancestry, it may
be,
an old beauty bequeathed
it; but out of a

was

lonely lane, talking

for the youth’s comprehension, but there was
Will just stepping over a fence, or lying under
a tree, or very possibly laugbiog at her—if he
was not angry.
What right had he to be augry ? She had never given him any 1 She
couldn’t go into the church on a week-day,
and take her seat iu a pew alone, to hear Mr.
Valerino practicing in the organ-loft, and
makiDg roof and rafters ring aud vibrate with
delicious melody, but tbeie was Will before
her iu the porch. “I like music too,” said
Will. She couldn’t pass an evening with a
friend, where Mr. Valerino was one of the

__

which

reproach

who belonged already to her prosaic everyday liie, and would have bound her down to
it—the life she had always known, without a
charm ot imagination, of the unknown, or the
ideal in it, and toward whom she telt a kindness that might possibly grow kinder, aud
make her yield, one day, to bis persistence, if

TTtJl* nation* rise and kingdom* hairless fade,
Yet ever jomg, though ages wear away,
Enthroned on dal* sits sho old and gray.
Troop by their queen la brilliant miaqu erade,
Like ceirareed courtiers fresh from accolade
fn gilded tr ipping* buckled lor the fray
On gorgeous field of tonrney, light and gay
Her Ideal creatures marshalled in parade,
All with their spangled habit, yisored o’er
Withjestors masks, enrolled irom every clime
Bow low wltb queen Balaam down to the floor,
And ing their loyal odes in doubtful rhyme.
Bat dull is he who tarns from page to page,
Aud sees not 'neatb the clown a learned sage.
Ansbbinus.

BY

a

the Italian: and then his affection irritated
her, for she was on the point of a grand poetic passion for an unhappy exile whose consolation she was to be.
And thus the man

<603-1737-

One New-Years in

to her

folly; his hearty
ways offended her—so much higher breeding
there seemed to be in the insinuating air of

For the Press.

care had made her turn and look: and
it was too late. When the first snowstorm of the winter came, and she remembered that it was heaping his unknown grave,
the cold terror of it chilled her marrow. All
the gay Christmas season that he used to like
so much, she sat in darkness.
She forgot her
father, and all the need of household cheer,
and it was only when she saw the pitying
faces down stairs that she resolved to forget
herself, her sin and her grief, and help them
all to gather what sweetness there was in this
life she iound so bitter. And she made her
New-year’s gifts ready and helped her young
sisters decorate the rooms and the simple table they could spread, and lent them her
dainty ornaments that she used to value so,
aud that now, at twenty-five, she was, done
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